OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

Blues - R&B - Reggae  48
Christian - Gospel  56
Classical - Opera  58
Country & Western - Bluegrass  35
Holiday CDs & DVDs  56
Jazz - Big Bands  41
More Music  63
Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway  57
New Age - Nature - Relaxation  30
Oldies - Easy Listening  23
Rock - Pop  2
Time Life Music  34
Vinyl Records  63
World - Folk  31

Current titles are marked with a ★

Rock - Pop
★ CD 4884736 1960'S NUMBER 1 HITS: 20 Songs. Contains twenty tracks by the original artists, including: Sugar Sugar by The Archies; Wild Thing by The Troggs; Good Lovin' by The Rascals; I Heard It Through the Grapevine by Marvin Gaye; Hang On Sloopy by The McCoys; and many more. T. P. Pub. at $12.95.  $5.95
★ CD 490099X CARPENTERS: Singles 1969-1981. Presents the Carpenters' single hits on 21 tracks. This memorable collection includes For All We Know; I Believe You; It's Going to Take Some Time; We've Only Just Begun; Those Good Old Dreams; Superstar; Rainy Days and Mondays; Goodbye to Love; All You Get From Love Is a Love Song; Top of The World; Only Yesterday; and more. A&M Records.  $7.95

Limited Quantity CD 4969057 THE BEST BRITISH LEGENDS ALBUM IN THE WORLD...EVER! These songs played a huge role in shaping the pop charts. This 60-track, three-CD set includes Spanning the Wheel by George Michael; Everybody Wants to Rule the World by Tears for Fears; I Start to Miss You by The Specials; Don't Go Away by The Jam; Something in the Air by Small Faces; and more. Time Life Music.  $24.95

CD 4969004 70S BACK TO SCHOOL. Classic tracks from your '70s school days. This 60-track, three-CD set includes YMCA by The Village People; I Can't Stand the Rain by Eruption; Dancin' Party by Showaddywaddy; Wanted by The Dooleys; If You Think You Know How to Love Me by Smokie; She's Not There by Santana; and more. Demon Music Group.  $7.95

CD 4969001 TEENAGER IN LOVE. Collects 56 teenage classics from the '50s and '60s by artists including Dion & The Belmonts; Fats Domino; Bruce Channel; The Marvelettes; Billy Haley and His Comets; Patsy Cline; Connie Francis; Buddy Holly and many more. 3 CDs. Demon Music Group.  $9.95

CD 4982290 THE ROLLING STONES: Live & Sessions 1963-1966. This 98-track, six-CD set consists of various live performances from 1963 to 1966. Songs include Come On; I'm Moving On; Walking the Dog; Around and Around; Mercy Mercy; Hi-Heel Sneakers; Off the Hook; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MCPS.  $24.95

CD 4887059 WHITNEY HOUSTON: 2 CD Ultimate Edition. This 34 track, two-CD set compiles some of her greatest performances and the ultimate collection of her songs. Includes: Home; You Give Good Love; I Will Always Love You; Saving All My Love For You; and more. Ariola.  $9.95

CD 4822420 JANIS JOPLIN: Fillmore East 1969. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Fillmore East, New York, in February 1969: Raise Your Hand; As Good as You've Been to This World; Summertime; Walk Right; and more. Ten tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95.  $11.95

★ CD 4884811 GOLDEN #1 HITS OF THE 50'S & 60'S: 40 Songs. Two CDs combine two decades of great music on 40 tracks that include The Wayward Wind by Goody Goody; The Purple People by Sheb Wooley; Soldier Boy by The Shirelles; The Battle of New Orleans by Johnny Horton; Johnny Angel by Shelley Fabares; I Can't Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; and more. Impertone.  $9.95

Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; and more. Impertone.

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>4.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>5.675%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

- 2 - For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
and enter the item number in the search box.

- 3 -
CD 4869648 GENESIS: Turn It on Again. Eighteen tracks are collected here, including Turn It on Again; Invisible Touch; Mama; Land of Confusion; I Can't Dance; Follow You, Follow Me; Tonight, Tonight; Throw It All Away; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.95

CD 2844123 EAGLES: Unplugged 1994. Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will prove a must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Please Come Easy; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Twenty-four tracks. Good Ship Funkie. Pub. at $19.99

CD 4866278 LOU REED: Bottom Line 1977. On May 11th, 1977, Lou Reed performed at The Bottom Line in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including I'm Waiting for the Man; Rock and Roll Heart; Heroine; Rock and Roll; Walk on the Wild Side; Shooting Star; and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.95

CD 4833387 LOU REED: New York Years. From August 1978 to June 1982, Lou Reed performed at the Bottom Line in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including I'm Waiting for the Man; Rock and Roll; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

CD 4888021 ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 4: Dangerous Redhead. Patty Patti is full of rockabilly and rock ‘n roll music which focuses on legendary guitarists and songs the listener can not help but move to and tap tempos. “The all hit, no filler” titles are perfects for parties. Twenty-eight tracks, including Rock On by Johnny Rebb and His Rebels; Rock and Roll Guitar by the New Blockbusters; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.95

CD 4747348 LINDA RONSTADT: Long Live the Child. Rock and roll icons Linda Ronstadt and John Paul Young performed at London Palladium. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 27 tracks including Penny Royal Blues; Sugar Daddy; and more. London Calling. Pub. at $19.95

CD 4831092 ALAN FREED: A Hundred Years of Rock ‘n Roll. Celebrates Alan Freed’s influence on rock ‘n roll as one of the most legendary disc jockeys in music history. Collects 39 tracks from 1952 to 1959, a mix of then contemporary music from Freed’s show and original excerpts from his radio broadcasts. Songs includes The Whip by Gil Bernal; Rock and Roll by Eddie Fontain; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

CD 4831093 ALAN FREED: Heart Throbbing Hits. Collects 100 hits from the decade’s teen idols, including Show You the Way to Go by The Jacksons; Give a Little Love by Bay City Rollers; More Than a Feeling by Boston; Baby Don’t Get Hooked on Me by Mac Davis; Feel the Need by Leif Garrett; and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $7.95

CD 4837347 THE BEST OF ROD STEWART: 20th Century Masters. Twelve tracks are collected here from the rock legend, including Maggie May; Wear It Well; Twisting the Night Away; Every Picture Tells a Story; True Blue; Country Comforts; Angel; Gasline Alley; and more. PolyGram Records. $6.95

CD 4855379 AEROSMITH: Central Park 1975. Presents 12 tracks from a live FM broadcast at Central Park in August 1975. Includes Walking the Dog; Big Ten Inch Record; Sweet Emotion; Dream On; Write Me A Love Song; Just Your Fool; Walk This Way; No More/Same Old Song and Dance; Train Keep a Rollin'; and Toys in the Attic. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

CD 4869698 THE WHO: Icon. This collection includes tracks from this legendary duo, including You May Make My Dreams; I Can’t Go for That (No Can Do); Family Man; Rich Girl; Everything You Ever Wanted; You Lost That Loving Feelin’; Sara Smile; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 4886364 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues music. Collects 12 tracks, including Just Your Fool; Comin’ Home; (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction; and more. London Calling. Pub. at $19.95

CD 4858611 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Reading Festival 1983. Presents two live FM broadcasts recorded in 1983 in Reading, England, and Manchester, England, in 1988 on tracks. Includes Testify; So Excited; Woodoo Chile; Pride and Joy; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Love Spell; Baby; Texas Flood; Come on, Let Me Take You There; and more. Warner Music Group. $7.95

CD 4855379 AEROSMITH: Central Park 1975. Presents 12 tracks from a live FM broadcast at Central Park in August 1975. Includes Walking the Dog; Big Ten Inch Record; Sweet Emotion; Dream On; Write Me A Love Song; Just Your Fool; Walk This Way; No More/Same Old Song and Dance; Train Keep a Rollin’; and Toys in the Attic. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

CD 4869698 THE WHO: Icon. This collection includes tracks from this legendary duo, including You May Make My Dreams; I Can’t Go for That (No Can Do); Family Man; Rich Girl; Everything You Ever Wanted; You Lost That Loving Feelin’; Sara Smile; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 4744870 ROCK AND ROLL: Icon. The heart and soul of the Sixties is presented on 12 tracks. Includes I Can’t Explain; My Generation; Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; Magic Bus; Pinball Wizard; Squeeze Box; Baba O’Reilly; Behind Blue Eyes; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $14.95

CD 3142074 DAVE HALL & JOHN OATES: Unplugged Classics. Collects 18 tracks from this legendary duo, including Days of Old; Love in the Time of Cholera; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.95

CD 4816788 THE WHO: Icon. This collection includes tracks from this legendary duo, including You May Make My Dreams; I Can’t Go for That (No Can Do); Family Man; Rich Girl; Everything You Ever Wanted; You Lost That Loving Feelin’; Sara Smile; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 4737091 GENE PITNEY: Something’s Gotten Hold of My Heart. This American singer-songwriter charted 16 top 40 hits in the U.S., four in the top ten hit. Here, 18 tracks are collected from Pitney, including Town Without A Play; Twenty-Four Hours from Now; I’m Gonna Be Strong; It Hurts to Be In Love; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99

CD 4944268 NICK LOWE & ROCKPILE: Rubber American. Nick Lowe and Rockpile performed at Portobello Road in London. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Sweet Little Lisa; So It Goes; I Knew the Bride (When She Queens of Heart; Switchboard Susan; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.95

CD 486963X DURAN DURAN: Rio. This English new wave band was a music leader in the MTV driven second British invasion of the U.S. in the 1980s. Nine songs are collected here, including Rio; My Own Way; Hungry Like the Wolf; Save a Prayer; New Religion; and more. Warner Music Group. $7.95

CD 4842627 FRANK ZAPPA: Your Mother Should Know. On December 3rd, 1967, Frank Zappa performed at Fifth Dimension in Ann Arbor, Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects seven tracks including Lay Down, Southern Stars; America Drinks and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $9.95

CD 2925796 CHICKEN HOUSE. Twenty-five tracks from the rockin’ fifties including Mama Doll by Roy Teo; Bill Barn by Don & His Merry Matches; Rock and Roll by Little Rock’n’Roll by Johnny Bond; Too Much Rockin’ by Tiny Lewis; Teenage Boy by Dwight Pulled; Chicken House by Dave Rich; and many more. Warner Music Group. $7.95

CD 4828127 YES: At the Veterans Memorial. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Veterans Memorial Coliseum, New Haven, CT., in December 1974: Firebird Suite; Sound Chaser; Close to the Edge; Gates of Delirium; Sound Chaser; and more. Nine tracks on 2 CDs. Capitol. Pub. at $19.95

CD 4747348 LINDA RONSTADT: Long Time at the Plant. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Record Plant, Sausalito, California on November 18, 1973. Fourteen tracks, including Working in a Gas Station; Black Napkins; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $12.99

CD 4747348 LINDA RONSTADT: Long Time at the Plant. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Record Plant, Sausalito, California on November 18, 1973. Fourteen tracks, including Working in a Gas Station; Black Napkins; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $12.99

CD 4858611 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Reading Festival 1983. Presents two live FM broadcasts recorded in 1983 in Reading, England, and Manchester, England, in 1988 on tracks. Includes Testify; So Excited; Woodoo Chile; Pride and Joy; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Love Spell; Baby; Texas Flood; Come on, Let Me Take You There; and more. Warner Music Group. $7.95

CD 4858611 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Reading Festival 1983. Presents two live FM broadcasts recorded in 1983 in Reading, England, and Manchester, England, in 1988 on tracks. Includes Testify; So Excited; Woodoo Chile; Pride and Joy; Mary Had a Little Lamb; Love Spell; Baby; Texas Flood; Come on, Let Me Take You There; and more. Warner Music Group. $7.95
and enter the item number in the search box.

---

**CD 4858484**
**JOE WALSH & BARNSTORM: Turning to Stone.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The University of Texas in 1973 comes 8 tracks that include Meadowlark; Instrumental; The Bomber; Turn to Stone; Tend My Garden; Rocky Mountain Way; The Bomber (Reprise); and Turn to Stone (Reprise). (Reprise), Gold Fish. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 2927543**
**THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62.** This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career, it features all 21 chart entries he had in the U.S. and UK during that time, as well as some lesser-known material. Two CDs. A&VeB. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 495632X**
**SADIE'S GENTLEMEN'S CLUB: Visit O2. Flattin'**. Both the club and its mistress Sadie are mysterious and you need a private invitation to attend. Collects 30 tracks including Cheatin' Woman By Frankie Ford; Flattin' by Sonny and Premiers; Frog Legs by Lloyd Price and His Orch.; Bubershot by Phil Harvey; Ugly George by Melvin Smith; and more. Atomicat Records. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 4946294**
**OZZY OSBOURNE: Montreal 1981.** On July 28th, 1981, Ozzy Osbourne performed at Theater Saint-Denis in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Flying High Again; Don't Ask Me Why; Crazy Train; Mr. Crowley; Suicide Solution; Revelation (Mother Earth); Steal Away (The Night); Drum Solo; and Paranoid. Smokin' Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4917049**
**LULU: Gold.** This 60 track, three CD collection spans Lulu's career from her first to her most recent recordings. Songs include Can't Help Myself (Sealed with a Kiss); Here Comes the Night; I'll Be 20; I'll Be Running Over; Oh Me Oh My (I'm a Fool for You Baby); After the Feeling Is Gone; I Will Do It For Your Love, Independence; Let Me Wake Up in Your Arms; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 4854845**
**EAGLES: Sayonara Japan.** From Nagoya, Japan, comes a live FM broadcast recorded in 1976. Some 18 tracks include Take It Easy; Outlaw Man; Turn to Stone; Lynyrd Skynyrd; One of These Nights; Already Gone; Too Many Hands; Good Day in Hell; Witchy Woman; Rocky Mountain Way; Best of My Love; and more. Unicomm. Pub. at $14.93

**CD 4858654**
**THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Where's John?** Presents a live 1968 FM broadcast recorded in Cleveland, OH, on 12 tracks. Includes What Goes On; I'm Waiting for the Man; Pale Blue Eyes; Heroin;965; White Light/White Heat; Furs; Beginning to See the Light; Sister Ray; I'm Gonna Move Right In; I Can't Stand It; and That's the Story of My Life. Smokin'. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4858468**
**JETHRO TULL: At the Turn of a Page.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Tanglewood Music Center on July 1970 comes an outstanding 5 tracks that includes Nothing Is Easy; My God; With You in There to Help Me/By Kind Permission Of; Obama for One/Drum Solo. We Used to Know/Guitar Solo/Tanglewood Improve Jam and For a Thousand Mothers. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4840755**
**ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 2: Lazy Susan.** This CD focuses on the lesser-known artists and songs in the jive, stroll, and bop tempos. Twenty tracks include; I'm Just a Woman; It's Not Fair; I've Got a Woman; You Better Watch Out; You Never Give Me Your Mind; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 3960684**
**THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Jacksonville Beach 1969.** Recorded from a live broadcast by WJJK Channel 28 Armory, March 1969, these ten tracks include Don't Want You No More; Crossroads; Willie Jean Jam; Born Under a Bad Sign; She Has Love; Little Tripper; Grey Shoes Blues and Blue Skies. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4868351**
**DENNIS DAY: America's Irish Tenor– The Singles Collection 1946-54.** This 49-track, two-CD set is comprised of selected A and B sides of his singles for RCA-Victor during this era. Includes Mam'selle; Christmas in Killarney; Dear Hearts and Gentle People; Goodnight, My Love; Never; Mister and Mrs. Mississippi; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4883750**
**RUSH: 2112.** Seven tracks showcase this progressive rock band's creative edge. Includes 2112: A Passage to Bangkok; The Butterfly Zone; Lessons; Tears; and Something for Nothing. Mercury Records.

**CD 4868372**
**THE ROLLING STONES: Goats Head Soup.** Collects ten songs from the legendary British rock band, including Dancing in the Street; Mr. D. 100 Years Ago; Coming Down Again; Angie; Silver Train; Can You Hear the Music; Star; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 4837509**
**TOMMY JAMES & THE SHONDells: The Collection.** This three-CD set presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Backstreet; The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Brooklyn; King of the World; Nikki Don't Lose That Number; Pretty Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; Your Gold Teeth; Reelin' in the Years; Show 'Em Kids; and This All Too Mobile Home. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4858603**
**STEELY DAN: Mobile Homes.** Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Backdoor; The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Brooklyn; King of the World; Nikki Don't Lose That Number; Pretty Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; Your Gold Teeth; Reelin' in the Years; Show 'Em Kids; and This All Too Mobile Home. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4868285**
**TOMMY JAMES & THE SHONDells: Mobile Homes.** This three-CD set compiles legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Big Dog Little Dog; Love; Living in the City; My Old School; Dirty Work; Your Gold Teeth; Reelin' in the Years; Show 'Em Kids; and This All Too Mobile Home. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4880768**
**PAUL SIMON: GRACELAND–The Remixes.** Acclaimed as one of the most iconic records in rock and roll history, this is it re-imagined in its entirety. Twelve tracks including Homeless; Gumboots; Nothin'; So Long I Love You; Boy in the Bubble; and more. Legacy.

**CD 4868282X**
**TOMMY JAMES & THE SHONDells: Mobile Homes.** Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Backstreet; The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Brooklyn; King of the World; Nikki Don't Lose That Number; Pretty Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; Your Gold Teeth; Reelin' in the Years; Show 'Em Kids; and This All Too Mobile Home. Wicker Man. Pub. at $7.95

---

**CD 479933X**
**ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 1: Good for Nothing Woman.** Full of Rockabily and Rock 'n' Roll music which focuses on the lesser-known artists and songs in the jive, stroll, and bop tempos. Twenty-eight tracks include Rockin' Shock by John Hark; Big Dog Little Dog by Harvey & The Power; The Bom-Air; Party Line by Johnny Rivers; and more. Atomicat Records. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4886372**
**THE ROLLING STONES: The Broadcast Archives.** This boxed set collects three CDs: Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young; Neil Young & His Band; and Stills, Nash & Young with Jackson Browne & J.D. Souther; and Crosby, Stills & Nash: Survival Sunday. Thirty-seven tracks in all from live FM broadcasts around the country between 1960 and 1991. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $14.99

---

**CD 4858522**
**NEIL YOUNG: Boston 1976.** From a live 1976 FM broadcast from Boston, come 14 tracks that include Country Home; Don't Cry No Tears; Drive Back; Cowgirl in the Sand; Battle; Introduction; Lotta Love; Like a Hurricane; The Gold Rush; Are You Ready for the Country?; Comin' Home; Common Man; Homegrown. Southern Man. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 2927403**
**EDDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** His career was tragically short, but Cochran still made a generous contribution to the rock 'n roll explosion of the 1950s. The teen's heartthrob shines in 57 tracks, including landmark hits like C'Mon Everybody; Twenty Flight Rock; Summertime Blues; Three Steps to Heaven; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4858603**
**STEELY DAN: Mobile Homes.** Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Backstreet; The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Brooklyn; King of the World; Nikki Don't Lose That Number; Pretty Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; Your Gold Teeth; Reelin' in the Years; Show 'Em Kids; and This All Too Mobile Home. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

---

**CD 486825**
**THE DOORS: The Doors Live at the Hollywood Bowl.** This three-CD set compiles legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Back Door; Love; Living in the City; My Old School; Dirty Work; Your Gold Teeth; Reelin' in the Years; Show 'Em Kids; and This All Too Mobile Home. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

---

**CD 4880768**
**PAUL SIMON: GRACELAND–The Remixes.** Acclaimed as one of the most iconic records in rock and roll history, this is it re-imagined in its entirety. Twelve tracks including Homeless; Gumboots; Nothin'; So Long I Love You; Boy in the Bubble; and more. Legacy.
**Rock & Pop**

**★ 4992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive.** Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this three CD set includes broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s—the period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Songs include Take It Easy, The Pretender; This Is Us; and more. Fifty-one tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ 4858492 JUDAS PRIEST: Holidays in Houston.** From a live 1983 broadcast recorded in Houston Texas comes 11 tracks that include Headlining Out to the Highway; Devil’s Child; The Hellion/Electric Eye; Riding on the Wind; Scream for Vengeance; You’ve Got Another Thing Comin’; Breaking the Law; Sinner; Living After Midnight; and Hell Bunt for Leather. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**★ 4820263 THE BEST OF TESLA: 20th Century Masters.** This unique group takes you back to the ‘80s on 12 tracks with music like, Modern Day Cowboy; Hang Tough; Love Song; The Way It Is; Signs; Edison’s Medicine; What You Give; Call It What You Want; Song & Emotion; Try So Hard; Mama’s Fools and Heaven’s Tear (No Way Out). Universal Music. $6.95

**★ 4899814 NIRVANA: Madrid 1992.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Autzen Stadium, Oregon on July 19, 1987. Ten tracks, including Magpie’s Farm; Dead Man; Dead Man; Watching the River Flow; Simple Twist of Fate; All Along the Watchtower; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**★ 4858581 RY C O O D E R & DAVID LINDELY: Osaka 1979.** From Osaka, Japan, comes a live FM broadcast recorded in 1979. Songs include Home; I’ll Never Die; Five Days Apart; So Good; Molly’s Lips; Something In The Way, On a Plain; Been a Son; Blew; Stain; Come As You Are; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**★ 4744745 STEELY DAN: Katy Meets the Royals.** At the end of 1976 Walter Becker and Donald Fagen appeared on college radio in New York where they played more than 60 minutes of unreleased tracks and demos made during the recording of Katy Lied and Royal Scam. This CD collects this rare content. Twenty-two tracks, including Black Friday; Bad Sneakers; Rose Darling; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Unicorn. $11.95

**★ 4887034 AC/DC: Rock Or Bust.** The hard rock gods present 11 more tracks in 2014. Only you select 14 songs you want to hear, such as: Balls Up; Necessary Evil; Ball; Rock the Blues Away; Someone Gets The Blame; Jesus on the Mainline; The Tattler; Blue Onions; Some T.R.L.; Boys And Girls; Some T.R.L.; and more. Two CDs. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**★ 486848X WARREN ZEVON: The Broadcast Archives.** Features 46 tracks from three live FM broadcasts recorded in 1976, 1978 and 1992. Songs include Excitable Boy; Desperadoes Under the Eaves; Johnny Strikes Up the Band; I’ll Sleep When I’m Dead; Play It All Again; The Christmas Cheer; and more. Two CDs. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**★ 4799348 ROCK AND ROLL VIXENS #6.** Presents twenty-five rockin’ Movers and Shakers, recorded from the early 1960s to mid 1960s. Got Mojo Working by Ann Cole; Ain’t No Need by Honey Brown & Lefty Bates Combo; I Shot Mr. Lee by The Bobbettes; and more. Twenty-five tracks. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**★ 4747982 THE GIRLS: 100 Hits.** Hundred tracks on 5 CDs include hits such as Left Outside Alone by Anastacia; Nothing’s Real but Love by Rebecca Ferguson; Beautiful by Christina Aguilera; Come into My Life by Joyce Sims; Regular by Natrice; You Can’t Hold Me Down by Mary J. Blige; and more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ 4747224 BOB DYLAN & THE GRATEFUL DEAD: In the Heart of Oregon.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Autzen Stadium, Eugene, Oregon on July 19, 1987. Ten tracks, including Maggie’s Farm; Dead Man; Dead Man; Watching the River Flow; Simple Twist of Fate; All Along the Watchtower; and more. Zip City. $11.95

**★ 4794230 ELTON JOHN: The Lost Sessions.** Collects 16 songs from the music video Tumble In The Rain. Tracks 1-9 are from BBC sessions in May 1970 and tracks 10-16 were recorded at WAB/C Studios in New York City on November 17, 1970. Songs include Sails; Your Song; Bennie and the Jets; Samantha; My Heartanco; and more. Supra. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**★ 4899849 PETER GABRIEL: The Broadcast Archives.** This three CD set presents Peter Gabriel’s legendary live performance radio broadcasts from the 1980s & 1990s on 31 tracks that includes Across The River; I Have No Touch; Not One Of Us; Shock the Monkey; Red Rain; No Self Control; Don’t Give Up; Biko; Come Talk to Me; Quiet Stream; Shaking the Tree; San Jacinto; Secret World; In your Eyes; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**★ 4853550 NEIL YOUNG: The Classic KLOS-FM Broadcast Archives 1986.** From a live FM broadcast in Riverside, California, comes 25 tracks that include Mr. Soul: Down by the River; Too Lonely; Heart of Gold; After The Goldrush; Inca Queen; Drive Back; Opera Star; Computer Age; Violent Side; Midwest Vacation; Long Walk Home; The Needle and the Damage Done; Like a Hurricane; Around the World; and more. Two CDs. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**★ 3905683 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND.** Eleven albums are collected here from this legendary band, including Whipping Post; Midnight Rider; Ramblin’ Man; Lazy Love; In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; and more. Universal Music. $4.95

**★ 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off.** A 60’s performance that illustrates that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and essential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Down; Somebody to Love; It’s No Secret; Running Up That Hill; Up From Ours; The Greatful Dead; and more. Two CDs. SFM. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**★ 4815461 BOY GEORGE: Studio Albums Plus Singles & Live Tracks 1978-1992.** Collects the following three albums: Boy Orison at the Rock House; Lonely and Blue; and Crying. Also includes a CD gathering singles, sessions and collaborations from 1987 to 1982. Twenty-four tracks on 4 CDs. Reel to Reel. $14.95

**★ 4932870 MARTIN BARRE BAND: Live at the Wildey.** The Martin Barre Band takes us back to the stage in St. Charles, Illinois. This live album was recorded on May 17-18, 2019. Collects 29 tracks including Song for Jeffery; My Sunday Feeling Back to the Family; Reunion; Bungle in the Jungle; Heavy Horses; and more. Two CDs. SFM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**★ 491726X WHIP MASTERS INSTRUMENTALS, VOLUME 3.** These are turbine executed through whip-cracking innuendos, odes to murder, and supernatural activities with chilling vocal-call outs. These 30 tracks include Moon Dawg! by Gamblers; Dance’n Little Thing by L’ Boogie; Lords Of The 314; Drive Back; Opera Star; Computer Age; and more. Two CD’s. Unicorn. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**★ 4793161 JOHN LENNON: Gimme Some Truth.** Thirty-six tracks completely remixed from the original master tapes, giving these classic songs a new life for generations to come. This title includes Instant Karma! (We All Shine On); Cold Turkey; Working Class Hero; Come Together; Give Peace a Chance; Beautiful Boy (Darling Boy); and more. Two CD’s. Capital Records. $21.95

**★ 6940781 THE GIRLS: Rockin’ Bangers.** The third studio album by this tarliest0 band of the 1960s & 1970s; gutteriest, gutteriest British and Blues band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks including: Rockin’ Bangers; Sixteen; Gin House Blues; I Put a Spell on You; She’ll Return It; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**★ 4793161 JOHN LENNON: Gimme Some Truth.** Thirty-six tracks completely remixed from the original master tapes, giving these classic songs a new life for generations to come. This title includes Instant Karma! (We All Shine On); Cold Turkey; Working Class Hero; Come Together; Give Peace a Chance; Beautiful Boy (Darling Boy); and more. Two CD’s. Capital Records. $21.95

**★ 4747224 BOB DYLAN & THE GRATEFUL DEAD: In the Heart of Oregon.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Autzen Stadium, Eugene, Oregon on July 19, 1987. Ten tracks, including Magpie’s Farm; Dead Man; Dead Man; Watching the River Flow; Simple Twist of Fate; All Along the Watchtower; and more. Zip City. $11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 3919811 WIND ON THE WATER: Crosby & Nash. The second album from this legendary duo is presented here. Thirteen tracks, including Carry Me, Take the Money and Run, To the Last Whale, Wind on the Water, Bitter sweet and more. MCA. Pub. at $11.95 $11.95

★ CD 4946539 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: The Spectrum, Philadelphia. On July 9th, 1980, Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers performed at The Spectrum in Philadelphia, PA. This performance was recorded live from a FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Shadow of a Doubt (Complex Kid); Anything That’s Rock ’N’ Roll; Fooling Again; Here Comes My Girl; and more. Warner. Pub. at $15.95 $15.95

CD 357733 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: Live at the USO in Korea 1945-61. An ecletic 55-track collection captures the collaborative early careers of these musical legends. Featuring all of Les’ solo chart entries from the period, as well as their hits as a duo, it is an incredible showcase of the legendary guitarist’s groundbreaking recording and instrumental trickery, and of the glowing vocals of Ford. Two CDs, Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4868447 STEVIE NICKS: The Bronze. Collector’s Choice. Collects 38 tracks from legendary radio broadcasts from the 1980s and 1990s, including Gold Dust Woman; Dreams; Leather and Lace; talk to Me; Stop Dragging My Heart Around; Beauty and the Beast; and more. Three CDs, includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $22.95

CD 4887042 GENESIS: R-Kive. This collection of 37 tracks on three CDs are songs taken from the albums of Genesis and from the solo careers of the band members. Includes The Knife, The Music Box, Temple; Afterglow; Invisible Touch; Land of Confusion; and more. Virgin. $14.95

CD 4853121 CHUBBY CHECKER: Five Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles and Twistin’ Tracks. Ninety-nights are gathered here from a true rock ’n’ roll legend, including Twists’ USF; The Hully Gully Party; Rock Around the Clock; Jingle Bell Rock; Whole Lotta Shakin’ Go On; and more. Four CDs, Reel to Reel. $14.95

★ CD 4840305 BOSS BLACK ROCKERS, VOL. 9: Crackerguy. A cool array of killer black rock ’n’ roll from the Golden Age of American music. Twenty-eight tracks, including I Found My Girl by The Kents; Taking Care of Business by Titus Turner; Ooo Wee by The Searchers; Alabama Rock ’n’ Roll by Koko-Mojo. Pub. $19.99 $9.95

CD 4895221 THE DOORS: Morrison Hotel. Collects 11 tracks from the legendary band, including Roodhouse Blues; Waiting for the Sun; Ship of Fools; Land Ho! The Spy; Maggie M’Gill; Blue Sunday; and more. Rhino. $9.95

★ CD 4790642 DESTINATION FORBIDDEN PLANET. The Forbidden Planet—what is the story behind it? This CD answers that question and what’s more, it rock’s and swings. Thirteen tracks of this world tours, including Purple People Eater by Judy Garland; Visitors from Space by Dick Jacobs and His Orchestra; Planet Named Desire by Billy Mize. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

★ CD 4798066 REVERB NATION. Recorded live at the Alpine Village. Torrance, California on August 4 and 5, 2017. Nearly 20 surf bands performed over two nights and 27 tracks are collected here, including Walk Don’t Run by Venturesmania; Death of a Gnome by Surf Rockers; Order of the Black Sun by Mystery Men, and more. Entree Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 4899768 GENESIS: Nassau Coliseum 1961. A live FM 1961 broadcast from Nassau Coliseum, Long Island, New York. This CD features 13 tracks that include Behind the Lines; Duchess Dido/Lurker; Abacab; Me and Sarah Jane; Misunderstanding; No Reply at All; Firth of Flann, Man on the Corner; In the Cage (Cinema Show)/Slipperman; Afterglow; Dance on a Volcano; and Drum Duel. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ CD 498921X SCREAMIN’ JAY HAWKINS: My Little Shop of Horrors. One of rock ’n’ roll’s most shock rockers, this 29 tracks, including I Put a Spell On You; Portrait of a Man; What’s Gonna Happen on the 8th Day?; We Love; Please Don’t Leave Me; and more. Liberation Ball. Pub. at $14.95 $1.95

★ CD 4799356 SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 16: Louisiana & New Orleans R&B Rockers. Features twenty-eight tracks including Doing the Rock and Roll by Calvin Spears; Meet Me Baby by Rudy Green; Baby Take It Easy by Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown; The Big Wheel by Clifton Chenier. My Loving Baby by Linda Hopkins; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 4828151 DEREK & THE DOMINOS: Transmission Impossible. From a variety of live FM broadcasts, this collection of 29 tracks on three CDs are taken from the albums of Derek & The Dominos’ Two against Ev’rything. Two More; Runnin’ on My Mind; Layla; Snake Blues; One More Chance; Blues Power; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ CD 4961673 TOMMY ROE: Greatest Hits. Features ten hits from this 1960s singer/songwriter including Jam On Your Lip; Tight; Sheila; Dizzy; Crimson and Clover; Sugar; Sugar; Honey; Sweet Pepsi; Everybody; Baby I Love You; and Hoagy for Hazel. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ CD 4844118 EARTH, WIND & FIRE: Gold. Collects four tracks on 3 CDs including; Let’s Groove; Shining Star; Runnin’; Love’s Holiday; Mighty Mighty; Magic Mind; Touch; Fantasy; On Your Face; and more. packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crimmson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 4745159 NILSSON: Gold. Collects 45 songs from the American singer-songwriter, including Everybody’s Takin’ One; Ten Little People; Coconut; Gotta Find My Way Home; Save the Last Dance for Me; If You Had To Be; Always; Perpetual Day; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 4868429 STEELY DAN: Aja vs the Scam. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at Wang Theater, Boston in July 2009, this two set collection includes 26 tracks including Ripples; Doin’ The Rock Rock (Till You Drop); and more. PolyGram Records. $9.95

★ CD 4868293 EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood. This CD features the live FM broadcast at The Forum in Inglewood, California, 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California, Already Gone; In the City; King of Hollywood; The Sad Cafe; Lyin’; I Don’t Want to Be十二: Heartache Tonight; One of These Nights; Turn to Stone; and The Long Run. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4846293 BOP-A-RAMA, VOLUME 2. A mixture of several bopping genres—rockabilly, rock ’n’ roll, bluegrass, and blues bop—are compiled here. Thirty tracks, including Tornado by Dale Hawkins. Rhythm in My Bones by Danny Diamonds and the Rubies; Six White Horses by the Pioneers; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4848283 BOP-A-RAMA, VOLUME 1. A mixture of several bopping genres—rockabilly, rock ’n’ roll, bluegrass, and blues bop—are compiled here. Thirty tracks, including Tornado by Dale Hawkins. Rhythm in My Bones by Danny Diamonds and the Rubies; Six White Horses by the Pioneers; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4856315 ERIC CLAPTON: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set collects radio broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s and 1990s. Twenty-nine tracks, including White Room; Spontaneous; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; River of Tears; Tears in Heaven; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $29.95 $15.95

★ CD 4858441 IRON MAIDEN: New York, New York. A live FM broadcast recorded at the Palladium in 1982 presents 10 outstanding tracks. Includes Murders in the Rue Morgue; Wrathchild; Run to the Hills; Children of the Damned; The Number of the Beast; The Prisoner; Hallowed Be Thy Name; Phantom of the Opera; Iron Maiden; and Sanctuary/Smoked. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
and enter the item number in the search box.

★ CD 4899806 METALLICA: Live at the KROQ Weenie Roast. A live 2008 FM broadcast from Irvine, California presents this celebrated group on 14 tracks, with arrangements that include Creeping Death; Fuel; For Whom the Bells Toll; Kirk Solo; The Unforgiven; Wherever I May Roam; Harvester of Sorrow; Fuel; Enter Sandman; and So What; Smokin’. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ CD 4858557 PRINCE: Rock over Germany 1993. From a live 1993 FM broadcast recorded in Luneburg, Germany, comes 28 tracks that include My Name Is Prince; The Beautiful Ones; Let’s Go Crazy; She’s Always in My Hair; Raspberry Beret; The Cross; Purple Rain; Scandalous; Girls and Boys; Baby I’m a Star; Rock the House; America; D.M.S.R.; Got It Off My Chest; Bnelly; Rain; and more. Acetate. Pub. at $19.95 $13.49

★ CD 4809909 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: Commandment One. Collects 30 up-tempo rock songs from yesteryear, including Mean Woman Blue by Jerry Lee Lewis; Mean, Mean Man by Wanda Jackson; Lonesome Tears by The Crickets; You Never Had It So Good by The Checks; and much more. Acetate. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4858573 RORY GALLAGHER: The Broadcast Archives. A collection of live FM radio broadcasts from the ’70s and ’80s are captured on 3 CDs and some 35 tracks. Selections include Messin’ with the Kid; Cradle Rock; Just a Little Bit; Tattoo’d Lady; Wayward Child; Double Vision; What In the World! Madine; Secret Agent; Calling Card; Early in the Morning; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ CD 4749766 THE BEST DANCE ALBUM: 100 Hits. Features 100 hits great for dancing by the original artists including Call on Me by Erick Prydz; You Don’t Know Me by Armand Van Helden; Don’t Call Me Baby by Madison Avenue; Freestyler by Bomfunk MC’s; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 999175 70PS PICT. Collects 60 pop songs from the seventies by artists including The Monkees, The Jacksons, Bay City Rollers, Lulu, Boney M., Eric Carr, Mott the Hoople and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $7.95

★ CD 4837401 THE BEST OF THE WHO: 20th Century Masters. From My Generation to Amazing Journey, this set of 10 tracks includes the barn-burner hits that made The Who one of the greatest rock bands ever to take the stage. Other tracks include Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; Magic Bus; Pinball Wizard; Squeeze Box; Box Who Are You; and Join Me in the Universal Musical. $16.95

★ CD 4858360 AG/DC: The Massachusetts Massacre. Ten tracks present a live 1978 FM broadcast recorded in Boston. Includes Live Wire; Problem Child; Sin City; Gone Shooing; Bad Boy Boogie; The Jack; High; Finished; The Dream; Dog Eat Dog; HÖBO. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 4828224 GRATEFUL DEAD: Homefront Blues. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Winterland Arena, San Francisco, CA, in October 1967: Morning Dew; New Potato Caboose; It Hurts Me Too; Cool Rain and Snow; Turn on Your Love Light; Beat It on Down the Line; That’s It for the Other Seven. Tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 3763056 THE BEST OF DOO WOP. Fifty tracks capture the Doo Wop sound in this 2 CD collection. Includes 16 Candles by The Cres; Eddie My Love by The Teen Queens; A Story Untold by The Nutmegs; There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Capris; The Great Pretender by The Platters; Honey Love by The Drifters; In the Night by The Five Satins and more. Demon. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 4859132 EUROPE: Gold. The only European compilation you’ll need. This three CD set collects 45 tracks including The Final Countdown; Rock the Night; Carrie; Paradise Bay; Joshua; Heart of Stone; Ready or Not; In the Future to Come; Farewell; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $21.95

★ CD 4912277 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: Commandment Nine. Collects 33 tracks from the ’60s pop star, including singles during this era. Tracks collected here capture the essence of early Led Zeppelin at its rawest and most passionate. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ CD 4797906 THE JIMMY CLANTON COLLECTION 1957-62. This 62 track, two CD set comprises almost all his A and B sides from this era on Johnny Vincent’s renowned Ace Records label and its subsidiaries, along with all his tracks from the albums just a Dream; Jimmy’s Blue; Teenage Millionaire; and Venus In Blue Jeans. Acetate. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4828313 KRAFTWERK: Tribal Dance. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Luton Hoo Estate, Luton, England, in May 1997: Numbers; Computerworld; Radioactivity; Pocket Calculator; The Robots; Autobahn; and more. Twelve tracks. Wicker Man. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ CD 4865010 LED ZEPPELIN: The Complete BBC Sessions. The 33 tracks collected here capture the essence of early Led Zeppelin at its rawest and freshest. Songs include Sunflower; Communication Breakdown; What Is and What Should Never Be; I Can’t Quit You Baby; Whole Lotta Love; and more. Ace Records. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ CD 4747283 HUMBLE PIE: The Sunday Concert. Recorded from a live FM broadcast for John Peel’s Sunday Show, BBC, on September 20, 1970. Nine tracks, including Four Day Creep; Live with Me; Stone Cold Fever; Big Black Dog; One Eyed Trouser Snake Rhumboat; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ CD 4852850 MEET ME AT THE HOP: 33 Cruisin’ Dreams. Collects 33 tracks from 1954-1964, the heyday of rock ‘n’ roll songs include At the Hop by Barry Frank; Bumble Bee by Lavell Baker; You’re So Fine by The Falcons; Ding Dong by Tony Orlando; Strings Along by Brenda & The Wings; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

★ CD 4840437 GENE PITNEY: Gold. Collects 54 tracks from the ‘60s pop star, including Twenty Four Hours from Tulsa; Town Without Pity; I Hurts to Be in Love; (The Man With Heavy Feet) The Liberty Venus; The Great Pretender; I’m Gonna Be Strong; and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 3797813 PARIS HILTON. On her debut album, Paris captures the sound of summertime—a mix of pop, hip-hop and reggae, of bangin’ beats and groovin’ melodies and danceability. Songs include It’s Here Tonight; Can’t Get You; The Night You Came Over; If I Were You; You’re Always On My Mind; Get Away With It; Up; Stories Are Blind; I Want You; Turn You On; Do Ya Think I’m Sexy; and more. Includes a bonus DVD. Warner Bros. Records. $5.95


★ CD 4899865 ROBERT PLANT: Osaka 1984. Some twelve tracks present Robert Plant’s superb live 1984 FM broadcast from Osaka, Japan. Selections include In the Mood; Pledge Pin; Messin’ With the Mekon; Moonlight in Samosa; Thru’ With the Two Step; Other Arms; Horizontal Departure; Band Introduction; Slow Dancer; Like I’ve Never Been Gone; Burning Down One Side; and Big Log. Iconography. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**Rock - Pop**

- **4840291** BOSS BLACK ROCKERS, VOL. 10: Eeny Meeny Miny Moe. Most of the artists in this collection were also household names in the "Rock and Roll World" of the '50s and early '60s. Twenty-eight tracks, including You Made a BooBoo by Bob and Earl. When I Was Single with the Testbusters, and You Made a BooBoo by King Coleman; and more. Koko-Mojio. Pub. at $12.99
- **4954162** THE CURE: Happy the Man. On November 16th, 1984 the Cure performed at Ontario Theater in Washington, DC. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Shake Dog Shake; Piggy in the Mirror; Wailing Wall; M; Primary; Cost; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99
- **2372263** DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. If you love surf music, then you have to have Dailies in your collection. Twenty classic songs are compiled here, including Misfire; King of the Surf Guitar; Let's Go Trippin'; Tidal Wave; Surfing Drums; Surfin' Reputation; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99
- **4749847** POP! 100 Hits. One hundred tracks by the original artists including Story of My Life by One Direction; Rude by Magic!; The Key; the Secret by Urban Cookie Collective; First Love by Spur Outsewolves; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Hang on Sloopy by The McCoys; and more. Five brother Productions. Pub. at $12.95
- **4794354** RANDY NEWMAN: Rotterdam 1979. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Ahoy, Rotterdam, Netherlands on August 24, 1979. Twenty-six songs, including Birmingham; Linda; Cowboy; He Gives You All He Love; More; Day; Fat; Sail Away; Rider in the Rain; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95
- **3736717** WISHEWASH ASH: Live at Rockpalast 1976. This collection of twenty-six tracks was recorded live at Rockpalast, Cologne, Germany in December of 1976 when the band still included the core original line-up. Tracks include Runway; The King Will Come; Mother of Pearl; Bad Weather Blues; Jail Bait; and more. DVD. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99
- **4817922** GOBLIN: Fearless (37513 Zombie Ave). This album from the Italian progressive rock band was released in 1978. Seven tracks; (Alba Dei; Motl Venti; Zombi; Oblio; La Caccia; Zarathos; Sighs; and Suspria. Back to the Fudda. Pub. at $18.99
- **4868323** FOREIGNER: California Jam II 1978. Recorded from a live broadcast at The Super Jam II Festival, Ontario, California on March 18, 1978. Ten songs, including Long Time, I Need My Love, Hot Blooded; The Damage Is Done; Cold as Ice; Double Vision; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.99
- **3974475** BELINDA CARLISLE: Gold. Fifty tracks on 3 CDs include Leave a Light On; Mad About You; I Feel Free; Fool for Love; Circle in the Sand; Vision of You; Love Revolution; Half the World; Too Much Water Under the Bridge; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99
- **4818558** BACK TO THE BLUES 2005. Collects eight tracks from the Italian progressive rock band: Victor; Dlein Dion; Base Thyme in E; Hitchepe Japanese Air; Sequential Ideas; Lost in the Universe; and Magic Thriller. Back to the Fudda. Pub. at $12.95
- **4747380** QUEEN: The Broadcast Recordings. Recorded from several live FM broadcasts and venues across the band's career. Sixty-four tracks, including We Will Rock You; Bohemian Rhapsody; We Are the Champions; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Under Pressure; Another One Bites the Dust; and more. Includes multiple versions of some tracks. CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95
- **295334X** DICK DALE AT THE DRAGS. Known as "The King of the Surf Guitar" this collection of twenty tracks his tribute the drag-ship and racing. Titles include Wild Wheels; Wheels; Mr. Eliminator; Blonde in the 406; Surf Buggy; Black Bad Cad; Flashing Eyes; Night Rider; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $16.99
- **4948316** RAINBOW: Santiago 1996. On June 26th, 1996, Rainbow performed at Teatro Monumental in Chile. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Away from the Sun; Rainbow; Long Live Rock 'N' Roll; Temple of the King; Black Masquerade; Ariel; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95
- **4898930** PAUL RODGERS: Woodstock 1994. Recorded from a live FM broadcast in Woodstock 1994. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Rock Roll Fantasy; Can't Get Enough; Feel Like Makin' Love; Wishing Well; Fire and Water; Little Bit of Love; Muddy Water Blues; Rollin' Stone; Standin' Round Cryin'; I Don't Live To Today; The Hunter; Bad Company; All Right Now. Zip City. Pub. at $15.99
- **493475X** MINNIE RIPPERTON: Come to My Garden. This was Mimi Riperton's first solo album released in 1970. Collects 10 tracks including Les Fleurs; Completeness; Come to My Garden; Memory; Band; Rainy Day in Centerville; Close Your Eyes; Remember; Oh, by the Way; Expecting; Only When I'm Dreaming; and Wherever We Are. AIM. Pub. at $14.99
- **4917219** THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF ROCK 'N' ROLL: Commandment Ten. Listen to music from the past with remastered sound that will shake the speakers. These 30 tracks include The Devil is Mad by Dorothea Fleming and the Danny Small Orchestra; Ronnie's Night House by The Boss Black Rockers; and many more. BMG Rights. Pub. at $17.95
- **4868226** AC/DC: The Brian Johnson Archives. Features 38 tracks from two live FM broadcasts recorded at The Sydney Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne, Australia on February 27, 1981 and at The Nippon Seinenkan, Tokyo, Japan on February 5, 1981. Songs include Hell's Bells; Back in Black; Shot Down in Flames; High Voltage and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95
- **4882259** JETHRO TULL: Hard Times of Old England. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Stadthalle, Freiburg, Germany, in April of 1982. Clasp; Hunting Girl; Fallen on Hard Times; Broadword; One Brown Mother; are Driver; and more. Nineteen tracks. BMG Rights. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95
- **4858433** ELVIS COSTELLO: Transmission Impossible. Presents three separate live FM radio broadcasts from 1981, 1982, and 1989 on tracks. Includes A Memory; Accidents Will Happen; Hand in Hand; The Imposter; Let Them All Talk; The Greatest Thing; Mystery Dance; Shabby Doll; Girls Talk; Deep; Dark; Truthful Mirror; Poisoned Rose; God's Comic; New Lace Sleeve; and more. Thirteen tracks. BMG Rights. CDs. Pub. at $12.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
**4868455** TOM PETTY: The Broadcast Archives. A huge collection of live FM broadcasts on four CDs including: *Bye Bye Johnnie Breakdown; Free Fallin’; Listen To Her Heart; Running Down A Dream; American Girl; You Wreck Me; Refugee; I Won’t Back Down; Fooled Again,* and more. Fifty-seven tracks. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $27.95

**4868412** NEIL YOUNG WITH WILLIE NELSON & CRAZY HORSE: Cardinal Stadium 1995. Performing live for Farm Aid at Cardinal Stadium in Louisville, Kentucky, Young tears through 10 standards that showcase his mix of folk, rock, and country: *Comes A Time; The Needle and the Damage Done; Four Strong Winds; Helpless; Heart of Gold; Sugar Mountain; Country Home,* and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**4828143** DEEP PURPLE: Transmission Impossible. Three CDs and 36 tracks from a variety of BBC Radio sessions and live FM broadcasts include *Hugh; Hey! Bop a re Bop; Wrong That Neck; Jam Stew; Kneel and Pray,* and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**4868463** A TRIBUTE TO GREGG ALLMAN. Collects 32 tracks from three live FM broadcasts between 1985 and 1987. Songs include *Midnight Rider; Blue Sky; Saily’ Across the Devil’s Sea; Ramblin’ Man; Midnight Rider; Not My Cross to Bear; One Way Out,* and more. Three CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**4599912** DR. HOOK: Hook. A three CD collection of 44 tracks that include *Syyna’s Mother; Sing Me a Rainbow; Hey, Lady Godiva; Marie Laveau; A Little Bit More; Jungle to the Zoo; Walk Right In,* and more. Packages in a cardboard sleeve slipcase. Crimson. Pub. at $26.99 $22.95

**4747216** BLACK SABBATH: Transmission Impossible. This triple-CD set features live broadcast recordings from four performances: May 25 and September 26, 1970 in Bremen, Germany; November 27, 1970 in San Francisco; April 6, 1974 in Ontario, California; and September 2, 1978 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Thirty-eight tracks, including *Black Sabbath; Tomorrow’s Dream; Snowblind; Dirty Woman,* and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. $17.95

**4711596** ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive. Three live albums capture the southern rockers at the height of their powers in three early-’70s shows: *Back on the Road; Hollywood Bowl 1972; Johnny Winter and All-Stars; New York* Pub. at $26.99 $22.95

**4747313** JETHRO TULL: Transmission Impossible. Recorded from four live FM broadcasts recorded in 1969 and 1970. Twenty-six tracks, including *My Sunday Feeling; Nothing Is Easy; Fat Man; Martin’s Tune; A Song for Jeffrey; To Cry You a Song; and more.* Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. $17.95

**6548466** THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS: The Complete Singles 50th Anniversary Collection. Offers 52 rare singles mixes by the definitive voices of 1960s folk rock from *The Mamas & The Papas; Where You Wanna Go* and *California Dreamin’* are joined by solo singles from Mama Cass Elliot, John Phillips, and Denny Doherty, from *Move in a Little Closer, Baby to Tuesday Morning.* Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**4945693** T. REX: Gold. Collects 45 tracks from the English rock band, including *Get It On; Rockgroup; Electric Warrior; Love You Lady; Space Oddity; and more.* Includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). MGM Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**2986043** SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978. Spirit’s concert, a Rockpalast [European] FM broadcast broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1986). This two CD set collects 16 tracks, including *Rockpalast Jam; Mr. Skin; It’s All The Same; Like a Rolling Stone; Wenn Dich маломо;* and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). MGM Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**4868242** THE BEACH BOYS: The Broadcast Archive. The 51 tracks collected in this three CD set include broadcasts from 1967, 1967 and 1965. Songs include *Surfin’ USA; Surfin’ Safari; Help Me, Rhonda; California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Lucille; Surfin’ USA; Get Around,* and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $34.99 $24.99

**4712684** THE TWIST HOT 100. This collection of 99 tracks comprises just about all the records in the Billboard Hot 100 of the week in January 1962. When only 74 of the 100 records were eligible for the Top 100, the Billboard Hot 100 chart was expanded for the week. Pub. at $28.95 $24.99


**4823839** SANTANA: New Year’s Eve 1976. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Cow Palace, San Francisco on New Year’s Eve 1976. This 2 CD set features the live canon of Tom Petty and his veritable *Heartbreakers.* A total of 43 songs are collected, including *Free Fallin’; The Waiting; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down.* Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

**479432X** PRINCE: The Purple Rain Performance Archive. Forty-three live FM broadcasts recorded at different points across the United States from 1982 through 1985, including *Let’s Go Crazy; When Doves Cry,* and *Can’t Hardly Stand The Wait.* The Store For Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**5745235** ROY BUCHANAN: Live at Rockpalast–Hamburg 1985. This performance shows Buchanan’s genius on the guitar in an extreme unique way—especially with his slapping technique and attack. Includes a number of broadcast recordings from the 1998 Grammy Awards and the 1985 American Music Awards. Forty-five tracks, including *Let’s Go Crazy; When Doves Cry,* and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

**6909277** TOM PETTY: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set presents three FM broadcasts recorded at the live canon of Tom Petty and his veritable *Heartbreakers.* A total of 43 songs are collected, including *Free Fallin’; The Waiting; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down.* Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

**3875245** ROY BUCHANAN: Live at Rockpalast–Hamburg 1985. This performance shows Buchanan’s genius on the guitar in an extreme unique way—especially with his slapping technique and attack. Includes a number of broadcast recordings from the 1998 Grammy Awards and the 1985 American Music Awards. Forty-five tracks, including *Let’s Go Crazy; When Doves Cry,* and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

**3804778** DIO: Ronnie’s Birthday Show. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Milwaukee festivals, Milwaukee, WI in March of 1994 come these sixteen tracks that include *Strong Winds; Doesn’t Make You A Stranger; Talk To Strangers; Pain; The Mob Rules; Holy Diver; Heaven and Hell.* The Last In Line, and more. Smirk. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**4862830** ROXY MUSIC: The Thrill of It All. One of three FM broadcasts recorded at the Calderone Concert Hall, Hempstead, NY in March of 1976: *Sentimental Fool; The Thrill of It All; Love Is The Drug; Mother of Pearl; Bitter Sweet; Whirlwind,* and more. Twelve tracks. Epitaph. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4787808** T. REX: Gold. Collects 45 tracks from the English rock band, including *Get It On; Rockgroup; Electric Warrior; Love You Lady; Space Oddity; and more.* Includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). MGM Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**4794370** THIN LIZZY: Transmission Impossible. Recorded from three live FM broadcasts in the 1970s. The three CD set collects 37 songs, including *It’s Only Money; Little Darlin’; Slow Blues; Jailbreak; The Boys Are Back In Town; Emerald; Bad Reputation; Warrior; Southbound,* and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95
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**RORY GALLAGHER:** Bottom Line 1978. Features fourteen tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bottom Line, New York, in November 1978. Songs include Shakey, Do You Read Me, Secret Agent; and more. Two CDs. GP Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**HEATWAVE:** Gold. Heatwave were a British funk and disco band that formed in 1975. Collects 45 tracks including Boogie Nights, Ain’t No Half Steppin’, Too Hot To Handle; Always and Forever, Gangsters of the Groove; Lettin’ It Roll; The Game’s Beginning, The Big Guns; and more. Three CDs. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**GEORGE MICHAEL: Rock in Rio.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Estadio Do Maracana, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, in January 1991. Father Figure, Fame; Calling You; Back To Life; Ain’t Nobody; You’re My Man; and more. Fourteen tracks. Gossip. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**FRANK ZAPPA: The Manchester Mystery.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Manchester Apollo, Manchester, England on February 12, 1979. Sixteen tracks, including Persono Non Grata; Dead Girls of London; Keep Shelly in the Deep; Deathless Horse; and more. Two CDs. Geiss. "Sold Out." $14.95

**EMERSON LAKE & PALMER: Transmission Impossible.** Recorded from two live FM broadcasts, Palmenhalle, Vipiteno, Italy on May 27, 1973 and at Stadio Flaminio, Rome, Italy on May 2, 1973. Twenty-four tracks, including The Barbarian; Take a Pebble; Kam El; Blues Jam; Lucky Man; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** Features twelve tracks recorded for BBC Nighthive and BBC Sound of the Seventies in the early 1970s, this CD includes Shepherd; Pacify; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Includes several multiple versions. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

**RY COODER & THE CHICKEN SKIN REVUE: GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** This collection of Transmission Impossible compiles rare live radio broadcasts from the 1970s. Collects 52 tracks including As the World Burns, Black Widow; Catherine Wheel; Shadow of Shadows; Crying Wolf; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. Darkstar. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**JIMMY REED ROCKS.** Jimmy Reed was an important rock & roll legend, including Stand By Me; I’m Gonna Ruin You; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**EMERSON LAKE & PALMER: Transmission Impossible.** Recorded from two live FM broadcasts, Palmenhalle, Vipiteno, Italy on May 27, 1973 and at Stadio Flaminio, Rome, Italy on May 2, 1973. Twenty-four tracks, including The Barbarian; Take a Pebble; Kam El; Blues Jam; Lucky Man; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** Features twelve tracks recorded for BBC Nighthive and BBC Sound of the Seventies in the early 1970s, this CD includes Shepherd; Pacify; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Includes several multiple versions. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

**RY COODER & THE CHICKEN SKIN REVUE: GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** This collection of Transmission Impossible compiles rare live radio broadcasts from the 1970s. Collects 52 tracks including As the World Burns, Black Widow; Catherine Wheel; Shadow of Shadows; Crying Wolf; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. Darkstar. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**JIMMY REED ROCKS.** Jimmy Reed was an important rock & roll legend, including Stand By Me; I’m Gonna Ruin You; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** Features twelve tracks recorded for BBC Nighthive and BBC Sound of the Seventies in the early 1970s, this CD includes Shepherd; Pacify; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Includes several multiple versions. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

**RY COODER & THE CHICKEN SKIN REVUE: GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** This collection of Transmission Impossible compiles rare live radio broadcasts from the 1970s. Collects 52 tracks including As the World Burns, Black Widow; Catherine Wheel; Shadow of Shadows; Crying Wolf; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. Darkstar. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**JIMMY REED ROCKS.** Jimmy Reed was an important rock & roll legend, including Stand By Me; I’m Gonna Ruin You; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** Features twelve tracks recorded for BBC Nighthive and BBC Sound of the Seventies in the early 1970s, this CD includes Shepherd; Pacify; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Includes several multiple versions. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

**RY COODER & THE CHICKEN SKIN REVUE: GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings.** This collection of Transmission Impossible compiles rare live radio broadcasts from the 1970s. Collects 52 tracks including As the World Burns, Black Widow; Catherine Wheel; Shadow of Shadows; Crying Wolf; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. Darkstar. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**JIMMY REED ROCKS.** Jimmy Reed was an important rock & roll legend, including Stand By Me; I’m Gonna Ruin You; I’m Gonna Ruin You; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

Rock - Pop


★★ 4700155 SOCK HOP: Essential Collection. An essential collection of 75 tracks of golden hits from the fabulous ’50s in包括 Moneys to Remember; Unchained Melody; Beyond the Sea; Rock Around the Clock; Peggy Sue; Maybe Baby; Sh-Boom; Sincerely; Come Go with Me; Sea Dynamos. Pub. at $19.95. $21.95

★★ 4747461 TOM WAITS: Live 1999. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver, BC, Canada on October 17, 1999. Twelve tracks, including You Really Got Me; I Got Love If You Want It; Take the Day, You Can’t Stop Music; Sunny Afternoon; Monica; Mindless Child of Motherhood; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. $17.95

★★ 3999122 BOB DYLAN & THE BAND’S BASEMENT TAPES INFLUENCES. Features 75 tracks recorded here at the place capturing 1967 in the quiet backwaters near the town of Woodstock, New York. Songs include The Trees They Do Grow High; The Hills of Mexico; I Don’t Want to Confuse You; A Feeling for Big People; and more. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★★ 4868471 WALTER BECKER: The Rare Tracks Collection. This collection features a range of rare cuts featuring Becker, both as a solo artist and as a member of Steely Dan. Eleven tracks, including Junkie Girl; Girlfriend; Cruising; Black Friday; Book of Lairs; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★★ 4747232 BRIAN WILSON: Practise Man. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Carnegie Hall, New York, New York on December 6, 1971. Twenty tracks, including And Your Dream Comes True; Surfer Girl; Good Vibrations; California Girls; Wonderful; Love and Mercy, and more. Sold Out. $14.99


★★ 4828348 METALLICA: Back at the Farm. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, NY. In July 1999: So What, Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; Nothing Else Matters; Enter Sandman; Echoes; And Justice for All. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★★ 4747240 DAVID BOWIE: Santiago 1990. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Estadio Nacional, Santiago, Chile on September 27, 1990. Tracks, including Space Oddity; Life on Mars?; Rebel Rebel; Blue Jean; Ziggy Stardust; Panic in Detroit; Modern Love; and more. Two CDs. Wacker Man. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★★ 3967214 THE NOTORIOUS BURNING BURLAP. Features mainly tracks from this ever-changing group: Bring It; Sometimes You Just Can’t Win; Love Is A River; Dark End of the Street; Do Right Man; Acrocast; Gravity; Hearts Desire; and Wheels of Fire. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Two CDs. A&M. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★★ 493461X DOMINANCE AND SUBMISSION: A Tribute to Blue Oyster Cult. This album tribute album was initiated by Robert Gruen’s idea’s departed drummer Steve Hanford, in conjunction with Ian Watts of Ape Machine. Collects 13 tracks including ME 262 by Mondo Motor. Flaming Telepaths by Great Electronic Company featuring Mark Lanegan, Nick Oliveri and Sam Coomes, and more. Ripple Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ 4900154 HEARTBREAKERS: L.A.M.F. Collects 19 tracks on two CDs, and packaged in a hardcover thirty-two page book. Songs include Born Too Loose; Baby Talk; All By Myself; Born to be Wild; It’s Not Enough; and more. Jungle. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★★ 3945399 THE BEST OF SOFT ROCK: Into the Night. Collects 30 of your soft rock favorites on two CDs. Songs include Maggie May by Rod Stewart; Higher Love by George Michael; I’m Anything for Love (I Won’t Do That) by Meatloaf; Daniel by Elton John; I Need You by America; and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $47.99 $21.95

★★ 3875040 CHEAP TRICK: Turn on the Radio. The ’80s FM KMET broadcast from Alpine Valley, East Troy, Wisconsin on July 3, 1982 and the full 930FM FM broadcast from the Summertime Festival, Milwaukee, Wisconsin on July 1, 1987. Songs include I Want You There; California Man; Big Eyes; Tripper; and more. Thirty five tracks on 2 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. FM Concert Broadcasts. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ 466437X DAVID BOWIE: At the National Bowl. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Milton Keynes National Bowl, England, in August of 1990: Space Oddity; Rebel Rebel; Ashes to Ashes; Fashion; Life on Mars; Pretty Pink Rose; and more. Eighteen Tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★★ 3784606 SID Vicious: Sid Lives. Features the tracks of four live sets over two nights, about five days before Nancy’s death. Also included is a 24-page booklet with an exclusive eyewitness story from guitarist Steve Dior. Includes multiple versions of Search and Destroy; Chatterbox; Something Else; Stepping Stone; Chinese Rocks; and more. Two CDs. Jungle. Pub. at $9.99 $5.99

★★ 4899857 PRINCE: Tramps, NYC. Presents Prince’s classic after show live 1998 performance broadcast at Tramps in NYC. Some nine tracks include Instrumental Jam; Jam (Flashlight); Days of Wild/Thank You; You Make It You Try; The Jam; Da La Di Di; Interlude/Higher Love; Baby, I Love You; Get the Love; and more. Uncorp. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★★ 3988309 CHICAGO: Christmas in L.A. This twelve track CD is from a live FM broadcast recorded at House of Blues, Los Angeles, on December 8th, 1998. Includes Little Drummer Boy; You Can Make It if You Try; The Jam; La Di Da Di; Sometimes You Just Can’t Win; Love Is a Memory; Inspiration; The Christmas Song; Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★★ 2905312 THE BEST SEVENTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. A live CD, 100 track collection of the best of the seventies includes: Metal Guru by Ray, All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Teenage Rampage by Sweet; Gonna Make You a Star by David Essex; Blame It on the Boogie by The Jacksons; Boogie Woman by Marvin; Best of My Love by The Emotions; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★★ 487238X THE ULTIMATE ROCK BALLADS COLLECTION. Includes 150 classics that will bring countless memories back to life! Artists include Lynyrd Skynyrd, Sheryl Crowe, Rod Stewart, Simply Red, Meat Loaf, Poison, Air Supply, Journey, Kansas, Fleetwood Mac, Chicago, Foreigner, and many more. Also includes a bonus CD–Queen Icon–with hit songs like We Will Rock You; Bohemian Rhapsody; and others. Nine CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $59.99 $39.99

★★ 4888352 CHUCK BERRY: Rollin’ Rollin’ New Year’s Eve. Collects 17 tracks from Berry’s performance in New York City on New Year’s Eve, 1986 including Roll over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; Let It Rock; Muddy Hand; You Made Me Wait; Wee Wee Hours; Reelin’ and Rockin’; In the Still of the Night; Sweet Little Sixteen; Let It Rock; Mojo Hand; and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $49.99 $39.99
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**ROGER WATERS:** Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1987.
- Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the
- track listing here. Includes Radio Waves. Welcome to the Machine; Money; In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall. Performs

**DEPECHE MODE:** Almost Acoustic Christmas.
- On December 11th, 2005, Depeche Mode performed at Gibson Amphitheater in Universal City, California. The entire performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Collects 13 tracks including Personal Jesus; Walking in My Shoes; Sacred; I Want It All; A Question of Lust and More. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CATHOLIC GIRLS:** Rock 'n' Roll School for Girls.
- A retrospective anthology covering 1979 to 2017, of this most exciting New Wave Girl Group. The first CD presents 21 previously unreleased recordings and the second CD revisits the group's original 1982 LP. Forty-one tracks, including Private School; Grounded; Someone New; C'est Impossible; A Boy for Me; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99

**ROCKIN' WITH THE KRAUTS:** Real Rock 'n' Roll Made in Germany, Vol. 1.
- Thirty-three tracks by the band that includes Uli Jon Roth, Chris Impellitteri, Starfighter's Thor, and many more. Published at $19.99

**KILLJOY:** Total Invasion Live in USA.
- Recorded live in Pennsylvania on November 19, 2010. This nine-track set includes Tomorrow's World; Eighties; Seeing Red; Complications; $0.36 Total Invasion; Loosen the Cannon; and Pardoxism. Cadiz Music. Pub. at $17.99

**ROGER WATERS:** Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1987.
- Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the
- track listing here. Includes Radio Waves. Welcome to the Machine; Money; In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall. Performs

**DEPECHE MODE:** Almost Acoustic Christmas.
- On December 11th, 2005, Depeche Mode performed at Gibson Amphitheater in Universal City, California. The entire performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Collects 13 tracks including Personal Jesus; Walking in My Shoes; Sacred; I Want It All; A Question of Lust and More. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CATHOLIC GIRLS:** Rock 'n' Roll School for Girls.
- A retrospective anthology covering 1979 to 2017, of this most exciting New Wave Girl Group. The first CD presents 21 previously unreleased recordings and the second CD revisits the group's original 1982 LP. Forty-one tracks, including Private School; Grounded; Someone New; C'est Impossible; A Boy for Me; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99

**ROCKIN' WITH THE KRAUTS:** Real Rock 'n' Roll Made in Germany, Vol. 1.
- Thirty-three tracks by the band that includes Uli Jon Roth, Chris Impellitteri, Starfighter's Thor, and many more. Published at $19.99

**KILLJOY:** Total Invasion Live in USA.
- Recorded live in Pennsylvania on November 19, 2010. This nine-track set includes Tomorrow's World; Eighties; Seeing Red; Complications; $0.36 Total Invasion; Loosen the Cannon; and Pardoxism. Cadiz Music. Pub. at $17.99

**ROGER WATERS:** Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1987.
- Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the
- track listing here. Includes Radio Waves. Welcome to the Machine; Money; In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall. Performs

**DEPECHE MODE:** Almost Acoustic Christmas.
- On December 11th, 2005, Depeche Mode performed at Gibson Amphitheater in Universal City, California. The entire performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Collects 13 tracks including Personal Jesus; Walking in My Shoes; Sacred; I Want It All; A Question of Lust and More. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CATHOLIC GIRLS:** Rock 'n' Roll School for Girls.
- A retrospective anthology covering 1979 to 2017, of this most exciting New Wave Girl Group. The first CD presents 21 previously unreleased recordings and the second CD revisits the group's original 1982 LP. Forty-one tracks, including Private School; Grounded; Someone New; C'est Impossible; A Boy for Me; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99

**ROCKIN' WITH THE KRAUTS:** Real Rock 'n' Roll Made in Germany, Vol. 1.
- Thirty-three tracks by the band that includes Uli Jon Roth, Chris Impellitteri, Starfighter's Thor, and many more. Published at $19.99

**KILLJOY:** Total Invasion Live in USA.
- Recorded live in Pennsylvania on November 19, 2010. This nine-track set includes Tomorrow's World; Eighties; Seeing Red; Complications; $0.36 Total Invasion; Loosen the Cannon; and Pardoxism. Cadiz Music. Pub. at $17.99

**ROGER WATERS:** Live Radio–Quebec Broadcast 1987.
- Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the
- track listing here. Includes Radio Waves. Welcome to the Machine; Money; In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall. Performs
CD 4747836 BLUES TRAVELER: Blow Up the Moon. Collects 14 tracks from the iconic rock band, including "Blow Up the Moon; Castaway; Right Here Waiting For You; All the Way; I Can Still Feel You; Mutator; and More.

CD 4690086 THAT'LL FLAT...GIT IT! VOL. 35. Thirty-five tracks by the original performers include "Shake It Up by Conway Twitty; Drop Top by Roy Perkins; Can't Stop Me Now by George Young; Maybe Later, Baby by Gary Shelton; and many more in this collection of rock n' roll.

Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

PRICE CUT TO $13.95

CD 3961044 STEVIE NICKS: New Jersey 1983. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Brendan Byrne Arena, East Rutherford, NJ, in June of 1983. Sixteen tracks include "Landslide; Rhiannon; Don't Stop; Gold Dust Woman; and more.


PRICE CUT TO $14.95

CD 4793145 AC/DC: Pwr Up. This album compiles twelve songs from the legendary rock band, including "Realize; Rejection; Shot in the Dark; Demon Fire; No Man's Land; Money Shot; Code Red; and more. Columbia.

CD 4787082 GERRY MARSDEN: My Home Town. Collects 10 songs from the beloved English singer-songwriter, including "My Home Town; Here I Go Again; You'll Never Want; Don't You Ever; The Song; Girl What You Doin'; and more. Angel Air. Pub. at $12.99

PRICE CUT TO $5.95

CD 4818598 BLACKTHORNE: Afterlife/Don't Kill the Thrill. Collects 35 tracks from the hard rock band, including "Cradle in the Grave; Afterlife; We Won't Be Forgotten; Breaking the Chains; Don't Kill the Thrill; London Calling; and more. 2000. Two CDs. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 4885740 WHO. Enjoy some of the greats from the Who. Eleven tracks including: "All This Music Must Fade; Detour; Hero Ground Zero; Break The News; Rockin' In Rage; and more. Universal Music.


PRICE CUT TO $14.95

CD 4690834 THERE'S GONNA BE A BALL: Rock 'n Roll Espanol. This three CD, 84 track collection of musica Espanol from 1948 through to 1963 and offers an exploration of the genre which became known as Chicoano Rock. Survie by the original performers include Sunaura; Balloon El Rock & Roll; There’s Gonna Be a Ball; Mean Woman; Who-Hoo; and more. Atomical Records. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $11.95

CD 4664612 JIMMY PAGE: Ohio. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Public Auditorium, Cleveland, OH, in October 1986. "Who's Black; Break on Through (to the Other Side); Far Away; Midnight Moonlight; Wasting My Time; Stairway to Heaven; and more. Fourteen tracks. Goldfish. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.99

CD 3866246 ROBERT PLANT: Live Performances on 2 Live FM Broadcasts. Collects 19 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, UK in December of 1983 including "The Mood; Pledge Pin; Worthier Than Detroit; Treat Her Right; Slow Dancer; and more. Unicum. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 4664906 ROGER WATERS: Here in the Flesh. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Blockbuster-Sony Music Entertainment Centre, Camden, NJ. In August 1999. Twenty-nine tracks include: "In the Flesh; The Thin Ice; Another Brick in the Wall Part I; Pigs on the Wing Part I; Shine On You Crazy Diamond; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 4747852 EXTREME: Pornograffiti Live 25. Collects 14 tracks from a live performance recorded May 30, 2015 in the Joint in the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada. Songs include "Decadence; Dance; Got the Funk Out; More Than Words; Hole Hearted; Pornograffiti; and more. Loud & Proud.

CD 3886254 SANTANA: Warszawa. Collected here are eighteen tracks taken from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including "Angels All Around Us; Yaleo/Hannibal; Massive Black; Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 3854299 YES FAMILY TREE. Two CDs collect the unique sounds of a few of the world's greatest progressive rock bands. Includes "Something's Coming; Lay Lady Lay; Roundabout; Loyal; Solar Sunk; Headlong; and more. Audio Fidelity. Pub. at $29.99

CD 2903547 COMMANDER CODY: Live at Rockpalast 1980. Their music consisted of Boogie, Rock 'N Roll and Country, albeit the latter not in the "perfect world" variety. Seventeen tracks include "Thank You Lone Ranger; Two Triple Cheese; It Should Have Been Me; Who's Got the Rock; Go to Hell; Hot Rod Lincoln; and more. Also includes DVD of the performance. 71 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99

CD 4789386 DAVID BOWIE: Are '76. Festival. Recorded live from an FM broadcast at Molson Amphitheatre, Toronto, Canada, August 5th, 2002, these 16 tracks include Ashes to Ashes; Cactus; Slip Away; China Girl; Fashion; London; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT TO $7.95

CD 4828135 BON JOVI: An Evening With. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Kauffman Astoria Studios, New York, in October 1999. This three CD set includes: "Livin' on a Prayer; It's My Life; You Give Love a Bad Name; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Pub. at $21.99

PRICE CUT TO $12.95


PRICE CUT TO $7.95

CD 4889714 FRANK VIRTUE & THE VIRTUES: Rock. Collects 33 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including "Guitar Boogie Shuffle by the Esquire Boys; Rollin' and a Rockin' by Frank Virtuso & The Virtues; Corinna, Corinna by Frank Virtuso, Guitar in Orbit by The Virtues; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $21.99

PRICE CUT TO $11.95

CD 4689763 BANGLES: Gold. Collects 40 songs from the iconic American pop rock band, including "Manic Monday; Walk Like an Egyptian; If She Knew What She Wants; Walking Down Your Street; Going Down to the River; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs, Clrson. Pub. at $23.99

PRICE CUT TO $14.95

CD 2947218 RORY GALLAGHER: Live in Budapest 1985. Collects 19 songs from a live performance, including "Double Vision; Nadine; Tattoo'd Lady; Walkin' Blues; Secret Agent; Dizzy Miss Lizzy; and more. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Rock Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada. Songs include "Decadence; Dance; Got the Funk Out; More Than Words; Hole Hearted; Pornograffiti; and more. Loud & Proud.

CD 4747402 RORY GALLAGHER: Messin' with the Wrong Guy. Recorded during a live FM broadcast from the legendary hard rock band's residency at Houston, Texas on August 4, 1974. Ten tracks, including "Messin' with the Kid; Cradle Rock; Just a Little Bit; Early in the Morning; Million Miles of Bullets; and more. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including "Angels All Around Us; Yaleo/Hannibal; Massive Black; Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 4744064 ROBERT PLANT: Live Performances on 2 Live FM Broadcasts. Collects 19 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, UK in December of 1983 including "The Mood; Pledge Pin; Worthier Than Detroit; Treat Her Right; Slow Dancer; and more. Unicum. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 4744064 ROGER WATERS: Here in the Flesh. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Blockbuster-Sony Music Entertainment Centre, Camden, NJ. In August 1999. Twenty-nine tracks include: "In the Flesh; The Thin Ice; Another Brick in the Wall Part I; Pigs on the Wing Part I; Shine On You Crazy Diamond; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 3866254 SANTANA: Warszawa. Collected here are eighteen tracks taken from a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including "Angels All Around Us; Yaleo/Hannibal; Massive Black; Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

CD 3854299 YES FAMILY TREE. Two CDs collect the unique sounds of a few of the world's greatest progressive rock bands. Includes "Something's Coming; Lay Lady Lay; Roundabout; Loyal; Solar Sunk; Headlong; and more. Audio Fidelity. Pub. at $29.99


CD 4700074 JOHN TRUDELL & WAYNE KRAMER'S GANG WARRIOR SEVEN TRACKS. Recorded live in Toronto and Boston in 1979 including "Ramblin' Rose; London Boys; The Harder They Come; Endless Party (two versions); Around and Around; and more. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including "Angels All Around Us; Yaleo/Hannibal; Massive Black; Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT TO $7.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 3937577 LITTLE JUNIOR PARKER:** The Singles Collection 1952-62. This 50-track two CD set comprises all the A & B sides he released on the Modern, Sun and Duke labels during this era. Songs include You're My Angel; Feelin' Good; Backtracking; My Dolly Bee; Pretty Baby; Mystery Train and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4794362 SIR DOUGLAS QUINNET:** Stockholm Broadcast 1983. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Ritz, Stockholm, Sweden on May 13, 1983. Collects 17 tracks, including Texas Tomato; She's a Mean Mother; At the Crossroads; Goin' Down to Mexico; Meet Me in Stockholm; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 4794438 QUEEN: Sun City 1984.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Superbowl, Sun City, South Africa on October 19, 1984. Twice tracks, including Under Pressure; Tear it Up; Another One Bites the Dust; We Will Rock You; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; and more. Two CDs. Smokin'. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 3875121 JACk BRUCE: The 50th Birthday Concerts.** Bruce and a few invited guests got together for a very special Rockpalast-concert. This issue contains two concert DVDs (over three hours) and a bonus CD of six tracks. Features Orbison covers by a variety of artists including the Lorely Open Air Festival  in Germany is their live performance on August 28, 1982 at Hamburg (December 10, 1983) and in Cannes CD (34 tracks) of two performances in recorded from a live FM broadcast at Arlington Theater, Santa Barbara, California on May 25, 1991. Twenty tracks, including (The Angels Wanna Wear My Red Shoes; Invasion Hill Parade; Everybody's Crying Mercy; The Other Side of Summer; Here's the Chase; Boogie Mama; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4824164 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Evanston 1975.** The first live FM broadcast recorded at Amazingracce, Evanston, IL., in September of 1975. Rising for the Moon; Tam Lin; The Hexamrass Lass; One More Chance; Pick Me Up, and more. Ten tracks. Leftfield Music. Pub. at $15.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4747364 MORRISSEY: L.A. Turnaround.** Recorded from two separate live FM broadcasts in Los Angeles in 1997. Seventeen tracks, including The Operation; The Boy In The Car; Satan Rejected My Soul; Trouble Loves Me; Nobody Loves Us; BIL Budd; and more. Unicorn. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 4764137 THE ROY ORBISON CONNECTION.** Thirty-four tracks feature Orbison covers by a variety of artists including Dobie Dobie by Janis Martin; Go, Go, Go by Darvel Fells; Rock House by Bobby Fuller; You're My Baby by Johnny Cash; and many more. Some titles performed by musical artists: The Old Oaken Bucket; Spanish Cochita; Ring My Phone; Hawaiian Rock and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 3961079 THE TOMMY SANDS SINGLES COLLECTION AS & BS, 1951-61.** This 58 track, two CD set comprises the A & B sides he released on the Hitmaker; RCA & Capitol labels during the years between 1951 and 1961, featuring his 10 career hits including Teenage Crush; Going Steady; Sing, Boy, Sing; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4775759 TOMMY STEELE: Hits and Rarities.** This 92 track, three CD collection features Tommy's hits, previously unreleased studio recordings and rare, archive live performances. Songs include Elevated Rock; What A Little Darlin'; One Times One; Drunken Guitar; Spanish Romance and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4749281 JAPAN: Boys Keep Swinging.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England on February 7, 1981. Eleven tracks, including Quiet Life; European Son; Methods of Dance and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 4738535 GORDON GILTRAP: Time to Reflect.** The renowned British guitarist has an established and respected figure on the international scene; the result is this marvelous four CD collection compiles 62 tracks, including Mrs. Singer's Waltz; Maddie Goes West; Under the Blue Sky; Here Comes the Sun; Unison; Heartstrings; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4819938 ROCKPALAST ACOUSTIC 1979.** In the late summer of 1979, the finger-picking specialists Werner Lammerhart, Peter Finger and the duo Martin Kolbe and Ralph Illenberger performed on various evenings in Studio L. of the Cologne based radio station WDR. Twenty-four tracks, including Mississippi Blues; Hope and Memory; Yesterday; Emotions; and more. Three CDs. Also includes a DVD of the recordings (125 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 4390708 QUEEN: Tokyo 1985.** Features 24 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Yoyogi Daichi Taiikukan, Tokyo, Japan, in May, 1985. Songs include Tie Your Mother Down; Under Pressure; Somebody to Love; Keep Yourself Alive; Diamond Dancer; Love of My Life; and more. Two CDs. HOBO. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4848396 THAT'S ROCK 'N ROLL.** Seventy four all time Rock 'N Roll greats on three CDs featuring; Ben E. King, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Ray Charles, The Four Seasons, Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis Presley, and more Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $19.99**

**CD 4819899 SONNY BURGESS: Rocks.** Burgess was one of the most electrifying stars of 1950s rock 'n roll. This CD collects 29 songs, including Big Black Cadillac; Lookin' Out for Number One; I Don't Dig It; Tomorrow Night; Swingin'; Feelin' Good; Enough of You; Sadie's Back in Town; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 6857728 ROGER WATERS: Pros & Cons of New York.** This two CD collection, premiered at Radio City Music Hall in New York 1984, includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here; The Gunner's Dream; They Were Coming Through the Radio; and more. Thirty tracks. Smokin'. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4794429 ELVIS COSTELLO & THE ATTRACTIONS Live at Rockpalast 1980 & 1989.** Presents two very special Rockpalast-concerts. This boxed set features the Iggy Pop & The Stooges collection of seven CDs and a DVD, with a bonus photograph and backstage by Ray Vincent's biographer. Skydog. Pub. at $67.99. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

**CD 4955X SEPULTURA: Dr Music Festival 1996.** Presents a live FM broadcast recorded in Escalarre, Spain, on 17 tracks. Includes Roots Bloody Roots; Spirit; Breed Apart; Altitude; Dusted; Propaganda; and more. Recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York., includes Tie Your Mother Down; Under Pressure; Somebody to Love; Keep Yourself Alive; Diamond Dancer; Love of My Life; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.99**

**CD 4690785 IGGY AND THE STOOGES: From K.O. to Chaos.** This boxed set features the Iggy Pop & The Stooges collection of seven CDs and a DVD, with a bonus photograph and backstage by Ray Vincent’s biographer. Skydog. Pub. at $67.99. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

**CD 4819004 STIFF LITTLE FINGERS: Live at Rockpalast 1980 & 1989.** Two vital and energetic shows from 1980 and 1989 of the Northern Irish Punk band, Stiff Little Fingers. Collects 23 tracks on two CDs, including Nobody's Hero; Alternative Luster; Barbed Wire Love; Wasted Life; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Also contains a DVD of the 1989 show (60 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $21.95. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 4860349 THE GENE VINCENT CONNECTION.** This unique collection of originals and rare cover versions marks the 50th anniversary of Vincent's death. Songs include Race with the Devil by the Voices; Be Bop a Lula by Max K. Lipscomb; Woman Love by Jimmy Johnson; Up a Lazy River by Bobby Darin; and more. Thirty tracks on two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $20.99. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 4875527 JAPAN: Boys Keep Swinging.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England on February 7, 1981. Eleven tracks, including Quiet Life; European Son; Methods of Dance and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 4687037 THE TIMES ONE: Drunken Guitar.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Statio WDR. Twenty-four tracks, including Wayward Child; Double Vision; Big Guns; Moonchild; The Devil Made Me Do It; and more. Unixcom. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4819899 SONNY BURGESS: Rocks.** Burgess was one of the most electrifying stars of 1950s rock 'n roll. This collection features 29 songs, including Big Black Cadillac; Lookin' Out for Number One; I Don't Dig It; Tomorrow Night; Swingin'; Feelin' Good; Enough of You; Sadie's Back in Town; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 4794438 QUEEN: Sun City 1984.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Superbowl, Sun City, South Africa on October 19, 1984. Twenty-eight tracks, including Under Pressure; Tear it Up; Another One Bites the Dust; We Will Rock You; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; and more. Two CDs. Smokin'. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
**Rock - Pop**


* **4670566** NINE BELOW ZERO: Live at Rockpalast 1981 & 1996. Collects 33 tracks on three CDs from live recordings in Germany. Songs include Don’t Play Your Guitar at the Mountain; Homework; Helen; It’s Nothing New; Soft Touch; Tico Tico; Off the Handle; Let’s Work Together; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performances (85 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99. **PRICE CUT to $19.99**


* **4747410** RUSH: Dreaming Out Loud. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Calderone Concert Hall, New York, on February 27, 1985. Fourteen tracks, including Nine Ball Zazzaretta, Dreamtime, The Spirit of Radio; Limelight; Mystic Rhythms; Closer to the Heart; Bravado; and more. Two CDs. LeftField Media. **$14.95**

* **4747372** NICK LOWE: Cowboys in the Fatherland. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Science Centre, Bombay, India, on February 26, 1985. Sixteen tracks, including welded, The Fool; Cruel to Be Kind; Seven Nights to Rock; Buried; and more. Goldfish. **$11.95**

* **4747305** JERRY GARCIA BAND: Long Island Ice Tea. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Calderone Concert Hall, Hempstead, New York on February 29, 1980. Eight tracks, including How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved by You); When I Paint My Masterpiece; Midnight Moonlight; Dear Prudence; Harder They Come; and more. HBO. **$11.95**

* **4793411** PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Transmission impossible. Fourteen tracks from live FM broadcasts and radio performances are collected these 45 tracks on three CDs: Madison Blues; Got to Move; I Loved Another Woman; I’ll Dust My Broom; Long Tall Sally; Wine; Whiskey; Women; It Takes; Stranger Blues; and more. To the Beat Mailorder. **SOLD OUT**

* **4700909** KRAUT! Features two CDs, a 100 page booklet with text in German, and 17 tracks including Karthago; Birth Control; Metropolis; Myths; Tangerine Dream; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95**

* **4793604** STEVE LUKATHER & EDGAR WINTER LIVE. This CD and DVD course includes eight tracks recorded in the late 80s, and four tracks recorded in 2000, during the “Odd Couple Tour” at the North Sea Jazz Festival in The Hague, Netherlands. Songs include Smell Yourself; Texas; stones; Stone Soup; and more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. **SOLD OUT**

**The Cletons; Come Atomatical Records.**

Some songs include multiple artists:

* **4840879** SCORCHERS, VOLUME 2. This collection includes 52 songs from the band's first two albums. Surplus. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


* **4754014** THE WHO: Old England, New England. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 7, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; I Can’t Explain; Don’t Even Know Myself; we’re Not Gonna Take It; Pinball Wizard; Acid Queen; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

* **3754004** THE WHO: Commandments of Rock & Roll: Adultery–the Cheater. Thirty songs on a million from the past and are sure to please the producers. Tracks include Screamin’ and Doin’ the Holy Rollin’ (on the Floor); Let Yourself Go; anthony with Bobby De Soto; Our Last Night Together by Dave Rich; and more. Atomatical Records. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**


* **4747358** MICHAEL JACKSON: Danger in the East. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Royal Festival Hall, London, on December 9, 1983. Sixteen tracks, including It’s So Easy; Girls; The Way You Make Me Feel; and more. Two CDs. SLM Records. **$14.95**

* **4794027** BEETLE JESTER: A Jester’s Archive. Eight tracks recorded in 1992. Sixteen tracks, including King and Country; Cutty Sark; and more. Eight CDs. **$14.95**
**CD 4719433 TITO & TARANTULA: Live at Rockpalast.** The Rockpalast performance of June 21, 1968 at the Loreley is a significant example of the first international phase of success for Tito & Tarantula. This set includes two CDs with 25 tracks, along with a further three hours of concert on 2 DVDs. Mili Music. Pub. at $25.99. $19.95

**CD 3931544 THE COASTERS.** Thirty tracks. This set includes That’s Rock & Roll; Yak, Yak, Yak; Three Cool Cats; Besame Mucho; Turtle Doovin’; The Shadow Knows; Charlie Brown; Bad Blood; Thumblin’ a Ride; Teach Me How to Shimmy; Girls Girls Girls and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $9.95.

**CD 4878817 ADELE: 25.** Features eleven tracks from the popular singer/songwriter including Hello; Send My Love (To Your New Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Remedy; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea; Love in the Dark; Million Years Ago; All I Ask; and Sweetest Devotion. XL Recording. $19.95

**CD 4793285 THE 50S: The Pop Years.** Collects 200 original hits featuring 20 classic tracks from every year of the 1950s. Includes a host of legendary artists such as Frank Sinatra, Doris Day, Nat King Cole, Dean Martin, Perry Como, Billie Holiday, Eddie Cochran, Louis Armstrong, Buddy Holly, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, and many more. Ten CDs. BMG/RCA. Pub. at $99.95

**CD 4897528 ROY ORBISON WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: A Love So Beautiful/Unchained Melodies.** This incredible two-CD set will satiate any fan of The Big O. Thirty-one tracks, including In Dreams; Under the Big Sky; Unchained Melody; Blue Bayou; Heartbreak Radio; I Drove All Night; In the Year of Our Lord; Only Yesterday; I Need to Be in Love; Love in Vain; The Wanderer; Make It Easy on Yourself; and many more. Five CDs. Bear Family. Pub. at $29.95

**CD 4709475 AMERICAN ANTHEMS: 100 Hits.** Collects 100 timeless tracks of American pop songs including Eye of the Tiger; Sunday Morning; Fly Me to the Moon by Frank Sinatra; The More I See You by Stevie Wonder; Feeling Lonely by The Bangles; More Than a Feeling by Boston; Mr. Tambourine Man by The Byrds; Jolene by Dolly Parton; Go Your Own Way by Lindsey Buckingham; Physical by Pat Benatar; and many more. Ten CDs. BMG/RCA. Pub. at $99.95

**CD 4837479 THE MOODY BLUES: Icon.** Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British progressive rock: Nights in White Satin; Tuesday Afternoon (Forever Afternoon); Ride My See-Saw; The Story in Your Eyes; Isn’t Life Strange; The Wheel; The Voice; Dreamland; and more. Universal Music. $9.95

**CD 4837320 THE BEST OF JOE COCKER: 20th Century Masters.** No collection is complete without Joe Cocker classics: Feelin’ Alright; With a Little Help From My Friends; Delta Lady; She Came in Through the Bathroom Window; Cry Me a River (Live); The Letter (Live); High Time We Went; You Are So Beautiful; and many more. Ten CDs. BMG/RCA. Pub. at $99.95

**CD 483741X CARPENTERS: Icon.** The unmistakable hits of this beloved musical duo come together for an indispensable greatest hits set. Included on this 10 track CD collection is Yesterday Once More; Superstar; Rainy Days and Mondays; Top of the World; (We’re Gonna Be) Close to You; Only Yesterday; I Need to Be in Love; We’re Only Just Begun; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 3919773 QUEEN: Icon.** Collects ten classic songs from this iconic rock band: Stone Cold Crazy; Another One Bites the Dust; We Will Rock You; The Champions; Fairy Dust; Love and Radio; Love Ain’t for Keeping; Behind Blue Eyes; Pure and Easy; Naked Eye; Too Much of Anything; and many more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4827147 THE BEATLES, 1967-1970.** This two CD set compiles 27 songs from the second half of the Beatles’ career, including Strawberry Fields Forever; Back in the U.S.S.R.; Come Together; Hey Jude; Revolution; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; With a Little Help From My Friends; and many more. EMI Records Limited. $19.95

**CD 4827139 THE BEATLES, 1962–1966.** This collection begins in late 1962 with the album version of the first Beatles single, I’ll Me Do and concludes in the second half of 1966. Other songs included are Yellow Submarine; Please Please Me; A Hard Day’s Night; She Loves You; A Day in the Life; Yesterday; and many more. Twenty-five live tracks on 2 CDs. EMI Records Limited. $19.95

**CD 4837525 THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Greatest Hits 1974-78.** This iconic album presents The Steve Miller Band’s extraordinary musical talent on 14 tracks. Includes Swingtown; Jungle Love; Take the Money; Rock’n Me; Serenade; True Fine Love; The Snake; The Joker; Fly Like an Eagle; Threshold; Jet Airliner; Dance, Dance, Dance; Winter Time; and Wind Mountain Honey. Capital Records. $19.95

**CD 3863832 BLACKFOOT: Southern Native.** This 10 track collection presents the best from this Southern rock group. Includes Need My Ride; Southern Native; Everyman; Call of A Hero; Take Me Home, Whiskey Train; Satisfied Man; Oh Love; This Town; and Diablo Loves You. Universal Music. $9.95

**CD 4828372 PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: Chalk Farm Blues.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Roundhouse, London, England, in April of 1970. Black Magic Woman; I Can’t Stay; you; Madison Blues; Cold Turkey; Albatross; and many more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3806394 CLASSIC 70’S RADIO HITS.** Two CDs capture the 70’s sound on 30 tracks, including You Can’t Hurry Love by The Beach Boys; I Can’t Help Myself by Four Tops; I Can’t Stand Myself by Wilson Phillips; I’d Rather Be Me by King Sunny Ade; and many more. Universal Music. $14.95

**CD 4756401 ELVIS PRESLEY: The Anthology.** This incredible two-CD set compiles Elvis’s first two albums, Elvis and Elvis Presley along with King Creole; Elvis Is Back; and G.I. Blues. Fifty-eight tracks on 5 CDs, including Blue Suede Shoes; Fever; Rip It Up; Tonight Is So Right for Love; and many more. Ten CDs. BMG/RCA. Pub. at $99.95

**CD 4838178 ERIC CLAPTON: Santa Monica.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Santa Monica Civic Auditorium, Santa Monica, CA., in February, 1976. Beaches and Diesel; Wonderful Tonight; The Core; Fool’s Paradise; Double Trouble; Layla and More; Two CDs and 18 tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 4837339 THE BEST OF LIONEL RICHIE: 20th Century Masters.** Compiles 11 hits, including eight solo songs by Richie: You Are My Life; All Night Long (All Night); Hello; Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; and Cinderella. Also includes three songs from Richie’s time with the Commodores: That Is Rock and Roll; Yakety Yak; and Back to the Basics. Two CDs and 18 tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3847942 THE ROLLING STONES: On Air.** A collection of eighteen tracks offers a unique insight into the formative days of this group, performing their songs live on the BBC’s Light Programme, including Come On, Roll Over Beethoven, The Spider School, Knights in Fancy Dress, Fly, Merry, Merry; Around and Around; Fannie Mae; Route 66; Mona; and more. Polydor. $7.95

**CD 4852532 CHUCK BERRY: Timeless Classic Albums.** Five albums from a true rock ‘n’ roll legend. Includes After School Session; One Dozen Berrys; Chuck Berry Is on Top; Race with The Sun; and New Juke Box Hits. Each of the five CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. $9.95

**CD 4744810 SEALED WITH A KISS: Remastered Classics of the 50s & 60s.** Collects eight songs from the southern rock band—I Ain’t the One; Tuesday’s Gone; Gimme Three Steps; Simple Man; Things Goin’ On; Mississippi Kid; Little Drummer Boy; and Whiskey; and Free Bird. MCA Records.

**CD 4659422 LYNYRD SKYNYRD.** Collects eight songs from the southern rock band—I Ain’t the One; Tuesday’s Gone; Gimme Three Steps; Simple Man; Things Goin’ On; Mississippi Kid; Little Drummer Boy; and Whiskey; and Free Bird. MCA Records.
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**4828356** NEIL YOUNG: The Broadcast Archives. From a variety of live FM broadcasts, this collection of 48 tracks on four CDs includes: Don’t Be Denied; The Old Laughing Lady; The Needle and the Damage Done; No More; Doghouse; Tonight’s the Night; and more. Includes multiple versions of several songs. Boxed. Two CDs. Spectrum Music. Pub. at $21.95

**2920328** MADONNA: The Immaculate Collection. Collects 17 songs from the pop legend, including Holiday; Borderline; Like a Virgin; Papa Don’t Preach; Like a Prayer; Vogue; Lucky Star; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $7.95

**3691772** TRAFFIC: Santa Monica Shakedown. Recorded on February 21, 1972 in Santa Monica, California, this CD features the entirety of that live performance. Songs include Low Spark of the High Heeled Boys; Rainmaker; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Forty Thousand Headmen; Light Up or Leave Me Alone; John Glue; Freedom Rider; and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. SOLD OUT

**474974X** 90S ORIGINALS: 100 Hits. One hundred hits from the 90’s on 5 CDs by various artists; NSYNC; New Kids on the Block; Guru Josh; Urban Cookie Collective; and more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music. CD

**4858565** ROGER WATERS: The Broadcast Archives. A collection of live FM broadcasts recorded from 1985 to 2002 are captured on five CDs and some 69 tracks. Selections include Radio Waves; Welcome to the Machine; Another Brick in the Wall; The Happiest Days of Our Lives; Pigs on the Wing; Southampton Dock; In the Flesh; Shine on You Crazy Diamond; Breath; More. Packaged in a cardboard case. Toronto. Pub. at $24.95

**3771172** SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost BBC Sessions & More. These 27 tracks spread from 1965 to 1970, include BBC radio sessions and various hotels Free Trade Hall, Manchester; Royal Albert Hall, London, and rehearsals sessions include The Sound of Silence; April Come She Will; I Am a Rock; Benedictus; Song for the Asking; I Wish You Could Be Here; and more. Three CDs. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

**292479X** QUEEN: The Platinum Collection. This fifty-one track collection of Queen’s greatest hits includes such titles as: Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Killer Queen; Bicycle Race; A Kind of Magic; I Want It All; The Miracle; One Vision; Innuendo; Living on My Own; Freddie Mercury; Driven All Night; and more. Occupies two CDs. EMI. Pub. at $3.95

**6795543** VAN HALEN: In the Club. Get a taste of early Van Halen with 17 tracks brought together from three live performances in 1975 and 1976. The group tours through both the Seven and in pop star, in Roll n’ Roll All Nite; Beer Drinkers & Hell Raisers; Hots on for Nowhere; Runnin’ with the Devil; Smokin.’. Pub. at $11.99

**3967042** THE CREAM OF CLAPTON. Some of Clapton’s golden moments are captured in this collection of 17 tracks including Layla with Derek & the Dominos; Badge; I Feel Free; Sunshine of Your Love with Cream; and his solo numbers including J Shot the Sheriff; Layla; and more. Two CDs. Acetate. CHS. Pub. at $14.99

**3931587** GENESIS: The Lamb Lies in Rochester. These 26 tracks come from a live FM Broadcast recorded at the Auditorium Theatre Rochester, NY, in 1974 and include Fly on a Windshield; The Grand Parade of Useless Packaging; The Carpet Crawlers; Anyway; Warning; the Mount and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**5794672** THE LINK WRAY COLLECTION, 1956-62. Comprises the A & B sides for this rockabilly guitar virtuoso from 1956-1962 recorded on multiple labels. Thirty-eight tracks include Johnny B. Bondy; The Swag; Rendezvous; Vendetta; Girl from Ipanema; Tijuana; Ace of Spades; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**2958286** CREAM: The London Sessions. Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, all 26 tracks are rehearsals for the Fresh Cream and Disraeli Gears albums including You Make Me Feel; Coffee Song; Beauty Operator; Wrapping Paper; Cal’s Square; The Clearout Take; Sweet Take You Take One; Singalong; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**3714702** JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a debate on show and from the band’s 1977 tour, recorded at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Wondering Aloud; Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet Green; holiday; Aqualung; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**3866025** FRANK ZAPPA: Under the Covers. From live FM radio broadcasts recorded at various venues come these 23 tracks that feature Bacon Fat; No, No Cherry; I Am TheCrystal Zeppelin; The Closer You Are; This Is Story; Hang on Sloopy; Louie Louie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $11.95

**3899343** SANTANA: Berkeley Community Center 1970. Recorded from live performances from 1970 to 1971, this CD collects 10 songs from the acclaimed musician: Treat; Hope You’re Feeling Better; Soul Sacrifice; Incident at Neshahur; Savor; Jingoo; Black Magic; Woman/Gypsy Queen; Evil Ways; Jungle; SJT; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**3967085** THE ROLLING STONES: Symphony for the Devil Remix. This unique CD collects seven versions of Symphony for the Devil. Includes radio and full length remixes from The Rolling Stones, Halloween, 72, and their seventh track is an original recording from the Stones. ABKCO Records. $5.95

**3774139** UB40—RED RED WINE: The Collection, Volume II. This collection brings together some of this band’s unmissable highlights, including Kitchen; Red Wine; Sing Our Own Song; Light My Fire; Weary to the Ball; Higher Ground; I Won’t Close My Eyes; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Sold Out

**2993910** THE STROKES: Comedown Machinie. Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; Chances; and more. Rough Trade Records. $3.95

**3889378** STEVIE NICKS: Beauty and the Beast. Recorded from a live FM broadcast that the Cityhoga Fairgrounds in Weedsport, New York, August 15, 1986. Eleven tracks, including Outside the Rain; Dreams; Leather and Lace; Edge of Seventeen; Talk to Me; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**3794504** ERIC CLAPTON: A Kind of Blues. Collected from a live broadcast recorded at The Forum, Los Angeles, CA, November 1994 are these 24 tracks that include; Motherless Child; Kidman Blues; County Jail; Third Degree; Amsterdam; Baby-Sitter’s Prayer; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**295964X** AC/DC: Shot Down in the Big Easy. On August 24, 1996 this internationally renowned rock band played at New Orleans’ Superdome, where they put on a memorable show. This two CD set collects 25 songs from that night. Tracks include Back in Black; Hells Bells; Whole Lotta Rosie; Highway to Hell; Ballbreaker; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Sold Out

**3892072** ERIC CLAPTON: New York 1986. A two CD set captures the legendary performance on the prestigious Ritz in New York City on November 23, 1986. Tracks include Crossroads; I Shot the Sheriff; Cocaine; Layin’ Tearing Us Apart; White Room; and more. Sixteen tracks. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**295964X** AC/DC: Shot Down in the Big Easy. On August 24, 1996 this internationally renowned rock band played at New Orleans’ Superdome, where they put on a memorable show. This two CD set collects 25 songs from that night. Tracks include Back in Black; Hells Bells; Whole Lotta Rosie; Highway to Hell; Ballbreaker; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Sold Out
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**CD 3900320 SCOTTY MCKAY ROCKS**  
Mckay was a true rock and roll star in the '50s and '60s and this collection of 32 songs is all the proof you’ll need. Tracks include Rollin’ Dynamite, The Girl Next Door; I’ve Got My Eyes on You; Little Miss Blue; Evenin’ Time; Cry Me a River; and more. $12.95  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4670582 ROGER CHAPMAN: Maybe the Last Time**  
Collects 11 songs from a live performance in 2011. Tracks include Sweet Vanilla; Kiss My Soul; Can I Get to Heaven?; Let’s Spend the Night Together; Everybody’s on the Short List; and more. Hyperension. Pub. at $15.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4799267 KARTHAJO: Live at Rockpalast 2004**  
Recorded live at Rockpalast, Harmonie, Bonn, Germany in December of 2004, this CD and DVD (93 minutes) feature 13 tracks including My Friend George; Living Like a Clown; Maybe Another Time; Rosie; Crazy Woman; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4715772 THE ANDERSONS! Family Secrets**  
This album is a collection of 14 tracks from aFM broadcast at the Supper Club, New York City on May 22, 1996. Twenty-six songs, including Just About Glad; Starting to Come to Me; The Other End (of the Telescope); I Want to Vanish; Black Coffee; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4724816 HUTCH: Turn It Around**  
Collects 16 songs from the rock band, including Turn It Around, So Spaced Out, Leaving Hollywood; Meat About You; Stay With Me; Something About You; The Better Half; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4716043 RADIO MOSCOW: Live at Rockpalast 2015**  
Collects 19 tracks from a live performance at Crossroads-Festival, Bonn, Germany on March 25, 2015. Songs include Dead of a Night; I Just Don’t Know; Rhinebeck Thama Airport; Mistreating Queen; No Time; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. 100 minutes. MVD Music. Pub. at $21.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 470634X SUPREME: Tales**  
Features 17 tracks including: If Not for You; What She Needs; This Time; Fall Out; She Is Everywhere; I Am Alive; Lucky; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3887278 VITESSE: Live at Rockpalast 1979**  
This CD collects twenty-four tracks, including First Train Home; Midnight Special; Jump Up; Sungro Rock band. Songs include Selling Me; Snub; No One Rules for Free; Falling Out; Everyone Knows that You’re the One; She’s Probably with Him Right Now; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95  
**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**CD 3875008 THE BEST OF EDWIN MCCAIN**  
Collects 16 songs from the singer-songwriter, including Beautiful Life; Darwin’s Children; Walk with You; I Could Not Ask for More; I Want It All; and more. Saguaro Road Records. (80 minutes). MVD Music. Pub. at $32.99  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**DVD 3858599 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection**  
One of our greatest vocalists today performs the hits that made her a superstar in this electrifying live collection. Tracks include Aguilera’s best: Genie in a Bottle; Come on over Baby (All I Want Is You); What a Girl Wants and more, plus holiday songs and duets with Bow Wow and Brian McKnight. 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95  

**DVD 3802841 DAMN YANKEES: Uprising Live! Fullscreen. Features live performances of Uprising; High Enough; Don’t Feed on Me; We Goin’ Now; Fifteen Minutes of Fame; Come Again; Coming of Age; Renegade; Cat Scratch Fever; and Rock in America from the Rocky Mountain Jam in Denver, Colorado. Includes behind the scenes rehearsal and recording sessions. 79 minutes. Warner Bros. Records. **$3.95**

**DVD 4774809 K.D. LANG: Ingene Redux**  
d.k. lang performs at the legendary Majestic Theater in San Antonio, Texas, following an unforgettable tour celebrating the 20th anniversary of the GRAMMY award winning, critically acclaimed album Ingene. This concert features the entire Ingene album including her hit Constant Craving. CC. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**DVD 2801213 DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour**  
Since first hitting the charts in 1971, Don McLean has amassed over 40 gold and platinum records worldwide. Enjoy a behind the scenes look at this talented artist, featuring live performances of his best known hits including American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); Crying; and more! 55 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$3.95**

**DVD 2886553 WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969.**  
An enthralling “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Fullscreen. **$9.95**

**DVD 4911995 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: Back to Basics–Live and Down Under.**  
Aguilera’s biggest hits are made bigger and better than ever with this spectacular live-performance DVD. She literal walks up the stage in Australia with 21 songs including Come on Over; Still Dirty; What a Girl Wants; Lady Marmalade; Beautiful; Fighter; and more. 130 minutes on two DVDs. BMG. **$5.95**

**DVD 3991811 YES: The New Director’s Cut.**  
This CD compiles two full length concert performances featuring the classic YES lineup. Recorded May 29, 1987 at the Pompano Baseball Stadium you’ll enjoy the harmonized doo-wop vocals of The Drifters, The Crystals, Little Anthony and Del Shannon singing their biggest hits. 47 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95  
**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**DVD 4852274 SPRING BREAK REUNION: The Rockin’ Era.**  
You can now relive the exciting reunion of the magical musical moments and fillies and sires with your host, Frankie Avalon. Recorded May 29, 1987 at the Pompano Baseball Stadium you’ll enjoy the harmonized doo-wop vocals of The Drifters, The Crystals, Little Anthony and Del Shannon singing their biggest hits. 47 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95  
**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**DVD 3988317 CHUCK BERRY: Brown Eyed Handsome Man.**  
Fullscreen. This program is a historic record of the decades long dedication to preserving the music of Chuck Berry and is a collection of performances by the greatest rock icons in history performing their favorite songs by Chuck Berry, including The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Jimi Hendrix and more. 54 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95  
**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**DVD 2975661 KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro.**  
An incredible performance from the pop star, live from the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, Scotland. This set includes a DVD of the show as well as two CDs (26 tracks in all). The 9.9Gs performed are: Breathe In My Name; Sex; In My Arms; Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Timebomb; and many more. Warner Music Group. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**DVD 3975851 CHUCK BERRY: Hall! Hall! Rock ’n’ Roll.**  
Widescreen. In 1986, Keith Richards invited a roster of brilliant musicians to celebrate the 60th birthday of his mentor. The concert features performances by Eric Clapton, Robert Cray, Linda Ronstadt, Etta James and more. Two full length concerts, recorded at the legendary Crossroads Festival, Bonn, Germany in December of 2004, this CD and DVD (93 minutes) feature 13 tracks including Since first hittin the charts in 1971, Don McLean has amassed over 40 gold and platinum records worldwide. Enjoy a behind the scenes look at this talented artist, featuring live performances of his best known hits including American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); Crying; and more! 55 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$3.95**
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★ 4892615 ATOMICAT HOOTENANNY. Dance and go wild to the electrifying up-tempo songs collected on this CD. Includes Drivin' Window; Gene Simons; Some of My Best Friends Are Dead; I Got It Made by Eddie Carroll; Crazy Legs by Gene Lewis; Gee Whiz by Charlie Senri; and more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 39867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 coming back to life with these essential and rousing recordings by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (That Cigarette) by Tex Williams; and more. Dynamic.

★ 4737067 DORIS DAY: Sentimental Journey. Eighteen tracks, featuring Blue Skies; Has Anybody Here for Love?; I've Got It Bad and That Ain't Good; My Blue Heaven; Sentimental Journey; Singin' in the Rain; and more. Start Entertainment. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3913864 1960S PSYCHEDELIC RADIO COMMERCIALS. Much of what you will hear are ads created at hip ad agencies and DIY underwear FM radio stations. Includes some very established companies blending popular psychedelic pop sound into their ads–Rice Krispies, Revlon, Ban Deodorant, Pepsi, Levi’s, Gillette, to name a few. CD 398687X

★ 4917006 HENRY MANCINI: Music from the Motion Pictures. This 32 track, two CD set comprises A and B sides of his singles during these years on the Liberty, Coral and RCA labels. Songs include Cha Cha Cha for Gia; Hot Rod; Big Band Rock and Roll; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Experiment in Terror; Twist & Twist; and more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $19.99

★ 49843X5 BOB HOPE & FRIENDS: Thanks for the Memories. Comprises Bob Hope’s complete Decca recordings, featuring duets with Shirley Ross, Bing Crosby, and Jimmie Duffield, plus a vocal trio with Peggy Lee and Bing Crosby. Includes Thanks for the Memories; Road to Morocco; Chicago Style; Hoot Mon; Road to Bali; The Boy with the Troubles; and more. Includes instrumental compositions by Clark as well as original film soundtracks. Sepia. Pub. at $14.95

★ 4892631 BING CROSBY: Guest Star Time. This 66-track, two-CD set highlights the versatility of Crosby as he runs the gamut from Shirley Temple’s Jingle Bells to the Rainbow; I’m Nobody’s Baby; A Journey To a Star; The Trolley Song; and more. This four-CD collection celebrates his career. Includes 69 tracks in total, plus bonus material. CD 46195X.

★ 68576X3 THE KINGSTON TRIO COLLECTION 1958-62. Comprises all their A & B sides, plus additional early material from their recording career. Fifty-five tracks includes Scarlet Ribbons; Three Jolly Coachmen; Tom Dooley; Ruby Red; The Tijuana Jail; Home from the Hill; Goodnight My Baby; The New Frontier; Oh! Sadie; etc. CD 419159X.

★ 4564576 JIM REEVES: Gold. Collects 60 tracks from the smooth vocalist featuring: Distant Drums; Four Walls; I Know One; He’ll Have to Go; Am I Losing You; We’re Gonna Drink Our Robots; Nobody’s Fool; Missing You; and more. Three CDs packaged in a tri-fold cardboard sleeve. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ 4738337 SAX LOVE. Collects 16 memorable melodies selected from some of the greatest love songs of recent years, including If You Were Here Tonight; Reunited; I Wanna Know What Love Is; Right Here Waiting For You; Let’s Wait a While; and more. Acrobot.

★ 3840867 MARIO LANZA: Classics. This 23 track CD brings together Lanza’s most popular recordings, from the best-selling million-selling singles, his Top 20 chart successes, and the highlights from two best-selling albums. Songs include Granada; My Love; Because, The Lord’s My Shepherd; Serenade; Ave Maria; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of the Ventures’ career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as a sampling of their later output. Includes all of their four first albums–Walk Don’t Run; The Ventures; Another Smash; and The Ventures, Vol. 2. CD 4698909.

★ 5702575 THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION, 1959-62. Fifty-one tracks include Kitty’s A and B sides of her four RCA albums during this era. Songs include That’s All I Want from You; The Longest Wait; Danger! Heartbreak Ahead; If You Don’t Want My Love; Pepper-Heart Baby; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3957779 THE BEST OF BILLY REID & THE LONDON PIANO-ACCORDION BAND. Join Billy Reid and his Piano-Accordion Band as they take you on a nostalgic musical tour on 23 tracks. Includes Old Fashioned Sweethearts; In the Valley On the Moon; Moonlight On the Prairie; There’s A Home in Wyoming; There’s Something in Your Eyes; For Go, Lover; A Tear Fell; A Sweet Old Fashioned Girl; Ricochet; Jilted; and more. 3 CDs. Wienerworld. Pub. at $23.99 $19.99

★ 6548393 BALLADS OF THE GREY BERETS. SSgt Barry Sadler. Sadler delivers 13 tracks by turns patriotic and moving. The title track joins his A Letter From Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Salute; Songs to the Nurses; I’m Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; The Soldier; I Still Have The Blues; Oh Come Home Lullaby; Trooper’s Lament; Barnaba; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. $11.99

★ 2972753 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47. Judy Garland remains one of the enduring icons of show business. This 76 track collection includes all of her hit songs such as Over the Rainbow; I’m Nobody’s Baby; A Journey To A Star; The Trolley Song; Me and My Shadow; Over the Rainbow; I’m Nobody’s Baby; I Have Myself a Song; And The Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4648161 THE WRECKING CREW. Compilation of 73 tracks from the musicians who played the sessions for thousands of studio recordings in the 1960s and 1970s, and includes several recordings, under their real names. Hits they performed for include Be My Baby by the Ronettes; Wichita Lineman by Glen Campbell; Mary, Mary by The Monkees; and many, many more. Four CDs. Wienerworld. Pub. at $24.99 $19.75

★ 610927 TERESA BREWER: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This 57 track collection includes many of the stylish and versatile singer’s hits including her memorable number one hits Music! Music! and Till I Waltz Again with You. Comprising selected A and B sides of her singles this 2 CD set also includes Copper Canyon; Let Me Go; Lovin’; A Fear Fell; A Sweet Old Fashioned Girl; Roccocott; Jilted; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
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CD 4900219 THAT LLT FLAT GIT IT VOL. 38. Collects 37 tracks from Los Angeles-based Liberty records. Songs include Willa Mae by Al Crockett, Little Lullabye Lorena, I Ain’t Gonna Cry No More by Johnny O’Niel, No Dough by Willie Nelson; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

CD 4775635 LARRY CLINTON & HIS ORCHESTRA: All the Hits and More 1937-47. This 55-track CD boasts Clinton’s hits plus other orchestras. The Bluebird and Decca labels labelling featuring his star vocalist Bea Wain. Songs include The Big Dipper, Abba Dabba, I Got Together, Change Partners, Stolen Heaven and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2926008 JIMMY DURANTE: In Persuasion & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the comedian, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?, It’s My Nosey Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; Mad Bird Melody; Inka Dinka Doo; Good Night; A Real Piano Player; and many. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 4840267 BEEP BEEP! The Playmates Collection 1957-62. This 58 track, two CD set comprises just about all of the band’s A and B sides from this era plus titles from their At Play, Wait for Me, and Cuttin’ Capers albums. Songs include BEEP BEEP; Jo-Ann; Don’t Go Home; What Is Love; Barefoot Girl; Wait for Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 4918665 THE JOHNNY DESMOND SINGLES COLLECTION 1939-1958. This 86-track, two CD set comprises the bands of Bob Crosby and Gene Krupa, along with selected A and B sides of his singles on the RCA-Victor, MGM and Coral labels during this era. Fifty tracks, including The Yellow Rose of Texas; Woman, Play Me Hearts and Flowers; Frying; You Forgot About Me; Anniversary; and more. Two CD Collector’s Pack and The New Complete Johnny Desmond Collection. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

CD 4749820 FEELING GOOD: 100 Hits. Listen to some feel-good music with this collection of 100 tracks on five CDs by the original artists including Can You Feel It by The Jacksons, Got to Be Real by Cheryl Lynn; Keep on Movin’ by 5ive; Two Princes by Spin Doctors; Safety Dance by Men Without Hats; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 3691519 DORIS DAY: The Hits Collection, 1945-62. Day was one of the most universally popular entertainers of the post-war era on both screen and record. This 75-track, three-CD set features a multitude of hit songs, including Sentimental Journey; My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time; Love Somebody; A Guy Is a Guy; Secret Love; Que Sera, Sera; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95


CD 4954114 SKI JUMP. Winter songs for your Apres ski party. Collects 31 tracks including Frosty the Snowman by Nat ‘King’ Cole and the Singing Pussy Cats; Ski Jump by Fredric Curran and the Bogie Orchesta; Snowflakes by Cliff Brunner; The Winter Song by Tex Williams; Snowbound by Sarah Vaughan; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 1833723 AMERICA’S NUMBER ONE HITS OF THE 50S. Every chart-topping single of the 1950s. Includes: Birth of the Blues, A Whole New World, The Don’t, All I Do Is Think of You, Oh, My Darling Clementine, Patti Page, Mr. Sandman, Lili Marlene, A Whole New World, Elke Presley; and so much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

CD 3853969 HIT PARADE 1941. Some of the biggest names in 20th century music live again with this 25-track assembly, bringing together only the best from 1941. Includes Stardust by Artie Shaw, Take the A Train by Duke Ellington, Dobie Gray by Bing Crosby, Yes, My Darling Daughter by Dinah Shore; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3996072 ANDY WILLIAMS: Gold. A compilation of sixty tracks that include Can’t Get Used To Losing You; My Young Watch Match Girls By; For The Good Times; Happy Heart, Fly by Night; Moon River; Born Free; Ave Maria; Bye Bye Blues; It’s So Easy; and more. Slipcase. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 685768X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set comprises all the recordings from Simone’s albums. Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone; Nina Simone at the Village Gate; Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina Simone Sings Ellington plus tracks released on Bethlehem and Columbia singles not included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99 $14.99

CD 4745345 THE TONI ARDEN COLLECTION 1944-61. This 50-track, two-CD collection comprises A and B sides from Arden’s releases on the National, Columbia, RCA-Victor and Varsity labels. Songs include Rock and Roll Waltz; Wheel of Fortune; Comes A Love; Hoop De Doo; Separate Rooms; Relax Your Love; and many. Acroab. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

CD 4652894 THE KAY STARR HITS COLLECTION 1946-62. This 49-track, two CD collection comprises Starr’s recordings during her time with the Capitol and RCA-Victor labels. Songs include Rock and Roll Waltz; Wheel of Fortune; Comes A Love; Hoop De Doo; Separate Rooms; Relax Your Love; and many. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 4765265 YOUR REQUEST/FIRESIDE: Sing Along with Mitch. Sing along with one of the most popular sing-along band leaders in history with Cecilia; Then I’ll Be Happy; Sunny Side Up; Aura Lee; By the Beautiful Sea; Funflicks; Funflicks; Love’s Sweet Song; and more. Twenty Colorful Hits. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 3966083 GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME. A collection of thirty-three hot sunny gems for your summer holiday listening fun. Two CD set features hits performed by the original artists including The Sun by The Del-Vikings; Cool Breeze by Gerald Sims; Miami Beach Party by Annette Funicello; In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening by Dean Martin; Moonlight Cocktail by Mel Torme; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95


CD 3888624 HERB ELLIS: The Early Years. This four CD collection represents the first phase of Ellis’s solo career, considered his glory years. Eight albums are collected here: Ellis in Wonderland; Nothing but the Blues; Herb Ellis Meets Jimmy Giuffre; Softly But with That Feeling; Three Guitars in Bossa Nova; Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening by Dean Martin. Sony. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

CD 3070115 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1951, VOLUME 2. This great-value four CD collection of 105 tracks comprises every record charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Albums and Cash Box charts in 1951 along with those that made the Top 10 of the Juke Box and Disc Jockey charts. Vocalists include Patti Page, Mario Lanza, Guy Mitchell, Eddie Fisher, Vic Damone, Tony Bennett, Jo Stafford and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

CD 3730701 A KISS IS STILL A KISS: Great Romantic Memories in Songs of the 1930’s-40’s. Includes: As Time Goes By; I Got To Be; The Very Thought of You; A Nightingale; I’ll Remember April; Stickin’ Up; and many. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

CD 3792585 THE 20TH CENTURY FOX YEARS, VOLUME 2 1939-1949. These 60 songs on two CDs have been remastered from the movies. Featuring songs by Jane Wither’s, Rudy Vallee, Mary Healy, Jack Oakie, Rita Hayworth and William Tabbert. Includes: Sing For Me; Tell Me About Yous; Tommy Reynolds; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $32.99 $15.95
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CD 65599X THUNDER DRUMS. The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South American cultures influences this CD of nine percussive tracks, set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

CD 4694406 ROMANTIC MOODS. Ten tracks to invoke a romantic mood with your significant other: Endless Tide; Seas of Serenity; Starfinder; Halcyon Blue; Leeward Shore; Fantasie; Forest Beneath the Waves; Atlantica, Driftwood and Ocean Drums. Network Music. Pub. at $15.99

CD 4840808 STEVEN HALPERN: Higher Ground. The music included here balances the heart-brain connection, transporting you to a place of relaxation, mindfulness and inner peace. Thirteen tracks. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3958418 CELTIC DREAMS. Lose yourself in the beauty of Ireland with this collection of enchanting celtic melodies. Includes eight tracks: She Moved through the Fair; Carrickfergus; The Water is Wide; Loch Lomond; Celtic Dreams; Will Ye Go Lassie; Flow Gently, Sweet Aiden; and A Churas a Chrois. Newbourne. Pub. at $5.95

CD 4819897 STEVEN HALPERN: Relax into Sleep. Vol. 2. Over the past 45 years, more people have fallen asleep to the relaxing music of Halpern than to any other composer! His music has a free-floating ambience that is not anchored in a predictable melody, harmony and rhythm, allowing your mind and body to shift gears naturally into a relaxed state. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6700896 STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0. Proven in research for 25 years and millions of albums, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore your mind and body to their most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4757998 STEVEN HALPERN: Cannabis Dreams. Alpha brainwave entrainment tones are subtly mixed into the music, which entrain your brain to a higher coherence to further support your immune system. Over one hour of soothing relaxation, healing and well-being. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3900355 STEVEN HALPERN: Comfort Zone. Transports you to a place of relaxation, mindfulness and inner peace. Halpern’s impressionistic compositions entrain your brain to a well-balanced alpha state that leaves you feeling at peace with yourself and your world. Collects 14 tracks. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4814223 PIERRE HENRY: Polyphonies. Twelve CDs showcase the works of French composer, Pierre Henry, considered a pioneer of “music concrete” a genre of electronic music. Selections include Pleins Jeux; Une Tour de Babel; Le Livres des Morts Egyptien; Ceremony; Voile D’Orphée; Deuxieme Symphonie; Antalgie; Spirale; Musique sans Titre; and many more. Decca Records. $39.95

CD 3945812 STEVEN HALPERN: Spectrum Suite. Pioneering sound healer Steven Halpern resonates, activates and elevates your seven chakras with the seven musical keynotes of the sonic and electro-magnetic spectrum. This 45th anniversary edition is almost 150 minutes long: including the original vinyl LP. Tune your chakras with tracks 1-7. Tracks 8-18 include the subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

CD 477535X STEVEN HALPERN: Among Friends. This CD presents a compelling portrait of Halpern’s collaborations with a stellar array of leading New Age and jazz musicians, including Paul Horn, Paul McCandless, David Darling, Michael Manning, Jorge Algar, Georgia Kelly, and many more. Fontana Music. Pub. at $14.99

CD 5977770 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4775325 STEVEN HALPERN: Affirmations to Support Sobriety and Recovery. Support your healthy and sober lifestyle with meditative music and subliminal affirmations. A series of positive affirmations are spoken at full volume, then mixed inaudibly into the music. You don’t hear them, but your subconscious mind does, and responds automatically. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3854256 RICK WAKEMAN: Classic Tracks. Let the mystical and magical sounds of Rick Wakeman surround you and fill you with inspirational feelings. Four tracks include Journey to the Center Of The Earth; Catherine Howard; Umberto II; and Merlin the Magician. The Store For Music. Pub. at $15.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4840257 ANNE BECK: Into the Moors of Avalon. Collects 12 tracks from the Swiss harpist, including Into the Moors; Moon Dance; Storm Forest; Water Moon; Three Silver Ladies Dances; Lune et Étoile; Entrelant; and more. Audio Revelation. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4700066 JIM VALLEY: A Garden Faire. A collection of neoclassical instrumental pieces to draw you into a world of wonder and calm your stress: Ebb and Flow; Celtic; Wedding; Resilience; Walter Popecki; Lamp Light; Lavender Dreams; Blake’s Song; and more. Rainbow Planet. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4840240 ANN SWEETEN: Change Is in the Wind. Collects ten tracks from the renowned pianist and composer, including Arctic Dance; One Last October; May 24; 42 Years Ago; Turning the Page; Forever Sunday; Shady Linen; and more. Guest Stop Music. Pub. at $15.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4790375 ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: Dancing with the Lion. This is a re-issue of the fifth worldwide studio album from the new age star. Eleven tracks, including Into the Moons of Avalon, with the Lion; Pearls and Tears; Ascent from the Circle; And the Long Shadows; and more. AVAF Music. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

CD 4878759 ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: Book of Roses. An Andreas Vollenweider album with a diverse range of styles that includes many instruments and sound effects. Sixteen tracks, including La Sagra; The Grand Ball of the Dujus; Chanson de Mon Voisin; Bluette; Coppa and Torel; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

CD 4652584 ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: Quiet Places. Ten tracks are collected here from the new-age musician, including Pygmalion; Polyhymnia; The Pyramids; Enchanted; Fields of Blue; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

CD 4652592 ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER: White Winds (Seeker’s Journey). Vollenweider’s fourth studio album, released in 1984. Collects 10 tracks, including The White Winds/White Boat (Near the Monument and the Stone; Feet Root & Hands; Brothership; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

CD 4758005 SYNTHESISER HITS. Thirty-eight tracks on 2 CDs collect One Night in Bangkok; Pop Music; Private Dancer; Purple Rain; Another Day in Paradise; Crazy for You; Eleanor Rigby; Popcorn; Memories; and more. Studio Emotions. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

CD 4844388 STEVE ROACH/MICHAEL STEARNS: Beyond Earth & Sky. These seven captivating tracks are born from a devotion to the power of sound. Including: Crossroads; Night in Long Road; Gaelic - New Promise; Embrace the Infinite; and more. Projekt. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 4775341 MEDITATIONS TO SUPPORT SOBRIETY AND RECOVERY. Addiction affects millions of people, either directly or as family members, friends and co-workers. For anyone dealing with their own recovery issues, the meditations, information and music on this CD will enhance your success. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99
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**CD 3961036 **PAUL HORN & STEVEN HALPERN: Connections. Features three stunning duets, two solos, and five world grooves. Tracks explore a contemplative blues and several traditional African rhythms to connect your mind and body, ten tracks in all. Inner Peace. **PRICE €14.95**

**DGV 4653009 **MY FIREPLACE GIRL: Beauty in Black. Widescreen. Come get comfortable, with a roaring fire and a beautiful home. by Connie. **PRICE €11.95**

**CD 58790E **THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit. Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tyuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You've Been On My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travellin' Rovin'. by Paul. **PRICE £14.95**

**World - Folk**

**CD 3736644 **THE TARTAN SCOTTISH BOX SET. The music of Scotland featuring singers, bands and pipers performing many of Scotland's best loved tunes and anthems are included in this 3-CD set with sixty tracks in all featuring Amazing Grace; Auld Lang Syne; Caledonia; Dark Lochnagar; I Love a Wee Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Dark. **PRICE £11.95**

**CD 4813804 **HARPERS; PIPES & FIDDLERS. Presents a collection of various artists and the instruments that have represented the traditional music of Scotland and Ireland. Includes Alison Kinney Leslie March; Ann Heymann Miss Hamilton; Ged Foley Blackhall Rocks; John D. Burgess Swallowed Fainted Five William Ritchie Esq/Hugh McKenna's Real 'n' many others. Thomas. **PRICE £4.95**

**CD 4884876 IRISH FAVORITES: 20 Songs. A collection of Irish songs by four artists are presented on 20 tracks that include Danny Boy; When Irish Eyes Are Smiling by Bing Crosby; The Rising of The Moon; The Irish Rover by The Clancy Brothers with Tommy Makem; Molly Malone; Brennan on the Moor by Birl Ives, The. **PRICE £5.95**

**CD 4884884 IRISH LOVE BALLADS: 20 Songs. A robust collection of ballads that we love in the best manner. CD includes: Eileen by Bing Crosby; I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen by Johnny Cash; Gentle Annie by Tommy Makem; Love Letters by Maureen O'Hara; Galway Bay by Sam Cooke; My Wild Irish Rose by Connie. **PRICE £5.95**

**CD 4737210 SONGS OF IRELAND: The Rose of Tralee. A wonderful assortment of Irish music, compiling 18 tracks, Songs include Cliffs of Moher; Mountains of Mourne; Galway Bay; Galway Shanty; Limerick You're a Lady; Blackwater Side; In Dublin's Fair City; and more. Start Entertainments. **PRICE £5.95**

**CD 4737215 LAND OF SONG. This wonderfully varied selection from two great choirs, Trad and The O'Carroll Family features such traditional songs as Fiddler's Green; The Parting Glass; The Star of the County Down; and The Last Rose. **PRICE £5.95**

**Anvil Church; and more. Sting with Entretenimientos, Pub. by Perpex. **PRICE €14.95**

**CD 4879732 BRIGITTE BARDOT: And God...Created B.B. Music from the beautiful French singer/actress, including: Sidonie, Je Me Donne A Qu Me Plait, Noir El Blanc, Aue Aue Soleil, and more. Hiland. **PRICE €7.95**

**CD 477549X BEST OF THE GUARDS. The various military bands of The Guards Division have lost no time in adopting the latest techniques and this CD demonstrates this with 17 tracks of their music including Fanfare for a Generial Occasion; Knightbridge March; Strike Up the Band; Old Comrades; Royal Salute; and more. Celtic. **PRICE €5.95**


**CD 47980E **BOB DYLAN: Rough and Rowdy Ways. Released in 2020, this is Dylan's first album of original material in eight years. Its ten tracks include: Count Multitudes; False Prophet; Crossing the Rubicon; Black Rider; the rousing 17-minute epic Murder Most Most Perfidious and more. Columbia. **PRICE €14.95**

**CD 388690S **JOHN DENVER: Gold. A must-have collection for any fan of the folk rock star. This set collects 45 songs on three CDs, including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Leaving, on a Jet Plane; Rocky Mountain High; I believe in You; Thank God I'm a Country Boy; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at €23.99 **PRICE €17.95**

**CD 4852575 **THE FELLINI' SOUND TRACKS: Timeless Classic Albums. Compiles four full soundtracks of four classic films from the renowned Italian film director: La Strada; Le Notti Di Cabiria; La Dolce Vita; and more. Vinylogy. **PRICE €14.95**

**CD 4747239 **EMMYLOU HARRIS: PBS Soundstage. Recorded from two live appearances in California on October 19, 1978, and at the Catalyst, Santa Cruz, California on June 15, 1978. Twenty tracks, including More Bottles of Wine; Easy from Now On; To Daddy; Under the Weather. **PRICE €11.95**

**CD 4807375 **LOVE IRISH SONGS. This album, and in a style similar to the originals, Carl Peters pays tribute to the most popular Irish group of the folk era- Tommy Makem and the Clancy Brothers. Nineteen tracks, including Mountain of Dooneen; Mountains of Mourne; Galway Bay; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at €7.95 **PRICE €5.95**

**CD 4831774 **ALISON KINNAR: The Silver String. Alison Kinnar presents early Scottish harp music that expresses a timeless range of emotions on 2 CDs. Includes: The Silver String; The Flowers of Yarrow; The Horseman's Port; Lude's Lament; Port Gordon; Ayrshire Lasses/Dance of the Dead; and more on 13 tracks. Also includes a bonus DVD that combines Alison's visual artwork with her music. **PRICE €12.95**

**CD 4813772 **THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62. The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late '50s and early '60s. This 62-track set includes all of the tracks from their three LPs: The Classic Collection. **PRICE €11.95**

**CD 4827117 **BOB DYLAN, 1970. Almost every bass line of Dylan's work up until 1970 is covered—from American roots music (Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance) to songwriting debut (Song to Woody), from folk singer-songwriter (A Man Apart) to rock influences (Come Together; TamOut Tom Thumb’s Blues and Rainy Day Women #12 & #35) and much more. Seventy-four tracks on 3 CDs. Sony Music. **PRICE €19.95**

**CD 4852840 **EDIT PIAF: Timeless Classic Albums. Collects five albums from the legendary French singer: Rial Night; La Vie en Rose; La Mome; Piaf; and Piaf de Paris. Each of the five CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. **PRICE €14.95**

**CD 4852818 **ITALIA Mia: Our Great Italian Classics. Collects 70 records performed by some of greatest performers in music history. Artists include Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Mario Lanza, Perry Como, Vic Damone, Louis Prima, Enrico Caruso, and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at €29.99 **PRICE €21.95**
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World - Folk

CD 4853148 EDITH PIAF, VOL. 1: La Vie En Rose. Gathers 93 tracks from Piaf’s illustrious career, including “La Vie en Rose; Le Pape Homme; Telegraphy; Bravo; Pour Le Clown; Les Croix; Paris; Legend; Johnny; Tu N’Es Pas un Ange; Dany; and more. Four CDs; Reel to Reel. PRICE CUT to $12.95

CD 4794303 PAUL SIMON: The Broadcast Archive. This CD collects recordings from two Saturday Night Live performances on October 18, 1975 and November 20, 1976, two live FM broadcasts at the Tower Theater in Philadelphia on October 7, 1975 and the Tokyo Dock on October 12, 1975. Forty-four tracks, including Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; Mrs. Robinson; America; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

CD 4794214 CROSBY, NASH & HAY: Unplugged in Japan. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Sundoko Hall, Tokyo, Japan on April 22, 1991. Twelve tracks, including “Wasted on the Way; Blackbird; The Lee Shore; You Don’t Have to Cry; These Empty Days; and more. Wickman. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95


CD 4791150 BEYOND REMBETIKA, Vol. 2: Songs of Rembetika from 1918-1950. Here are the earliest known recordings of Greek and Balkan folk music pre-dating the rise of Rembetika and spanning 1918-1950. Collects 92 tracks on four CDs. Performers include Kitso Harialidou, Triotis Tsimatos, George Trakis, The Gialas, Giorgis Vlahakis, and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 4691874 GENE CLARK: The Lost Studio Sessions. Clark records for the first time these original solo studio versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3900347 SONGBIRDS: Albanian Music from 1967, 1984-1994: A set consisting of 84 tracks on four CDs! Songs include Islam Ionuzzi and Friends; Coban Arifi and Sabri Fehmi; Xhemal Asllani and Sabri Fehmi; Selim Asllani and Hatife Asllani; Riza Syllivi; Mali Kola; and more. Broadcast Archive. PRICE CUT to $14.95

CD 4790901 THE BEST OF LIVE: 50 Years of Livingston Taylor. Collects 11 songs from the acclaimed folk singer, including “Get Out of Bed; Good Friends; Sit on Back; Thank You Song; Lost in the Love of You; Caroline; and more. Whistling Dog Music. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4880064 STEVE KHAN: Subtext. With Subtext, Steve Khan’s musical story expands and evolves, while re-asserting its linkage to the broad sweep of fascinating discography, one off to the side of conventional jazz and rock. Includes Little Food (Comida para Pajaros); Blue Subtext (Subtexto en Azul); Baraka Sasa; and more. ESC. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4694384 MARIA MULDAUR: Yes We Can! Thirty tracks from Maria Muldaur with the lead vocals and fiddle, accompanied by The Women’s Voices for Peace Choir: Make a Better World; Inner City Blues; Yes We Can; Can; John Brown; This Old World; War; and more. Concord Music Group. $5.95

CD 3987264 SYLVIA TYPH: You Were on My Mind. A collection featuring fourteen tracks from this Canadian singer-songwriter and folk performer including Pappo’s Mill; Walking on the Moon; Sleep on My Shoulder; Trickster’s Cafe; River Road; Last Call; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

CD 4845949 GAMELAN MADU SARI: Heive. Featuring vocalists Anis Astuti, Sutrisno Hartana, Ben Rogalsky and more this CD presents its second recording of new music for Javanese gamelan, a richly diverse mix of Javanese tracks of instrumental works and popular songs. Sunlines. Pub. at $11.99


CD 4837070 DANIEL O’DONNELL: I Have a Dream. Collects 20 songs from the Irish singer, including “I Have a Dream; Sweet Caroline; Knock Three Times; Beautiful Sunday; I Can See Clearly Now; Is This the Way to Amarillo?; and more. Demon Music. PRICE CUT to $12.95

CD 4868269 BOB LANSDALE: Outtake from the Radio Sessions. Collects 29 tracks, including Going to New Orleans; Sally Gal; Whatcha Gonna Do; Corrina; Corinna; Wichita (Going to Louisiana); and more. BDA. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

CD 4813782 A CELEBRATION OF SCOTTISH MUSIC. Contains 30 tracks from the popular folk group. Songs include Far Over the Forth by Cilla Fisher; Calum ‘Sgair’ by Christine Primrose & Alison Clinnand; Fair Maid of Barra and Drops of Rain by Cilla Fisher & Hamish MacDonald; Highland Laddie by Cilla Fisher; Hamish Moore & Alan Reid; and more. $5.95

CD 4810392 MUSIC & SONG OF SCOTLAND. Collects 18 songs from top Scottish singers and musicians, including Scotland the Brave by Bonnie Galloway by the Boy Tree Highland Laddie by Lothian and Borders Police Pipe Band, The Rolling Hills of the Borders by The McCallums, Yonder Banks Shipyard Drifters by Archie Fisher, and more. Greentrax. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

CD 4887392 PETER, BETHANY & RUFUS: The Other Family Classics. Contains eleven tracks from Peter (originally of Peter, Paul and Mary). Peter’s daughter Bethany and Rufus Capacciosa, reinterpreting the original vitality of their folk pop group. Songs include Fly; Cindy; Careless Love; The Cuckoo; You Better Mind; Long Chain On; Frankie; Johnston and more. Salasaree. Price cut to $9.95

CD 3988546 LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv 1972. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Yad Eliahu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 19th, 1972 are collected these ten tracks that include Famous Blue Raincoat; Sisters of Mercy; Avalanche; We Shall Not Be Moved; and a two part interview with Peter Orlovsky. Price cut to $9.95

CD 3960897 JAMAICA JOHNNY & HIS MILAGRO BOYS: Trinidad, The Land of Calypso. Two CDs with 28 tracks feature Trinidad, Land of Calypso; Donkey City; Madeleine; Mother Can’t Do; Koko Ono; War Song Way; Saudade; and more. Produced by Television; Fifty Women to One Man; and more. Packaged in cardboard slipcase. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. SOLS-OUT

CD 3931684 THE NEW RESO GATHERING. Tim Graves brought together some of today’s brightest resonophonic strings players to spotlight each of their talents and their instruments in this 25 track CD. Titles by various artists include Lilly Dale; Fireball; Pickaway; Happy Times; and more. Pinecone Records. PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 2914550 JOE OLSEN: Drifters. Eleven tracks are collected here from the Canadian singer-songwriter, including Kisses in the Dark; Tupelo Honey; Maybe We Didn’t Get Our Timing Right; How I Used to Be; and more. Vocal Productions. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95
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**CD 4782327** CADET STEVENS: Tea for the Tillerman Live. This live, rare Classic '71 performance captures the warmth of Stevens' studio recordings but with even more passion and depth. Songs include Moonshadow; On the Road to Find Out; Where Do the Children Play?; Wild World; Miles from Nowhere; Longer Boats; Father and the Ford; Hard Hearted Woman; Ideas; and The Fineart. 35 minutes. MVD Visual. $11.95


**CD 373708X** LORETTA LYNNE: All Time Gospel Favorites. Must-have CD for any fan of the legendary singer. Thirty tracks are compiled here, including How Great Thou Art; I Feel Like Traveling On; Precious Memories; Old Rugged Cross; Amazing Grace, I’ll Fly Away, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $99.95 $69.95

**CD 3875180** POP GOES THE ’70S: Sky High. Thirty classics, including a Horse With No Name by America; You’re So Vain by Carly Simon; Cat’s in the Cradle by Harry Chapin; The Lion Sleeps Tonight by Robert John. It’s a Heartache by Bonnie Tyler; and more. Two CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3084892** 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amarican Grace. This two CD set offers a collection of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Sun Goes Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves; Standing on the Promises; I’m Longing for Jesus; Angels Watching Over Us; When We All Get to Heaven; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**CD 3701433** ’70S COUNTRY: Behind Closed Doors. Closes 34 songs from many of the decade’s biggest country stars. Tracks include Good Hearted Woman by Waylon and Willie; The Most Beautiful Girl by Charlie Rich; Thank God I’m A Country Boy by John Denver; Jolene by Dolly Parton; I Can’t Help Myself by The Temptations; Pride and Joy by Marvin Gaye; and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 3097056** SOUL OF THE ’60S. A fantastic collection of 151 tracks from the original artists including This Old Heart of Mine, by The Isley Brothers; Love Is a Hurtin’ Thing, by Lou Rawls; You Bear Me to the Punch, by Mary Wells, Soul Man, by Sam and Dave; Funky Broadway, by Wilson Pickett; Heat Wave, by Sly & the Fameladas; Go Ready, by The Delfonics; What’s Going On, by Marvin Gaye, and more. Johnny Cash; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.99 $17.95

**CD 3717224** SOUL OF THE ’70S. This ten CD set contains 150 soul favorites from the decade. Featured artists include: Earth Wind & Fire; Stevie Wonder; The Isley Brothers; James Brown; Kool & the Gang; Lou Rawls; Gladys Knight & the Pips; Commodores; Marvin Gaye; Aretha Franklin; Smokey Robinson and the Miracles; and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95 $14.99

**CD 3084981** THE BRITISH INVASION. Features twenty CDs offering 500 tracks by British groups from the ‘60s. Artists include: The Kinks, Herman’s Hermits, The Who, The Beatles, Gerry and the Pompous, Rod Stewart, Elton John, Deep Purple, and more. Also included are two bonus performances from the Ed Sullivan Show by The Animals, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Freddie and the Dreamers, and more. 46 minutes, in B&W and Color. Slipped. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3875083** GREATEST LOVE SONGS OF THE ’70S. Nine CDs with 150 of your favorite love songs from the decade, including You’re So Beautiful by Joe Cocker; Do That One Time More by Captain & Tennille; I’ll Be There by the Jackson Five; and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 387507X** GREATEST LOVE SONGS OF THE ’80S. Collects 155 tracks on nine CDs, in slipcased sleeves and slipcased including Cherish by the Association; I Got You Babe by Sonny & Cher; Breaking Up Is Hard To Do by Neil Sedaka; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Where Can I Go by Dion and the Belmonts; much more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99 $99.95

**CD 387527X** THE WOODSTOCK COLLECTION: Let’s Work Together. Collects 30 songs on two CDs, including Do Wah Diddy Diddy by Manfred Mann; Time Won’t Let Me by the Outsiders; Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple, Suzanne by Judy Collins, Jingle Jangle by the Archies; and many more. Shot in Color and B&W. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**CD 3874982** ’70S COUNTRY. Collects 137 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Charley Pride; George Jones; Charlie Daniels Band; Tanya Tucker; John Denver; The Statler Brothers, Hank Williams Jr. Linda Ronstadt; Kenny Rogers; and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99 PRICE CUT to $89.95

**CD 3737099** MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE. A collection of 150 timeless love songs from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s. Step back in time with great musical memories by these hit-makers: Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Barbra Streisand, Dean Martin, Elvis Presley, George Benson, Ray Charles, the Animals, The Kinks, Herman’s Hermits, and many more. Ten CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99 PRICE CUT to $119.95

**CD 3874974** ’60S COUNTRY. Collects 136 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Eddy Arnold, Jim Reeves, Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton, Ray Price, Marty Robbins, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.99 PRICE CUT to $89.95

**CD 3737047** FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY. This is the most complete and most inspirational country music collection of the decade. The amazing set includes 10 CDs, featuring 155 tracks. Artists include Lee Greenwood, Glen Campbell, George Strait, Patsy Cline, The Statler Brothers, Waylon Jennings, Anne Murray, Barbara Mandrell, Tanya Tucker, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99 $99.95

**CD 3030700** 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights. Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don’t Make My Brown Eyes Blue by Crystal Gale; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; Suspicion by Elvis Rabbit; Sweet Child of Mine, by John Denver; Happy Birthday Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**CD 3875075** GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY. Collects 158 tracks from the legends of country music. Artists include Hank Williams, George Jones, Patsy Cline, Jerry Lee Lewis, Merle Haggard, Faron Young, Johnny Cash, Tammy Wynette, Carl Perkins, Jim Reeves, Elvis Presley, Merle Haggard, and many more. Ten CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $319.99 $199.99

**DVD 3701581** OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Queens of Country. Features Kitty Wells’s Selling Believe, along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special treat, this set includes The Who’s A-All In the World, by Connie Smith, whom Dolly acknowledged as possessing one of the three best female voices in the world. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 3096505** OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Hall of Fame. This collection honors the artists from the class of ‘73 Country Music Hall of Fame: Chet Atkins and Patsy Cline. Thirteen other performances, including Bob Wills & His Texas Playboys; Ray Price; Jack Greene; Mickey Gilley; Charlie Rich; Sonny James; and more. In B&W and Color. 95 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 3096556** OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Honky-Tonk Heroes. Nothing but real American roots rhubarb. These are some of the best, most beloved live music performances from the ‘50s through the ‘70s. These fifteen historical duet performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, Loretta Lynn; Bobby Lord & Patsy Cline; (Remember Me) I’m the One Who Loves You, Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If I Were a Carpenter, and more. In B&W and Color. 90 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 3095344** OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Duets. Presents the greatest collection of vintage country duet performances ever! Twenty-two incredible performances from the ‘50s to the ‘70s. These fifteen historical duet performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, Loretta Lynn; Bobby Lord & Patsy Cline, (Remember Me) I’m the One Who Loves You, Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If I Were a Carpenter, and more. In B&W and Color. 90 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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★ CD 473713X JUST COUNTRY: 40 Golden Greats. Collects 40 songs from many of your favorite country artists, including Hello Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; A Good Year for the Roses by George Jones; Me & Bobby McGee by Kenny Rogers; Sweet Dreams by Don Gibson; Burning Memories by Waylon Jennings; and more. Imperitone. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 2685973 KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-62. Comprises every record by Kitty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, Was It? God Who Made the Moon, Torn Angels, including B-side that charted and duets that also earned wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ CD 4884965 THE STATLER BROTHERS: Golden Hits. Presents on 20 tracks the iconic Statler Brothers with selections that include Flowers on the Hill; King of the Road; Memphis; Ruby, Don't Take Your Love to Town; Ruthless; Green, Green Grass of Home; I Still Miss Someone; Walking in the Sunshine; This Old House; My Reward; There Goes My Everything; and more. Medley. $5.95

★ CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960. From one of country's leading crossover artists comes six full records, plus his complete singles catalog, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entire Rockin' Rollin' Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Songs of the Islands; Marty Robbins; The Essential Bodyguard Ballads; and Trail Songs. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ CD 4884097 PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62. One of the most revered female artists in country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record Cline released between her debut on Corral, through her Four Star and Decca years until her final single. Includes every record of her tragic death. Includes Walkin' After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She's Got You; and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $16.99

★ CD 4911746 REX ALLEN: The Arizona Cowboy. This 55 track, two CD set comprises selected A and B sides of Rex Allen's singles on the Mercury, Decca, and Columbia labels. Includes his posthumous releases up to 1955–including his releases for the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

★ CD 4884089 COUNTRY'S ONE HIT WONDERS: 20 Songs. A collection of country hits assembled on 20 tracks that include: The Brown's Three Bells; Leroy Van Dyke's Walk On By; Cowboy Copas' All I'm Missing Is You; Sonny James' Young Love; and more. Imperitone. $5.95

★ CD 4863896 LINDA RONSTADT: The Broadcast Archives. Features legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s and 1980s. Forty-four tracks, including: Linda Ronstadt: Do I Love You; He Day; I've Got a Crush on You; Goodbye; It Doesn't Matter Anymore; Break My Mind; and more. Three CDs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ CD 4884795 COUNTRY'S GREATEST FEMALE SINGERS: 20 Songs. Twenty tracks bring together songs by one of country music's most revered female singing groups and songs including, Patsy Cline's I Fall to Pieces; Dolly Parton's Making Believe; Kitty Wells' Heartbreak USA; Brenda Lee's Sweet Nothin's; Loretta Lynn's Gonna Pack My Troubles; June Carter's Gotta Get a Mouse; Loretta Lynn's Gonna Pack My Trunk. Twenty tracks deliver some of the best country duets ever including, Porter Wagoner & Skeeter Davis' A Little Bit Too Late, I Know You; Hank Snow & Anita Carter's Mackin' Bird Hill; Tennessee Ernie Ford & Jo Stafford's Hey Good Lookin'; George Jones & Jeanette Hicks' Yowling; Kitty Wells & Red Foley's You and Me and more. Imperitone. $5.95

★ CD 4884760 CLASSIC COUNTRY DUETS. Twenty tracks deliver some of the best country duets ever including, Porter Wagoner & Skeeter Davis' A Little Bit Too Late; Hank Snow & Anita Carter's Mackin' Bird Hill; Tennessee Ernie Ford & Jo Stafford's Hey Good Lookin'; George Jones & Jeanette Hicks' Yowling; Kitty Wells & Red Foley's You and Me and more. Imperitone. $5.95


★ CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy. Fourteen tracks bring Don's true country style to your collection: You're My Best Friend; When I'm With You; Some Broken Hearts; Never Mind; I'm Just a Country Boy, I Must Be Love; Where Are You; All I'm Missing Is You; Don't You Think It's Time; Endless Sleep; I'm Getting Good; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

★ CD 495402S THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1956. This 116-track, four-CD set comprises of selected collection of the biggest U.S. country hits of 1956. Songs include: Folsom Prison Blues; Heartbreak Hotel; Guitar Man; Good Rockin' Tonight; I Walk the Line; Sweet Dreams; Me & Bobby McGee; It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, following her debut hit, This Old House; My Reward; There Goes My Everything; and more. Cherry Red. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ CD 5876624 THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934. Selects 16 classics early country from the genre's pre-eminent originators: Wildwood Flower; My Clinch Mountain Home; The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side; I'm Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes; Jimmy Brown the Newsboy; Johnny O'Keefe; Was a Desperate Little Man; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 4883807 EMILY LOU HARRIS & LINDA RONSTADT: Girl's Night Out. Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include Loving the Highwayman; For a Dancer; Hello Little Girl; The Ballad of Jed Clampett; Tis the Season; And More. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

★ CD 4882322 THE HIGHWAYMEN: Cowboys at the Greek. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Greek Theatre, Los Angeles, CA, in June of 1999. It is what it is; Highwayman Blues; Me & Bobby McGee; Bird on a Wire; Desperados Waiting for a Train; I've Always Been Crazy; and more. Thirty three tracks on 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 4884256 THE DILLARDS: Mountain Rock. Primarily utilizing acoustic instruments which made the group virtually ideal for a technically superior recording process. Includes: Carely Creek; I Can't Believe, Walkin' in Jerusalem; Somebody Touched Me; Oklahoma Special; and more. Pacific Cypress Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95
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McRainey, Feelin' Good Again; Behind The Blue Flames; Chicago Breakdown by Doctor Ross; and more. Koko-Mop. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 4840631 THE MANY SIDES OF BUCK OWENS: Right After the Dance. This collection is full of rockabilly sounds of which 18 are from Owens, he is also present on two recordings which feature his wife Bonnie Owens as vocalist. Thirty songs in all, including Hot Dog; Sweet Thing; Foolin' Around; Save the Last Dance for Me; Second Fiddle; It Don't Show on Me; and more. Atomatic Record. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4948225 JOHN PRINCE - Live at the Music Inn 1973. John performed at The Music Inn in Lenox, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Spanish Pipe Dream; The Accident (Things Could Be Worse); Illegal Smile; Donald and Lydia; Same Stone; Dear Abby; and more. Unicam. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 4737148 KENNY ROGERS & THE FIRST EDITION: Country Collection. Collects 18 tracks from the country music legend, including I Believe in Music; For the Good Times; The Way It Used to Be; But I Know I Love You; Hurry Home, My Little One; Only You; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4794109 COOL WATER: The Sons of the Pioneers. Founded by Roy Rogers in 1933, Sons of the Pioneers quickly became legends. This massive three CD set contains 75 historic recordings released between 1937 and 1953 including Full of Roses; Tumbleturn Tumbleweeds; Home on the Range; Riders in the Sky; You'll Be Sorry When I'm Gone; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ 4934482 BILLY WALKER: The Tall Texan. This 56-track, two-CD set comprises selections A and B sides from the Capitol and Columbia labels during the years of 1949-1962. Songs include Handin’ for Heartaches; You Don’t Try and Don’t Care; Fool That I Am; The Record; I’ve Got Leavin’ on My Mind; So Far; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99


★ 4714776 KRIST KRISTOFFERSON: Gold. Features 44 tracks on three CDs and includes some of Kristofferson’s best. Me and Bobby McGee; Jody and the Kid; For the Good Times; To Beat the Devil; When I Loved Her; Josie; Why Me; They Killed Him; The Golden Idol; Help Me and more. Crimson. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ 3085031 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’ – The Last Recordings. Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs with more than his guitar and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release them on disc. In total, 11 tracks, of which Jennings wrote, include Goin’ Down Rockin’; Belle of the Ball; If My Matron Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wastin’ Time; and more. Sagurado Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 6700810 THE JONNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K.: The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It’s Springtime in Alaska; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 7615191 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track collection contains two of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A & B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to his last hit in 1962. Includes the 43 top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 2947404 DON GIBSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1952-62. The influential country singer and songwriter has sold his best in this 58-track selection, bringing together such memorable favorites as I Can’t Stop Lovin’ You; Oh Lonesome Me; Sea of Heartbreak; Blue Blue Day, as well as a variety of A and B sides recorded for Columbia, Mercury, and RCA during the course of a decade. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1955-62. One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 82-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs feature favorites from Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; and more. UMG Recordings. $4.95

★ 3905861 THE BEST OF HANK WILLIAMS, JR: 20th Century Masters. This CD collects 12 songs from the country music icon, including Long Gone Lonesome Blues; Standing in the Shadows; Living Proof; I’ll Think of Something; Eleven Roses; and more. UMG Recordings. $9.95

★ 5923255 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1949-61. Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1957, featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the U.K.; Mule Train; Shotgun Boogie; Sixteen Tons; The Ballad of Davy Crockett; A Falling Star; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $10.99 $6.99

★ 2936161 THE LOUVIN BROTHERS COLLECTION 1949-62. Over 50 tracks capture the short-lived but prolific career of this influential country/gospel duo, celebrated for their distinct blend of mandolin, guitar, and melodic vocals. Includes classics like Cash on the Barreled Head; When I Stop Dreaming; Running Wild; I Don’t Believe You’ve Met My Baby; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

★ 5699096 THE FARON YOUNG COLLECTION, 1951-62. One of the cotemporary country stars to come to prominence in the early 1950s at the height of honky tonk, Faron Young’s well-loved ‘50s and ‘60s hits are presented on this two-CD set. Sixty tracks comprise all A sides and selected B sides from a decade of releases, including classics like Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young; Country Girl; Devil; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 5922304 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the first decade of Price’s remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Arms; My Shoes Keep Walking Back to You; City Lights; They Killed Him; Old Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $20.99 $14.95

★ 2927411 FERLIN HUSKY: The Singles Collection 1951-62. The prolific country hit-maker of the ’50s and ’60s is revived across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like A Dear Letter (with Jean Shepard); Gone: Wings of a Dove; I Feel Better All Over; Little Tom; A Fallen Star; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.15

★ 5878802 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye. Drawn from the Montreal sessions between 1957 and 1960, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great: My San Antonio Mama; The Hobo’s Last Ride; Lonesome Blue Yodel; Was There Ever a Pal For You; You; I’m So Lonesome; Someday; And Many More. We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.15

★ 3821811 BUCK OWENS: The Capitol Singles & Albums 1957-62. This 47 track, two CD set comprises the A & B sides of Owen’s Capitol singles from his debut for the label in 1957 until 1960, as well as tracks not otherwise released on singles from his albums released during this period. Tracks include Kickin’ Off Hearts Around; Above and Beyond; Foolin’ Around; Under Your Spell Again; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4846375 BOOM CHICKA BOOM: The Ultimate Collection of Johnny Cash Soundalikes. Take you on a “Boom Chicka Boom” journey of rhythm, based upon the impact which Johnny Cash had upon the music world. Collects 33 tracks including Black Jack David by Warren Smith; Frankie’s Man Johnny by Johnny Sea; Home of the Blues by Sleepy LaBeef; Only a World Lonesome by Bobby Price and more. Atomatic Record. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95
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**CD 5853338** MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME. Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen: My Rifle & My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson, The Sons of Kate Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Frankie Laine; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Roy Rogers; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.95.

**CD 4745272** THE RED SOVINE COLLECTION 1949-59. This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises most of Red’s A and B sides from his MGM and Decca releases during this era. Songs include Who’s Lonely Now; Hold Everything; I Just Kept Thinkin’ ’Bout You; I Wanted for a Lifetime; If Jesus Came to Your House; Groovy Boy; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99


**CD 4640829** ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country charts for over more than two decades, including hits duets with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn brothers. A definitive snapshot of the hit career of a Texas Country legend. The Tab by The Top 350. Pub. at $14.95.


**CD 5760704** THE BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1929-50. Pioneering Western Swing style of the 1930s ‘40s, Bob Wills distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his work. His Top 20 hits from the period—New San Antonio Rose; Smoke on the Water; Sugar Moon; Turn Me Around; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4884981** SWEET COUNTRY BALLADS: Best of the 50’s & 60’s. Two CDs bring together fantastic country ballads on 20 tracks. Includes Be My Lover in Arms and Field by Eddy Arnold; Devil Woman; I’ll Walk A Mile In Your Shoes by Patsy Cline; Heart to Heart by Harry Williams; Under the Influence of Love by Buck Owens; I Still Miss You by Johnny Cash; and more. Imperitone.

**CD 674240** EMMYLOU HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock sound to 15 classics: Cash on the Barrel Head; That’s All I Took; Feelin’ Single; Seein’ Double; Coat of Many Colors; Amarillo; Together Again; Return of the Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6908802** JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists during the 1950s and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising his A and B sides for the Macys’, Abbott, Faber and RCA labels. Tracks include Mule Train; Ghost Riders in the Sky; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 391197X** STEVE EARLE AND THE DUDES: The Hard Way. Thirteen tracks from the country rock band, including The Other Kind; Promise You Anything; Esmeralda’s Hollywood; Billy Austin; Close Your Eyes; Country Girl; and more. RCA Records. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 3866017** THE FLOYD CRAMER COLLECTION. Two CDs feature the A & B sides of Cramer’s singles for the Abbott, MGM and RCA labels during these years, on two CDs with 62 tracks that include: Dancin’ Diane; Little Brown Jug; Jolly Cholly; Succotash; Dave; Runaway; Last Dance; Slag Happy; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5557223** WEBB PIERCE: The Complete US Country Hits 1952-62. One of the most successful country artists during the 1950s, Webb Pierce scored more country No. 1’s during the decade than any other artist. Collected here are all 62 of his records, both A and B side, that made an appearance on the charts during that remarkable decade, from Wondering and the Lonesome Cowboy to Sooner or Later. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4654765** TAMMY WYNETTE: Gold. Sixty tracks on 3 CDs collect Wynette’s top hits including Stand by Your Man; Love’s Highway; Some Things You Never Can Write About; You and Me; Starting Out; Run, Woman; Run; The Ceremony, and more. Packaged in a tri-fold cardboard sleeve.

**CD 4852630** COUNTRY & WESTERN — BLUES. Collects 25 festive and swinging country tunes from many of your favorites, including Country & Western CD by Johnny Cash; and more. Imperitone.

**CD 3794598** THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1961. This 113 track collection covers the year of 1961, during which time Billboard published a country Top 30 called Hot C&W Sides, and it comprises every record which appeared in the top 10 places in that chart during the year by the original artists. Tracks include On the Wings of a Dove by Ferlin Husky; Am I Losing You by Jim Reeves; Wind Up Above by George Jones; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3097072** TANYA TUCKER: My Texas. From one of the greatest country music voices comes these twelve tracks that include Wine Me Up; Lovesciss Blues; Love’s Gonna Live Here; Crazy Alarms; After the Fire Is Gone; Is Anybody Dreaming; I Love You More; Thousand Ways; Big; Big Love; Walk Through This World With Me; Oh Lonesome Me; You Don’t Know Me; and Ramblin’ Fever. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 3988406** THE DILLARDS: Old Road New Again. Features eleven tracks from the Bluegrass band including: Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 6675905** BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Recordings 1936-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like Sooner or Later; The Other Kind; Georgia; and more. Dynamic Productions. Pub. at $21.95.

**CD 4954092** NARMOUR & SMITH, VOL. 1, 1928-1930. While the Narmour and Smith recordings quote fragments of traditional fiddle tunes, they never play the tune unaltered. Collects 24 tracks including Captain George; Has Your Money Come?; Whistling Coon; The Sunny Waltz; Heel and Toe; Little Star; Gallop to Glory; and more. Sycamore Productions. Pub. at $21.95.

**CD 388893X** LESTER FLATT & EARL SCRUGGS AND THE STANLEY BROTHERS: Selected Sides 1947-1953. This four-CD set collects 94 tracks from this timeless period. Songs from The Stanley Brothers include Molly and Tenbrooks; The Rambler’s Blues; The Girl Behind and some of the tracks showcased from Flatt & Scruggs are God Loves His Children; I’m Going to Make Heaven My Home; We’ll Meet Again Sweetheart; and more. 3 CD’s. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2798433** THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1962. This 110 track four CD collection of the hits of ’62 includes Walk on By by Leroy Van Dyke; You’re The Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometimes I’m Tempted by Marty Robbins; Old Rivers by Walter Brennan; Wolferton Mountain by Claude King; Adios Amigo by Jim Reeves; and so much more. One of the greatest country music workbooks on all the performers. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 3937953** THE MERLE TRAVIS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-56. Eighty-four track, 3 CD set, comprising most of Travis’ Capitol A & B sides from the ’40s and ’50s. Songs include No Vacancy; Cincinnati Low; Sweet Temptation; That’s All; When My Baby Double Talk to Me; Blue Smoke; El Renco; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3914007** ROY DRUSKY: The Singles & B Sides from the ’40s and ’50s. Songs include Alone with You; Country Girl; Any More; I’d Rather Loan You Out; Another Just Like Me; Come on Back and Love Me; Time; No Letter Today; Born to Lose; Sweet Dreams; For the Good Times; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99.

**CD 4818830** HANK WILLIAMS: The Essential Collection 1927-1953. Sixteen tracks, including I’m So In Love with You; Somebody’s Back in Town; I’m So In Love with You; Somebody’s Back in Town; No Letter Today; Born to Lose; Sweet Dreams; For the Good Times; No Letter Today; Born to Lose; Sweet Dreams; For the Good Times; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4786394** THE BRISTOL SESSIONS, 1927-28: Country Music’s ‘Big Bang’. In 1927 and 1928 recording executive Ralph Peer made a series of ‘field’ recordings in Bristol. His discoveries were so influential that the sessions became known as the ‘Big Bang’. This collection features four CDs with 94 tracks—all tracks are dubbed from original sources—and include performances by Ernest Phipps, Blue Ridge Corn Shuckers, Ernest Stoneman, Shelton Family, and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.


**CD 3754022** THE WILBURN BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1954-62. This 59-track, two CD set comprises most of their A & B sides for Decca during this era, plus selected titles from their albums Teddy and Doyle; Side by Side: Livin’ in God’s Country; The Big Heartbreak; and Sing and City Limits. Includes 10 hits, such as Go Away and Me; I’m So in Love with You; Somebody’s Back in Town; and A Woman’s Intuition. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 4865824** KRIS KRISTOFFERSON: Let the Music Play. Two discs, comprising a live broadcast recorded at RCA Studios, New York City on April 25, 1972. Songs include Duvaller’s Dream; When I Loved Her; Jesus was a Communist; Same Old Song; My Country ‘Tis of Thee; Monday Morning Comin’ Down; and more. All Access. Pub. at $15.95.

**CD 473887X** THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT. Six Flags over Texas/Go Country. This CD collects two classic LPs on one CD. Thirty-six tracks, including Yellow Rose of Texas; Streets of Laredo; Wabash Cannon Ball; I Can’t Help It; Tennessee Waltz; San Antonio Rose; and more. Garrett Music. Pub. at $15.99.

**CD 3691632** THE JIMMY WAKELY COLLECTION 1940-53. Waley was one of the last of the ‘singing cowboys’ personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three CD, 84 track set comprises A and B sides, including Hillbilly Heart; I Love You So Much It Hurts, Sleepin’ Around; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 4791243** CLIFF CARLISLE: A Country Legacy 1930-1939. This country legend was a singer, songwriter and instrumentalist. Eighty-four tracks collected in this four CD set, including A Wild Cat Woman and a Tom Cat Man; Memphis Yodel; Ash Can Blues; That Nasty Swing; Columbus Stockade Blues; Trouble Minded Blues; On the Banks of the Rio Grande; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 4738888** THE 50 GUITARS OF TOMMY GARRETT: You’re a Lady/Our Love. Two compact discs containing 69 tracks including Alone Again (Naturally); Song Sung Blue; This Is My Song; If Ever I Would Leave You; Never My Love; Born Free; Misty Interlude; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $15.99.

**CD 3959511** BO B WILLIS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS: Riding Your Way. Recordings from 1946 and 1947 represent Bob Willis’ lost transmissions for Tiffany Music. Two CDs offer 50 vintage tracks, including Don’t Love You Like I Used To; I’ll Help You Get Over the Hill; Low Highway; You’re Gonna Change (Or I’m Gonna Leave); and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

**CD 3956994** LYNN ANDERSON: Live at the Renaissance Center. Anderson is collected here giving a spectacular performance at the Renaissance Center in Tennessee in August of 2004. Sixteen tracks, including Rose Garden; Top of the World; Rocky Top; Listen to a Country Song; Go Your Own Way; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (61 minutes). Wienerworld. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 4959175** JAMES REAMS: Like a Flowing River. Reams’ life is told in these songs. Collects 31 tracks including Born to Roll; Can’t Win Can’t Place Give Me the Show; We’re the Kind of People that Make the Jukebox Play; Kentucky River; I’m Gettin’ Ready to Go; Kentucky Mountain; Songbird; and more. Two CDs. Mountain Redbird. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4951571** CONNIE SMITH: Latest Shade of Blue. Nine full albums are collected on 4 CDs, including Connie Smith Sings Hank Williams Gospel; The Songs We Fell in Love To; Joy To The World; and more. The CDs collect 96 tracks, including The B-sized hardcover book features a treasure trove of pictures, album covers, labels and ephemera liner notes and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99.

**CD 4972571** COUNTRY’S GOTT HEART. This collection includes 150 of the biggest country hits and the biggest artists from the ’70s and ’80s. Artists include Reba McEntire, Loretta Lynn, Vince Gill, George Strait, Conway Twitty, Crystal Gale, Clint Black, George Jones, Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers, and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99.

**CD 4749456** GEORGE JONES: Gold. Collects 48 tracks from one of country music’s greatests’ White Lightning; Tender Years; Money to Burn; Out of Control; The Door; The Grand Tour; He Stopped Loving Her Today; I’m a Survivor; What My Woman Done; and more. Three CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $21.95.

It’s the heart of folk music: The 50s. The 60s. The 70s. The 80s. The 90s. With tracks by folk’s biggest stars, artists include Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Peter, Paul & Mary, Judy Collins, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95.

Country & Western - Bluegrass
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**CD 4763904** THE ALABAMA BOX: 1950s & 1960s Oddball Labels. Gathers together not only the most essential recordings from all the obscure Alabama labels but also tracks and albums and labels. So if you’re looking for prime greasy, primitive, stompin’, rockin’ goodies from the state of Alabama then you’ve got ten hours, on 8 CDs, of the finest music ahead of you. They’re packed full of utterly isolated, fully isolated, volume, in a boxed set. Bel Sharp Records. Pub. at $249.99. **PRICE CUT to $199.95**

**CD 3763048** THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND. This boxed set is the first sprawling anthology of Bakersfield’s country music heritage. Some 269 tracks begin with the 1940s field recordings of migrants all the way through 1974. Presents Merle Haggard, Buck Owens, Bob Wills & The Texas Playboys, Bill Woods and many others. An accompanying hardcover volume with 223 pages includes hundreds of photos and profiles. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 4747887** THE STRING CHEESE INCIDENT: Song in My Head. This album was released in 2014 and collects 10 songs from the progressive bluegrass band, including Colorado Bluebird Sky; Betray the Dark; Let’s Go Outside; Song in My Head; Stay; Through Colliding; Rosie; and more. Sony Music. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 4853172** THE ESSENTIAL MERLE HAGGARD: The Epic Years. Collects 14 tracks from the country star, including Big City; The Oxie from Muskego’s Comin’ Home; Twinkle, Twinkle Lucky Star; Wednesday’s Child; I’m Your Favorite Memory; and more. Sony Music. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 3736482** MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1961-1963. Featuring hits from eight of Robbins’ albums, this 107 track, four-CD collection includes such tunes as I Sang the Blues; Unchained Melody; I’m the Mood; Abilene Rose; All the Way; In the Ashes of an Old Love Affair; The Sea and Me; Tall Handsome Stranger; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $59.99. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

**CD 3874834** GLEN CAMPBELL: By the Time I Get to Phoenix. Audiences across the country responded to this album and in the process made Campbell a star. Twelve songs are compiled, including By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Home Sweet Home; Tomorrow Never Comes; My Baby’s Gone; Love Is a Lonely River; and more. Capital Records. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**CD 3905590** JIMMY BUFFETT: Coconut Telegraph. This CD collects nine songs from the ‘gulf and western’ singer, including Coconut Telegraph; Island; It’s My Job; Wish You Were Beautiful; Little Old Lady; and more. RCA Records. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**CD 5942942** LEFTY FRIZZELL—COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1953. An even dozen by country music legend, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You a Thousand Ways; If You’ve Got the Money (I’ve Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I’ve Been Away Too Long; I’ll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3967124** IAN TYSON: One Jump Ahead of the Devil. Eighteen tracks from an American folk and country musician include What Does She See; Beverly; Turning Thirty; One Canadian folk and country music hit; and many more. Pie Ling Press. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**CD 668615X** THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1933-1941. Experience the later years of the influential American bluegrass with an astounding 129 tracks. On eight cylinders of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Sinking in the Lonesome Sea; East Virginia Blues; Jealous Hearted Man; and more folk and country classics. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 3907116** IAN & SYLVIA: The Lost Tapes. These two CDs collect 26 tracks from this folk and country music duo in love during the 1960s. Keep on the Sunny Side; Darcy Farrow; Will the Circle Be Unbroken? Sweet Dreams; Come on in My Kitchen; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard jacket. Atomatical Records. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 4474934** CLIFFIE STONE: The Legendary Capitol Records Double Bassist and More! This album takes a broad musical exploration of Stone’s career in Western Music with 30 tracks including Blue Moon of Kentucky; Jump Rope Boogie; Sugar Rock n’ Roll; Domino Dirty Dishes; Tennessee Central (Number One); and more. Packaged in a cardboard jacket. Atomatical Records. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 465305X** THE FEE WEE KING COLLECTION 1946-58. This 80 track, three-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from releases on the Bullet and RCA labels during this era. Includes songs like Stay Through; Tennessee Waltz; Tennessee Polka; Busbody; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Sugar and Gold; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4715926** THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1964. Four CDs comprise the biggest U.S. country hits of 1960 with many traditional established country stars well-represented, including Ernest Tubb, Webb Pierce, Hank Snow, Hank Thompson, Kitty Wells, Carl Belew, Ray Price, and others. Also were some hot new kids on the block like Buck Owens, Roy Drusky and Jimmie Dean. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 5934869** JIMMIE RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933. An enormous five-CD set — some 155 tracks — pulled from material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 remastered tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; WANing for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I’m Lonesome Too; Mississippi Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 4744942** CLIFFIE STONE: Barracuda. Thirty-one tracks from this country-western bassist including Roly Poly; Domino; Blue Moon of Kentucky; It’s a Real Gone Oakie; Cream of Kentucky; Please, Please, Please, Taste of Philosophy; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2888408** BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. Includes all of Bill Monroe’s recording sessions from 1950 and 1951. When the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted from their time to ours. This 5-CD box set collection includes Blue Grass Ramble; Raw Hide; Poison Love; Cabin of Love; and more. Also contains an informative booklet about the group. RWA. Pub. at $42.99. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**CD 4845349** CLEVELAND CROCHET & THE SUGAR BEES: Hillbilly Ramblers and Sugar Cane Yes. This overdue tribute to Cleveland Crochet’s complete musical legacy includes all of the records he made for Folk-Star, Khoury’s Goldband, Lyric and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**


**CD 4792956** THE HANK WILLIAMS SONGBOOK, VOLUME 3: Jambalaya (On the Bayou). The majority of the songs collected here have been sung by Hank Williams either as a commercial release, radio show broadcast or demo. Also included are songs from his famous studio sessions and his first professional gigs, tributes, plagiarized versions, and recordings featuring members of his band. Thirty tracks include Honky Tonk; I’m Gonna Tell You Something; Your Cheating Heart; Lovesick Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 3953338** THE AL DEXTER COLLECTION: The Greatest Hits. This two CD, 54 track set from the country “Honky Tonk” star features such hits as Tennessee Waltz; I’ll Wait for You Dear; Texas Blues; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**$4806395 KENNY HARRELL, VOLUME 1, 1925 TO 1926.** Country music singer, Kelly Harrell, is showcased on this 22 track CD. Includes "New River Train," "Reverend Gombar," "Butcher's Boy," I Was Born About 10,000 Years Ago," Wild Bill Jones; Peg and Awl; I Was Born in Pennsylvania; I'm Going Back to North Carolina; Blue Eyes, Eddy Eyes; Ol' Molly; Don't Go Away; Ain't Written; and many more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**$4757882 DANNY PAISLEY & THE SOUTHERN GRASS: Bluegrass Troubadour.** Features ten tracks including Blink of an Eye; Date with an Angel; Eat at the Welcome Table; Forty Years of Trouble; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**$3840905 MISSISSIPPI HILLBILLIES, In the Golden Age of sound recordings (1920s-1930s) brilliant rural musicians were recorded for all to enjoy for the very first time. These 94 tracks provide a snapshot of their inspiring musical styles and are performed entirely by Mississippi musicians who include the Nations Brothers, Ray Brothers, Leake County Revelers, and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**$4791193 BRADLEY KINCAID: Selected Sides 1927-1936.** Once a National Barn Dance and Opry regular, Kincaid is now an undeservedly forgotten figure of classic American country. Remastered here are 104 essential sides by the Kentucky musician, drawn from more than 20 years of his career. Four CDs include Gooseberry Pie; Aller the Ball; On Top of Old Smoky and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $34.99 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**$3937666 BLUEGRASS 2020.** Collects ten great Bluegrass instrumental; Foggy Mountain Chimes; Five & Dime; Kentucky Mandalin; Pipeliner Blues; Sunday Drive; Storm and Desire Valley Forge; Shindig Breaker; and By Stealth. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve; Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**$4794176 WILSON BANJO CO: Six Degrees of Separation.** This Bear Family collection of the five CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Includes four CDs and include Trout, Trout, Trout!; Young Man; It's Red Hot; If You're a Viper; Eagles; In The Road. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**$3886866 JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels.** He's a founding father of country music whose influence is incalculable. Here, 20 tracks, including some of his most famous recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes The Song of the Sourdough; Train Whistle Blues; Hobo Bill's Last Ride; and several Blue Yodels. Acrobat. **$4.95**

**$4670531 GRADY MANNING: Diesel Smoke, Dangerous Curves and Hot Guitar.** This CD collects 30 tracks from the country western legend, including Bimbo; Sweethearts or Strangers; Pork Chop Stomp; The Fuzz; Where the Rio De Flores Goes; (There's Always A Need For Love; Red Sweater; and more. Other artists include Carl Perkins, Pete Seeger, Carl Perkins, and more. Cards Bros. Stoney Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**$3886909 MARK KNOFFLER & EMMYLOU HARRIS: Balcony of Love.** Recorded from a live performance at Arena Di Verona, Verona, Italy on June 3, 1992. Nineteen songs, including Right Now; Red Staggering; Belle Star; This Is Us; All the Roadrunning; So Far Away; Why, Why, and many more. Two CDs. Lefeld Media. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $19.99**

**$3792385 JANIE FRICKE-IT'S EASY: The Complete Hits.** Featuring forty-one tracks from this country music star include: What're You Doing Tonight; Let's Try Again; Do Me With Love; Tell Me a Lie; Are You Satisfied; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**$3794822 TEX WILLIAMS: The Capitol Years, 1946-51.** Features all his thirteen hits from the years between 1946 and 1951, including classic pop and rockabilly hits. Includes No. 1 Smokey! Smokey! smoke! (that cigarette), and the Top 10 hits The California Polka, That's What I Like About the West, Never Trust a Woman; Don't Telegraph, Don't Telephone; and more. Fifty-First Street. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**$3798475 A RICHER TRADITION: Country Blues and String Band Collection, 1923-1942.** The variety and originality that country blues artists brought to the recording studio remains unsurpassed. Here is music made mainly in the blues' heartland by people unaffected by passing fashion, who knew how to have a good time. This set features four CDs and include Croatan Blues; Last Leaf; Staggerwing; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $28.99 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**$3866289 A TRIBUTE TO OUTLAW COUNTRY: Live from the Country Music Cruise.** Live from a Country Music cruise, these fourteen tracks are a tribute to Outlaw Country and include Whiskey River; Rainy Day Woman; Storms Never Last; Honky Tonk Heroes; Good Hearted Woman and more performed by Chuck Mead and Band, Waltes Hayes and Band, Tim tenure Band, and more. Other artists include Merle Haggard, Boogie Band, and more. ACM. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**$3965813 BILL MONROE’S OL’ MANDOLIN: Loraine Johnson and Carolina Road.** Twelve tracks from this bluegrass group include Monroe’s Ol’ Mandolin; They’re Blue Grass; Ready for the Times to Get Better; Sally Ann; He Stopped Loving Her Today; Boogie Grass Band; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Price: $14.99 **SOLD OUT**

**$3987221 RORY BLOCK: Prove It on Me.** Collects ten tracks from this country blues performer including He May Be Your Man; It’s Red Hot; If You’re a Viper; Eagles; In My Grizzly Days; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stoney Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99 **SOLD OUT**

**$3796089 BLANCHE DAVIS: The Collection.** Includes: Good Hearted Woman; Got the Money Honey, I’ve Got the Time; On the Road Again; New River Train; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 **SOLD OUT**

**$3795054 LORNA MONROE: The Collection.** Includes: Walking the Line; Walking After Midnight; Walking the Line; Walking After Midnight; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $14.95 **SOLD OUT**

**$3825461 JIMMIE ROGERS: No. 1.** Includes: Hello Gypsy; Hello Gypsy; Hello Gypsy; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $9.99 **SOLD OUT**

**$3828352 MISSOURI BANJO: The Collection.** Includes: Ole Miss; Ole Miss; Ole Miss; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 **SOLD OUT**

**$3875165 BILL MONROE: The Collection.** Includes: Blue Moon; Blue Moon; Blue Moon; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 **SOLD OUT**
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CD 4818768 FOX FAMILY: Follow My Lead. Collects 13 songs from the bluegrass band, including Paint the Town, Jesse; The Hobo and the Rose; Cowboy Sweet; I'm Your Papa; Follow My Lead; and more. Sierra Records. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

CD 3960994 THE RUSTY DRAPER COLLECTION 1939-62. This 60 track set comprises selected A & B sides for the U.S. Country Chart Top 10 entries including the number 2 hits Fallen Star and You're Making a Fool out of Me and the number four hit Cry Cry Darling, along with more. Feature, DOT, MGM and Decca Labels during this era. Fifty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 4790731 THE FARM HANDS: 40. Collects 13 tracks from the bluegrass band, including Pride; Circle of Wood; Green River Ferry Boat; Come Walk with Me; I Wanted to Be Saved; Missing You; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 4794125 MERLE MONGROE: Songs of a Simple Life. Collects 12 tracks from this bluegrass band including Hello Sunshine; Goodbye Marie; I'm Leaving Town Tonight; Shelby Tell Me; God's Still in Control; Roll on Murder and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

CD 4878997 THE HILLMEN. Collects eleven tracks from the renowned bluegrass group including Honeymoon Fair and Tender Lullabies; Winsborough Cotton Mill Blues; When the Ship Comes In; Roll on Muddy River; and more. Together Records. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 3881199 BRADLEY & ADAIR: Oh Darlin'. Features ten tracks from this bluegrass duo. Mommy Please Stay Home with Me; Send Me; Wicked Twisted Road; The Log Train; Singing Waterfall; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 3967108 GARY FJELLAGGARD: Under Western Skies. This Canadian singer/songwriter beautifully bridges the gaps between yesterday and today. Part folk, part country, and all as real as the headlines in a small town newspaper, these 12 tracks touch the heart. Títles include On the Roadside; Glory Years; and Give Me Back My Heart. Riverfront: One more Time. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

CD 3987248 SPIRIT OF THE WEST: Old Material 1984-1986. A collection of country/folk music from Canada including Rocks at Thieves Bay; Don't Quite Alright; Don't Leave Me Waiting; Honeymoon Fair; The Little Lonesome; and more. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

CD 3918084 BILLY LARKIN: Country Masterworks. Twenty tracks of the best from country and western vocalist Billy Larkin include Sunshine Lady; Blue Light Lady; Come Jonny; Lonely Woman; Save Some Love; I'll Take; In the Eye of the Day; Alcorn County; What Does It Matter; Boomer Woman and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

DVD 6711742 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001. The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD combo. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage by the Time I Get to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Wayne Newton, Anne Murray and others. The which offers 22 live tracks, from Rhino Home Cowboy to Gentle on My Mind. MVD Visual. $14.95.

DVD 6701310 THE GREAT JIM REEVES ANTHOLOGY, REVISED. Fullsleeve. From humble beginnings in early 1950s East Texas to holding the Beatles off the top of the charts in 1964, this revised DVD anthology charts the progress of one of America's biggest musical achievers. Collects 30 TV performances by Gentlemen Jim, including Grand Ole Opry appearances in the late 50s and early 60s. More. 90 minutes. H.I.H. Pub. at $13.95. $9.95.

DVD 4835980 DOLLY PARTON: 50 Years at the Opry. Widescreen. Dolly Parton, the undisputed Queen of Country Music, celebrates 50 years as a member of Grand Ole Opry. Recorded live in Nashville, this special package pays tribute to her songs and career with special performances by Dolly herself, plus guest appearances by Lady A, Emmylou Harris and Hank Williams Jr. English SDH. 75 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95.

DVD 2786966 THE GLEN CAMPBELL MUSIC SHOW WITH ANNE MURRAY. Fullsleeve. In this early '70s favorite, Campbell hosts a wave of all-time greats, all singing songs written by his late father, the celebrating 50 years as a member of Grand Ole Opry, Murray. In this episode, he joins a young Anne Murray, performing solo songs and duets like The Most Beautiful Girl; Dream Lover; Annie's Song; Time in a Bottle; and more. 45 minutes. Pegasus Entertainment. $5.95.

Jazz - Big Bands

CD 493119X OSCAR PETERSEN: More Classic Verve Albums. This 4-CD boxed set features twelve original albums of the legendary musician's finest work. Collects 56 tracks including rare Grand Ole Opry appearances and duets like The Most Beautiful Girl; Dream Lover; Annie's Song; Time in a Bottle; and more. 45 minutes. Pegasus Entertainment. $11.95.

CD 4934652 GERRY MULLIGAN: The Rawles Album Collection. Featuring eight original albums, this four CD box-set is a compilation of some of this Jazz pioneer's finest work. Collects 13 songs and more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.

CD 4715810 CHARLIE PARKER: His Finest Recordings. This wonderful collection from the legendary American jazz musician includes eight classic albums on four CDs. Eighty-five tracks, including A Night in Tunisia; Complete / Out of the Blue; My Old Flame; Air Conditionin'; Now's the Time; Donna Lee; Temptation; Autumn in New York; and many more. Enlighten. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.

CD 4884752 BEST OF THE BIG BANDS: 20 Songs. Includes Sentimental Journey and How High the Moon by Les Brown; Sweet Georgia Brown; and Blue Skies by Tommy Dorsey; Stompin' at the Savoy and Woodchoppers Ball by Woody Herman; Midnight Serenade and In the Mood by Glenn Miller; and The Man I Love and Moonlight by Artie Shaw. TGG. Pub. at $12.98. $11.95.

CD 4904554 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Albums Collection. This extraordinary collection features eight of Coltrane's most historic recordings, including A Love Supreme; Giant Steps; Coltrane Jazz; My Favorite Things; Ole Coltrane; In a Silent Way; and more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98. $9.85.

CD 3857269 DAVE BRUBECK: Seven Classic LPs. Highlights some of the Dave Brubeck Quartet's greatest albums, all remastered and presented here as a perfect introduction to the great man's music. Albums include Bossa Nova USA; Brubeck in Amsterdam; The Dave Brubeck Quartet at Carnegie Hall Part One & Two; Time Changes; Jazz Impressions of Japan; Jazz Impressions of New York and Dave Brubeck in Berlin. Fifty-nine tracks on 4 CDs. Enlighten. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.
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Focus; Jazz Samba; Big Band Bossa Nova; Jazz Samba Encore; and Getz/Gilberto. Enlightenment. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 4898626 THE GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA: The Hits Collection 1935-44.** This 124-track, five-CD set comprised most of his chart hits through 1941.彬, Brunswick, Bluebird, Victor and RCA-Victor labels during this time period. Includes A String of Pearls; Chattanooga Choo Choo; I’ve Got A Gal In) Kalamazoo; Fools Rush In; Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree; Moonlight Cocktail; Reno; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6701353 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums, 1955-1963.** Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz’s most potent era is highlighted in this four-C/D compliation. Collects eight classic albums: Hamp and Getz; Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson at the Opera House; Jazz Giants ’58; and more. Star Line Productions. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4917235 THE TOMMY DORSEY ORCHESTRA: The Hits Collection 1935-58.** This 146 track, six-CD set comprised most of his chart hits on the Victor, RCA-Victor and Decca labels during his career. Includes On Treasure Island; Marie; Songs of India; Bewildered; Yearning; Are You Having Any Fun; Dolores; Embraceable You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 4808525 BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Ultimate CD.** Collects 20 tracks from the jazz icon, including What a Little Moonlight Can Do, I Cried for You; No Regrets; Summertime; I Must Have That Man; Fine and Mellow; The Man I Love; Lover Man; Don’t Be That Way; and more. Rhino. Polygram. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 4888420 GENE HARRIS & THE THREE SOUNDS: The Ultimate Blue Note Collection.** Harris, an American jazz pianist known for his warm sound and blues and gospel infused style that is often referred to as ‘soul’ jazz. Featuring eight of his albums with the Three Sounds. Including songs such as: Tenderly; I Could Write a Book; You Are My Sunshine; Summertime; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4730127 THANK YOU LES.** After close to 40 years of performing with Les Paul, weekly, Lou Pallo has invited close friends in multiple genres to help him pay homage to their friend and mentor by recording a collection of timeless standards admired by Les himself. Twenty-one tracks. Showplace Music. $2.95

**CD 4775740 TOMMY DORSEY: Dance with Dorsey.** Dance with the Big Band maestro and swing legend with these 18 tracks that include Opus One; The Lamp Is Low; Tin Roof Blues; Copenhagen; Song of India; Chicago; Marie and more. Parade. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 2841555 OSCAR PETERSON: The Classic Verve Albums Collection.** This four-CD collection brings together eight of Peterson’s finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1950s. The four CD’s contains: Stolen Blues; the Oscar Peterson Trio; Ben Webster Meets Oscar Peterson; The Trio; Something Warm; The Sound of the Trio; Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4868645 THE GLENN MILLER V-DISC SESSIONS, VOLUME TWO.** Collects 21 tracks from the big band legend, including Everybody Loves My Baby (but My Baby Don’t Love Nobody but Me); Stompin’ at the Savoy; Chattanooga Choo Choo; My Buddy; Bye Bye Blue; Why Dream?; and more. Star Line Productions. $4.95

**CD 4732671 THE BIG BAND SOUND: It’s the Talk of the Town.** This amazing CD collects 20 tracks featuring Tommy Dorsey; Fletcher Henderson; Duke Ellington; Glenn Miller; and Benny Goodman. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 4934717 THE BEST OF JACKIE GELEON & HIS ORCHESTRA: Music for Lovers Only.** The essential collection of Jackie Gleason & His Orchestra. Collects 75 tracks including Shangri-La; Love Letters in the Sand; Ill Be Seeing You; I’m in the Mood for Love; Body and Soul; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 5872863 THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57.** Monk is the second most-recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives us a taste of that vast oeuvre. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2; Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Play; Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4818177 DAVE BRUBECK EARLY YEARS: The Singles Collection 1950-52.** Comprises almost all the A & B sides of Brubeck’s single releases on the Columbia, Capitol, Bethlehem, Atlantic labels. Includes You’re the Cream in My Coffee; Sorta Kinda; The Bull Walked Around, Day; Blame It on My Youth; Someone to Watch Over Me; Trouble is a Man; and more. Rhino. Polygram. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 4895634 CHRIS CONNOR: The Early Years Singles & Albums 1952-56.** This 73-track, three-CD set compiles A and B sides of singles and albums released on Capitol, Bethlehem, and more. Rhino. Polygram. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 4657691 THELONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Riverside Recordings, 1957-63.** Featuring eight of his albums with the Three Sounds, this four-C/D collection brings together every night as part of a quartet at the now-legendary Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Concord Music Group. $5.95

**CD 4670574 PEGGY LEE: The Centenary Albums Collection 1948-62.** Collects titles from her 25 albums released on Capitol and Decca during her early era. This four-C/D set collects 109 tracks, including My Best to You; The Man I Love; Lover; Beauty and the Beat; Pretty Eyes; If You Go, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 4934741 MEL TORME: The Chart Years 1958-63.** Two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides of Mel Torme’s releases on the Capital, Coral, Bethlehem, Verve and Atlantic labels. Includes Careless Hands; Goin’ at ’Em; Blue Skies Spellbound; Moonlight, Blue Skies; Spellbound; more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95


**CD 486842X BUNNY BERIGAN ‘LIVE!: Birth of a Band.** Collects 25 tracks from the recording studio. Two CDs. Concord Music Group.

**CD 3882986 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960’S.** Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites in one jam-packed collection. Features: Giant Steps by John Coltrane; The Pan Piper by Miles Davis with Gil Evans; Driva’ Man by Max Roach; I Remember When by Stan Getz; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; Taps by Clark Terry; Porgy and Bess by Louis; and more. Six CDs. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
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**CD 6887058 MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-1963.** Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Stitt, Thelonious Monk, Gil Evans and others. Discs 48 tracks include Tasty Pudding; Floppy; Willie the Wailer; For Adults Only; Dr. Jackle; Bitty Dilly; Minor March; Changes; Autumn Leaves; Love for Sale; Star Dust; All of You; So What; All About Loving You; London Street; Round Midnight. Once upon a Summertime; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4879427 BEBOP: Pioneers and Classic Performances 1941-1949.** Seventy track, three CD set comprising noted recordings by musicians who were prime exponents of bebop during the 1940s. Includes performances by Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Christian, Thelonious Monk, Charlie Parker, J.J. Johnson, Bud Powell, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 5792888 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963.** This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs include Mating Call; Soular, On a Misty Night; You Leave Me Breathless; Dedicated to You; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4948200 DONALD FAGEN: Feelin' Groovy.** On March 13th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed at Massey Hall in Toronto, Canada. This performance recorded from the soundboard. Collects 17 tracks including Green Flower Street; The Nightly; New Frontier; Brite Nightgown; Snowbound; Home at Last; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funtime. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 4742796 STAN KENTON ORCHESTRA: The Stan Kenton Experience.** Presents 30 tracks the legendary Stan Kenton Orchestra and their 1972 Stuttgart concert. Includes Chiaspas; Theme from Love Story; The Peanut Vendor; Rhapsody in Blue; Swingin' in the Rain; Intermission Rif; Manhattan; Park; Ambivalence; Malaguena; and Artistry in Rhythm. Jazz Haus. $5.95

**CD 4686438 CHARLIE CHRISTIAN 'LIVE.' First Star of the Electric Guitar.** The 'live' performances on this CD are but a small sampling of the young genius from Oklahoma City who became the first star of the electric guitar. Twenty tracks, including Umbrella Man; Oh! Lady Be Good; Shivers; South of the Border; Old Fashioned Love; Stardust; and more. Star Line Productions. $4.95

**CD 3914526 JAMES MOODY: The Complete Argo Collection.** This 50-track, two CD set comprises most of the titles they recorded during the years of 1942-1948. Includes I'll Never Forget; The Commando's Serenade; When the Roses Bloom Again; Ill Buy That Dream; Autumn Serenade; There's No One But You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 4857787 STAN KENTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1946-1962.** Comprises nine complete albums: a presentation of Progressive Jazz (1948); Ode of Glass (1951); New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (1953); Kenton in Hi-Fi (1956); Cuban Fire (1956); Viva Kenton (1957); The 'l ive' performances they recorded during the 1950s Sessions. Includes Adventures in Jazz (1962); and Adventures in Time (1962). Seventy-four tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2798468 THE JAZZ CRUSADERS: The Classic Pacific Jazz Albums.** Collects the entirety of eight full albums including Freedom Sound; Lookin' Ahead; At the Lighthouse; Tough Talk; Heat Wave; Jazz Waltz Albums; Adventures in Time; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4872653 SWINGIN’ AT THE SEASIDE: Jazz for a Halloween’s Night.** Twenty-one ghostly selections from 1919-1953, including Satanic Blues; By the Original Dixiel and Jazz Band; Nightwing by Edgar’s Creole Orchestra; Swingin’ at the Seance by Glenn Miller and his Orchestra; Zombie by Gersh Kandos and the Kenton Orchestra; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4686403 AL VIOLA: Mello’ as a Cello.** The long-time guitarist for Frank Sinatra recreates a lot of Ol’ Blue Eyes’ songs, including My Funny Valentine; Over the Rainbow; and Fly Me to the Moon. Other tracks include Night and Day; Only the Lonely; Ol’ Man River; and more. Fifteen songs. Star Line Productions. $2.95

**CD 4916972 HADDA BROOKS: Out of the Blue.** This 50-track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides of her singles on the Modern, Pacific Coast, and Vitaphone labels from 1942-1958. Songs include Julie Is Blue; Bluesie; Swingin’ the Boogie; Blues in B Flat; Bewildered; Always; Lazy Boogie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 4742753 QUINCY JONES AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Live in Ludwigshafen 1981.** The iconic Quincy Jones Orchestra is presented in this 14 track collection. Includes All Night Long; Air Mail Special; G’wan Train; Solitude; Stolen Moments; Lester Leaps In; Moanin’; Summertime; I Remember Clifford; Ghana; The Midnight Sun Will Never Set; Quincy Introduces His Band; and The Birth of a Band. Jazz Haus. $3.95

**CD 6908596 PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1953-1963.** The mesmerizing four-CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over the Rainbow; Two of a Mind; Desmond Blue; I Get a Kick Out of You; All About Loving You; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4808541 JOHN COLTRANE: The Ultimate CD.** Collects 10 tracks from the legendary jazz saxophonist and composer: Countdown; Giant Steps; Russian Lullaby; Blue Trane; Spiritual; Man’s; My Favorite Things; Impressions; Everything We Say Goodbye; and Chasin’ the Trane. Ut. $4.95

**CD 3865967 CURTIS FULLER: Eight Classic Albums.** This four CD set features music from the era during which this jazz artist was at the height of his musical prime, and includes tracks from eight albums including: Seeing Red; Stormy Weather Cashmere; A Lovely Way to Spend an Evening; In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning; and more.

**CD 379444X CHARLES MINGUS: The Rare Albums Collection.** In this collection of four CDs are 39 tracks from eight albums from one of the most inspirational and innovative composers and jazz musicians of the 20th century. Album titles include: The Young Rebel; Mingus at Antibes; Reinarnation of a Lovebird; Mingus Plays Piano; Town Hall Tonight; Right Now; and Mingus at Minton’s. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4828747 AL COHN: The Classic 1950s Sessions.** An ideal starting point for beginners to Cohn’s music and a perfect reminder to those more attuned, this set will delight anyone with an ear for jazz played at its very best. Ninety-two tracks, including That Old Feeling; Blurred; Shazam; The Lady is a Tramp; Gone with the Wind; The Mellow Side; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.95
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In 1956, the inimitable pair made a series of studio recorded quintet tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims and valve-trombonist Bob Brookmeyer. *Blue Rondo a la Turk; Strange Meadowlark; Take Five; Three to Get Ready; and more. Six CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99*

**CD 480690 PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM!** Golden Piano Memories. Collects 60 tracks of wonderful piano classics, including Sunrise Serenade; Bewitched; Near You; September in the Rain; 12th Street Rag; Bumble Boogie; Rhapsody in Blue; Tea for Two; and more. Artists include Duke Ellington, Art Tatum, Oscar Peterson. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

**CD 437253 BENNY GOODMAN: The Platinum Collection.** Collects 40 tracks from the “King of Swing,” including King Cole and Liberace. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $24.99

**CD 4892755 LARRY CORVELY WITH PAUL WERTICO AND MRC EGAN: Tricycles.** Guitarist Larry Coryell is back with Paul Wertico and Marc Egan for these 12 tracks. Includes Inner GerUadeaux; Quasimodo; Good Citizen; Salad; Tricycles; Stable Fantasy; Spaces Revisited. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $25.99

**CD 4810171 THE CHARLIE PARKER COLLECTION 1941-1954.** Parker was without a doubt one of the greatest tenor saxophonists in the history of jazz. This 137 track set comprises some interesting early recordings with other leaders, and a significant number of recordings as a leader. Tracks include Mooche; Piano Jazz; Kimmie's Play; Eager Beaver; The Incredible; Blues; Tiny's Tempo; Picnic; Pop; Dexterity; converted; and more. Six CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $24.99 SOLD OUT

**CD 465272X THE EDGY DUCHT HITS COLLECTION 1932-42.** This 71 track, three-CD set consists entirely of recordings credited with Top 30 chart positions. It includes hits like You Ever See a dream Walking?; Let’s Fall in Love; I Won’t Dance; Lovely to Look At; You Are My Lucky Star; I’ll Sing You a Thousand Love Songs; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4690723 THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Time OutTakes.** Eight tracks of previously unreleased takes from the original 1959 sessions: Blue Rondo a la Turk; Strange Meadowlark; Take Five; Three to Get Ready; and Band Banter from the recording sessions. Denny Music. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


**CD 4689984 THE MILES DAVIS COLLECTION, 1945-48: Before the Cool.** This 49-track, two-CD set comprises Davis’s studio recordings in small ensembles, in which he is the only member except for bass and drums of 1948. Tracks include Ellie’s Bounce; Now’s the Time; Moose the Mooche; Bird Feathers; Dipping on a Reed; Growin’ High; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3926303 BURIED GOLD–THE ZOOT SIMS QUINTET: The Complete 1956 Quintet Recordings.** Thirty-one tracks presents tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims in his quintet. In 1956, the inimitable pair made a studio recording of studio recorded quintet sessions, music that has never been compiled into one collection—until now. Includes September in the Rain; Them There Eyes; When the Blues Come; My Mood; Bobby’s Tune; Snake Eyes; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2903563 DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 2.** These thirteen tracks recorded in 1958 are stand-out hits for this Jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; One Moment Worth Years; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Wright Grove; For All We Know; The A-Trane: Two Part Contention; I; Dancing Mood; These Foolish Things; Drums Along the Thames; and St. Louis Blues. Two CDs. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $21.99 $12.95

**CD 6711782 MILES DAVIS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters.** During 1956 and 1959, two of the greatest luminaries in jazz history performed together in Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. Collected here are all of their master takes, as well as their surviving live recordings together, all on three CDs. Over 30 tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.90 $24.99

**CD 2932721 THE BILL MAYS COLLECTION 1939-60.** During the big band era, orchestral arrangers were among the most important elements of recordings and stage performances. Billy Mays, one of the patriarchs of masterful craftsmanship, is celebrated in this massive collection. It offers some 100 tracks featuring Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $39.99 $24.99

**CD 4667479 OSCAR PETERSON: The Early Years 1945-50.** Consists of studio recordings for RCA, and Mercury & Clef from the first five years of his recording career. Forty-seven tracks include: I Got Rhythm; Twelve; Blue Heaven; Flying Home; Moon; Sweet Georgia Brown; Fine and Dandy; They Didn’t Believe Me; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4608433 RARE 1920S BLUES & JAZZ, 1923-1929.** A compilation of rare jazz and blues records by various artists are captured on this CD, a hitherto unheard live recording from the Famous Ballroom in Baltimore in 1921. Five tracks: Afternoon in Paris; Sandu; I Got Rhythm; Body and Soul; and Joy Spring. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 4690117 TONY BENNETT WITH THE COUNT BASIE BIG BAND.** This incredible collaboration collects 10 tracks: I've Grown Accustomed to Her Face; Chicago; Anything Goes; Poor Little Rich Girl; Are You Avin’ Any Fun?; Jumpin’ Jive; With Plenty of Money and You; I Guess I’ll Have to Change My Plans; Life Is a Song; and Sailing on the Robert E. Lee. Two CDs. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 373658X RAY NOBLE & HIS ORCHESTRA: Hits Collection, 1931-47.** Consists of 46 hits from the songbook of this British pianist, bandleader and composer who was as big a hit in the states as he was back home, including: Lady of Spain; Hold My Hand; This Is My Affair; Sailing on the Robert E. Lee; Love Is the Sweetest Thing; Who Walks In When I Walk Out?; Mad About the Boy; Sailing Along the Thames; Drums Along the Thames; Hallelujah and more. Four CDs. Document Records. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

**CD 3795334 THE WAYNE KING QUARTET: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 1.** Consists of recordings on four CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from King’s releases for the Victor and Brunswick labels during this time period. Songs include Dream a Little Dream of Me; Good Vibrations; Sweetheart; The Way You Look Tonight; Saved for Me; Wabash Moon; I Don’t Know Why (I Just Do); Sweethearts Forever; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4818652 CARMEN MCAFE: The Singles & Albums Collection 1946-58.** This 97 track, four CD set comprises McRae’s first release and all her Capitol and Mercury material. A and B sides of her singles on the Stardust and Decca labels through to 1958. Tracks include Pass Me By; Autumn Nocturne; Star Eyes; Never Loved Him Anyhow; If I’m Lucky; Tip Toe Gently; Blue Moon; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
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Tide; Superman; My Funny Valentine; Derniere Minute; Easy Does It; Old collection featuring Eddie Sauter is presented on 17 tracks. Includes CD band recordings, but also those of his small groups–his Trio, Quartet, for Me; Oops-Shoo-Be-Doo-Be; I Can't Get Started; Kush; and Con Alma.

Loved:

Records. Pub. at $28.99*

LARRY CARLTON: At the Chestnut Cabaret. On August 30, 1990, Larry Carlton performed at Chestnut Cabaret in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including Bubble Shuffle; Minute by Minute; A Love Supreme; Sometimes; Time stamps; and Smiles to Go; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

MICHAEL WEISS: An evening with John Patitucci & Andy James. Features 17 tracks of scintillating music featuring an incendiary ensemble. Albeit: Autumn in New York; Besame Mucho; I Love You and Don’t Forget It; To Dream as One; Moonlight in Vermont; Day Dream; Blackbird; Fool to be In Love; and more. C. Recordings. Pub. at $7.95

$12.95

CD 4952621 MICHAEL WEISS: Persistence. This recording could double as a description of the unwavering commitment to excellence that has distinguished this group for 40 years as a pianist, composer, arranger, and bandleader. Collects eight tracks including Persistence; Second Thoughts; Apros Vou; Only the Lonely; Jitterbug Waltz; Epistrophe; Once I Loved; and Birthday Blues. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95

CD 4706089 DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET: Legends Live. Join the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet in a live performance recorded on March 27, 1961 in New York City. This collection features nine tracks from the band including: Rabbit Weather, Chant, and more. Two CDs. AIO. Pub. at $9.95

$14.95

CD 4742699 EDDIE SAUTER’S MUSIC TIME. A “swinging era” collection featuring Eddie Sauter is presented on 17 tracks. Includes High Tide; Superman; My Funny Valentine; Demiriere Minute; Easy Does It; Old Devil Moon; Three on a Match; Suddenly It’s Spring; Little Girl in a Big City; Spook Walk; and more. Naxos.

PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 3998517 FATS WALLER: Live at the Yacht Club. Thirteen tracks from the great jazz pianist feature Hold My Hand; Pent Up In a Penthouse; Honeysuckle Rose; You Look Good To Me; Flat Foot Floogie; Monday Morning; and more. Star Line Productions.

PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 4700015 HEAR BEETHOVEN. Jazz On Film. This collection is some of Hancock's rarest and most interesting recordings from the 1960s. Includes such tracks as: Besame Mucho; Fast Forward; Old Friends; Free Parking; Night Walk; A Tribute to Bud; Winter Landscapes; Tin Tin; and Hymn From the Screen.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4737156 LALO SCHIFFRIN & FRIENDS. A beautiful jazz ensemble from some of the most acclaimed composers and performers.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4738829 THE SAM DONAHUE COLLECTION 1940-48. Comprises selected titles from his early '40s releases with his orchestra on the Okeh, Bluebird and Hi labels. Includes forty-eight tracks including: Never Never Never; Don’t For Get It; To Dream as One; Autumn in New York; Besame Mucho; and Con Alma.

PRICE CUT to $17.95


$14.95

CD 2903814 WHEN THE SANTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz. This three CD, 71 track collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues by Eddie Condon; Missouri Rum by Bunk Johnson; and his Commetors; Darkie’s Strutters’ Ball by Bunk Johnson; At a Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feewteras; Riverboat Shuffle by Red Nichols & His Five Pennies; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

CD 2946394 LARRY CARLTON: Sound. Collects 11 tracks including: Must Be The Rain; The Night We Met; Deep Echo; Make No Mistake; April in Paris; Help Is On The Way; Sa ilin’ On; Waters of March; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95

$7.95

CD 2946393 LARRY CARLTON: Night in No; It Counts a Lot; Lonesome Sam; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$11.95

CD 2914445 FRED WARING’S PENNSYLVANIA DUTCHIES. The Hits Collection 1923-32. Forty-six tracks on two CDs from one of the most popular bands of this era. Songs include: Sleep; Memory Lane; Laugh; Clown; Laugh; Little White Lies; I Found a Million Dollar Baby; I Can’t Do Without You; My Lucky Star; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

$7.95

CD 2493428 AN EVENING WITH JOHN PATITUCCI & ANDY JAMES. Features 17 tracks of scintillating music featuring an incendiary ensemble. Albeit: Autumn in New York; Besame Mucho; I Love You and Don’t Forget It; To Dream as One; Moonlight in Vermont; Day Dream; Blackbird; Fool to be In Love; and more. C. Recordings. Pub. at $7.95

$9.95

CD 2493507 DAWN DEVERON: My Heart Has 19 Tracks: A Beautifully Acclaimed Cabaret Show. Dawn evokes that year vividly. Collects 14 tracks including Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?); Let’s Get Away from It All/How About You; Skylark; Blues in the Night; Baby Mine; and more. ZOHOMusic. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95
Jazz - Big Bands

★ CD 3753808 THE HOWARD MCGHEE COLLECTION, 1943-53. McGhee was one of the leading trumpeters of the pioneering bebop era. This 45-track collection comprises almost all of his recordings from the peak era of his career. Ninety-three tracks, including Deep Meditation; Intermission; Middle at Minton’s; Up in Dodo’s Room; Fiddler’s Friend; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $24.99 PRICE TO COST $11.95

★ CD 4791142 AWAY FROM BASE. Collects 101 tracks from many of your favorite Jazz icons, including He Ain’t Got Rhythm by Benny Goodman and His Orchestra; If Dreams Could Come True by Billie Holiday and Her Orchestra; Love Me or Leave Me by Lionel Hampton and His Orchestra; Georgia on My Mind; Eager Beaver; Sleepy Sleepy Sleep; Chopsticks; Tuxedo Junction; and more. Many CDs. JSP Records. PPub. at $29.99 PRICE TO COST $14.99

★ CD 3950409 THE GERRY MULLIGAN/CRET BAKER COLLECTION 1952-53. This great 46 track, two CD set comprises most of the recordings Mulligan and Baker have made together during this time as part of the Gerry Mulligan Quartet, comprising informal “live” recordings at the Haig Jazz Club in Los Angeles and at the house of recording engineer Phil Turetsky. Tracks include Haig & Haig (Dinah); Bernies’ Tune; Lullaby of the Leaves; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $19.99 PRICE TO COST $12.99

★ CD 3950360 THE COON-SA NDERS ORIGINAL NIGHT HAWK ORCHESTRA COLLECTION 1921-32. Recording for Victor through the 1920s and into the 1930s, the orchestra became hugely popular as they very much set the tone for the Roaring Twenties with their hot jazz-influenced novelty dance music which for the post-war decade became famous. This 69 track, three CD set includes titles such as Some Little Bird; Red Hot Mama; Lazy Waters; Alone at Last; Flamin’ Mamie; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $19.99 PRICE TO COST $11.95

★ CD 4868404 MILES DAVIS: Chicago Jazz Festival 1990. Features eight tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1990. Songs include Meditation; Up in Dodo’s Room; Fiesta; I’m in the Mood for Love; Harvest Time; and more. 4 CDs. JSP Records. PPub. at $28.99 PRICE TO COST $14.99

★ CD 4868497 STAN KENTON ‘LIVE’: His Artistry and Rhythms. Kenton’s fiery improvisations, his unique combination of the streamlined approach of the swing era and the post-war time. Includes solos from Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, and many more. Star Line Productions. PPub. at $17.95 PRICE TO COST $9.95

★ CD 4868493 DAVID MELTZER: Poet w/Jazz 1958. Featuring betrayal, heartbreak, and the lives of the characters, this classic collection comprises 101 tracks from many of your favorite Jazz icons. Songs include Come True; Benny Goodman and His Orchestra; Jazz icons, including Turkey Time; and more. Four CDs. Atlantic and Verve Collection. PPub. at $16.99 PRICE TO COST $9.95

★ CD 4790820 HAROLD LAND: Westward Bound! Presents a collection of important recordings from the under-recognized jazz genius, including Vendetta; Beepdurple; Phil Joe Jones; Hampton Haws; Blue ‘n’ Boogie; John Houston; and more. Nine tracks. Reel to Reel. PPub. at $9.95

★ CD 4790765 THE CHARLIE BARNET COLLECTION 1946-50. This 45-track, two CD set comprises recordings by The Charlie Barnet Orchestra released on the National, Apollo and Capitol Labels during the years 1946-1950. Songs include The New Rhythm Rhumba; Cherokee; Atlantic Jump; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $16.99 PRICE TO COST $9.95

★ CD 4790597 NEIL SWAINSON QUINTET: 49th Parallel. The group that appeared in Canada as part of this recording had to perform together as a unit. In putting together the group for 49th Parallel, Neil called upon two of his favorites from Toronto’s technically skilled pool... and a pair of Swing That Music; Aunt Hager’s Blues; Rockin’ Chair; and more. Star Line Productions. PPub. at $7.95

★ CD 4686497 STAN KENTON ‘LIVE’: His Artistry and Rhythms. Twenty track collection of Kenton’s orchestra live with the majority of songs recorded in 1945. Songs include Eager Beaver; How Deep in the Ocean?; Thank You Very Much; and more. Accent. PPub. at $7.95

★ CD 3753786 FRANK WESS: The Savoy & Prestige Collection. This four CD box set highlights some of Wess’s most noteworthy work as a soloist, collaborator, and pioneering jazz flautist. This collection features eight albums: Flutes & Reeds; North, South, East-Wess; Opus in Swing; Jazz for Playboys; Opus de Blues; The Frank Wess Quartet; Southern Comfort; and Yo! Poor You; Little Me. Forty-eight tracks. Enlightenment. PPub. at $14.99

★ CD 2986000 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Early Years 1952-56. From the height of its most creative, distinctive, and influential groups in jazz in the 1950s comes this 32-track two-CD set comprising recordings from this time period. Songs include All the Things You Are; La Ronde; The Queen’s Fancy; Django; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $16.99

★ CD 4690036 THE RAY ANTHONY COLLECTION 1949-62. This must-have 82-track, three-CD set comprises A and B sides from Anthony’s one hundred or so singles on the Capitol label during this era and his other Top 10 hits. Songs include Somebody Loves Me; Every Star; Can Anyone Explain; Harbor Lights; Nevertheless; At Last; Perfect Way; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $19.99 PRICE TO COST $11.95

★ CD 4764110 RED NICHOLS & HIS FIVE PENNIES COLLECTION, 1926-32. A splendid collection of 93 tracks on four CDs comprising recordings for the Brunswick label by Red Nichols & His Five Pennies and for the Columbia label by The Charleston Chasers. Also featured are performances with Mill Moe, Benny Goodman, and others. Four CDs. Enriment. PPub. at $17.95

★ CD 3914410 ERROLL GARNER: The Classic Trio Recordings 1949. Garner was one of the most distinctive jazz piano stylists of the post-war era. This 50 track, two-CD collection focuses on a series of six sessions he recorded in 1949. Songs include Squirrel, Dear; I Got Eyes for You; I Want a Little Girl; This Can’t Be Love; Dr. coaster; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $19.99 PRICE TO COST $11.95

★ CD 4810147 THE ART TATUM COLLECTION, 1932-47. This 93-track four-CD set comprises a significant portion of his recordings for his studio debut during this time period. Songs include Strange as Strange; Tiger Rag; Maple Leaf Syrup; Tea for Two; Chloe; Sassy (Once Upon a Time in Spain); Esquire Bounce; Out of Nowhere; Cherokee; Runnin’ Wild; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $24.99

★ CD 4868106 HOME: The Best of Ray Anthony. Featuring the most popular versions of the hits, Home; Honolulu; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $16.99

★ CD 3988340 THE EDDIE HEYWOOD COLLECTION 1940-59. This 46 track, two CD set comprises recordings from across the decades, released on the Vocalion, Okeh, Signature, Commodore, Decca, RCA-Victor, London and other labels during this era. They include performances as a member of bands led by Coley Hawkins and Barney Bigard, as well as with the vocal group The Quintonones, and others. Acrobat. PPub. at $16.99 PRICE TO COST $9.95

★ CD 4742893 THRITTLE ELEVATOR MUSIC: Final Floor. Features 11 tracks from this Jazz ensemble including Supraliminal Space; Castle Off; Dagga-dagger; Ice Windows; Recirculate; Final Floor; Heart of Hearing; Return to Form; Standards; Reorchestrated: Fast Remort, Baby; and more. Acrobat. PPub. at $14.99 PRICE TO COST $7.95
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**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

- **CD 473727X** CANNED HEAT: On the Road Again. Canned Heat was considered one of the top boogie bands of the late sixties and early seventies. This is where Canned Heat started. This recording marks the end of Classic Canned Heat. Fifteen tracks are collected here, including - On the Road Again; Amphetamine Annie; Refried Hookey Boogie; Rolling & Tumbling; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 4746502** THE DRIFTERS: Under the Boardwalk. Collects 18 songs from the R&B group, including Under the Boardwalk; Some Kind of Wonderful Moment; Money Honey; Save My Baby; The Last Dance for Me; Honey Love; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 4748695** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Celebration by Kool & The Gang; You Make Me Feel Brand New by The Stylistics; Wake Up Everybody by Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes; More Than A Woman by Tavares; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488485X** GREAT R&B HITS ’70’s & ’80’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Take a Giant Step; Stop (In the Name of Love); Standing On the Corner; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 4884502** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Rubber Band by The Stylistics; Red Red Wine by Nine to Five; Hey Jude by The Beatles; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488452X** GREAT R&B HITS ’70’s & ’80’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Wake Up Everybody; Thank You for Being a Friend; The Devil Made Me Do It; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488451X** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Heartbreak Hotel; I Can’t Help Myself; Ain’t Too Proud to Beg; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488450X** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Da Doo Ron Ron; My Girl; Candy; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488449X** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Blame It On the Boogie; Don’t Mess Up This Good Thing; I Can’t Help Myself; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488448X** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Back On The Dunk Tank; I’m Tired; Hellbound Train; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488447X** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include The Flintstones; What a Wonderful World; Like I’m On the Love Track; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.

- **CD 488446X** GREAT R&B HITS ’60’s & ’70’s: 20 Songs. Some twenty tracks combine decades of great R&B hits that include Soul Love; Till I’m Proud; I’m In Love With A Lonely Girl; etc. Start. Pub. at $7.99.
**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD 4946324 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Music City USA.** On April 15th, 1984, Stevie Ray Vaughan performed at Austin Opera House in Austin, Texas. The recording was captured from a live FM broadcast. It contains 16 tracks including: T-Bone Walker; Muddy Waters; and more. Upstairs, you can hear the sounds of the famous blues festival, complete with electric guitars, harmonicas, and soulful vocals.

**CD 4946352 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The First Broadcast.** On July 22nd, 1980, Stevie Ray Vaughan performed at King’s Head Inn in Norfolk, Virginia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. It contains ten tracks including: Hideaway; Love Me Darlin’; Tin Pan Alley; Love Shot Baby; I’m Cryin’; Texas Flood; Little Wing; and more. It’s a treasure trove of blues music.

**CD 4897482 HOWLIN’ WOLF: The Complete RPM & Chess Singles As & Bs 1951-62.** This collection spans Wolf’s career, from his first recordings at the RPM label in 1951 to his last at Chess in 1962. It includes hits like “Hound Dog Man” and “I’m a Man.”

**CD 4917170 SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 21:** Tennessean & Arkansan R&B Rockers. Rhythm and blues music is a feeling, a groove, and a dual part of the music culture of the state of Tennessee from both sides of the Mississippi River. These 28 tracks include all Right Miss by Jimmy Witherspoon, with Jessie Stone Orch; Do You Love Me by Little Willie John; If Things Don’t Change by Gene Allison; and more. Koko-Mojo, Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 4880102 WOLF PACK: Who’s Afraid of Them?** The good folks at England’s Koko Mojo Records have assembled the complete recordings of Blues Pack, who was a band that originated in the 1960s. Their music was a blend of R&B and blues, with a focus on working-class themes.

**CD 4847938 MY BABE.** Twenty tracks gather in one album the iconic recordings of these classic American musicians like One Stray Bullet’s Sam’s My Baby; Do; Norfork; Jazzy; Quarter’s Stand by the Beside of a Neighbor; Barbecue; Bob’s Jamboree Blues; Sunny Terry’s Harmonica & Washboard Breakdown; Ramblin’ Blues; Hangin’ Blues; The Four Blues; Chicago Blues; and lots more. Document Records, Pub. at $7.99.

**CD 4884175 BIG BILL BROONZY, VOLUME 1, 1927-1932.** Complete record works of the incomparable blues master, covering the first five years of his recorded output. With 26 tracks including: House Rent Stomp; Starvation Blues; 72; Over the Rainbow; Me; and more. Document Records, Pub. at $14.99.


**CD 4840852 SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 20:** Mardi Gras, in New Orleans. One thing is certain, the Mardi Gras party is full of fun, lively music and dance music. Twenty-eight tracks, including: I’m Twisted by Cookie and The Cupcakes; Baby, Rock Me By Pat Valder; Hop Scotch by The Monitors; So Glad by The Heart Throbs, and more. Koko-Mojo, Pub. at $17.95.

**CD 48387030 MOWTON: The Early Years 1959-62.** This 80 track, three-CD set comprises early singles on the Motown, Tamla, Northern, Miracle and Divinity labels. It features over 30 chart entries, with early pop and R&B hits on those labels by Marvin Johnson, The Miracles, Mary Wells, The Temptations, Marv Johnson, Supremes, and others. Acrobat, Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 2953471 PAUL BUTTERFIELD: Live, New York 1970.** Features a live performance of The Butterfield Blues Band at the A&R Studios on WLUP in New York City, December 12th, 1970. Ten tracks on 2 CDs include: I Can’t Sit Down; You Can’t Sit Down; and more. JB Records.


**CD 48966831 SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 23:** Rough Lover. The blues have gone electric, and make greater use of the piano as the prominent instrument to keep the boogie rhythm flowing. Collects 28 tracks including: I’m Not Too Young to Fall in Love, Short Fat Fannie, Jukebox Rock, Wake Up Little Susie, and more. Koko-Mojo, Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4840828 SOLDIER BOY.** This album celebrates African Americans who served in World War II, the Korean War and the Vietnam War. Twenty-eight songs, including: A Letter to My Girlfriend by Guitar Slim and His Band; Have Mercy, Uncle Sam by Ernest Tucker; Mainlin Blues by Lloyd Price; Soldier Boy by The Elords; and more. Acrobat, Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 4840399 SPOTLIGHT ON FRANKIE & LEWIS LYMON: The Harlem Hotshots.** Collects 28 tracks from these early stars of doo-wop, including: Why Do Fools Fall in Love; Love Is A Clown; I’m Not Too Young to Fall in Love; Short Fat Fannie; Jailhouse Rock; Wake Up Little Susie; and more. Koko-Mojo, Pub. at $12.95.


**CD 4840639 SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 18:** Jumpin’ from Six to Six. This album is a collection of rhythm and blues, funk and soul, and getting burned with love fever. Twenty-eight tracks, including: I’ll Never Let You Go by Ray Johnson; Rock ‘n’ Roll Romance by The Big Rocker; Quick Draw by Leo Price and The Beavers.

**CD 4886148 JAMES BROWN: Night Train to Memphis.** On April 15th, 1984, Stevie Ray Vaughan performed at Austin Opera House in Austin, Texas. The recording was captured from a live FM broadcast. It contains 16 tracks including: T-Bone Walker; Muddy Waters; and more. Upstairs, you can hear the sounds of the famous blues festival, complete with electric guitars, harmonicas, and soulful vocals.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871


**CD 4789147**  SLEEPWALKING WOMAN. A mighty line collection of funny “novelty” songs from the golden age of American music. Twenty-eight tracks, including The Goat by Sonny Boy Williamson; Baby, I Love You; Sleepin’ Dog’s Sleepwalking Woman by Smilin’ Joe; Monkey Business by Eddie Hill; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 484792X**  MISSISSIPPI BLUES, VOLUME 3. Twenty-three tracks present vintage recordings made in 1939 and 1940 including Robert Peckham’s “Wayside Blues” and Little Joe’s “Woogie Woman; My Baby Left Me; Mississippi Matilda’s “Hard Working Woman; Happy Home Blues; and Sonny Boy Nelson’s “Long Tall Woman; Low Down; Street Walking;” and other selections from these artists. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4959280**  SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 22: Trouble Trouble. The selected songs are emotive Jump Gospel titles, ground-breaking Blues Rockers, riveting R&B guitar rockers topped off with cross-over recordings. Collects 28 tracks including Race Horse by Tiny Davis and Her Orch., Sally Jo by Roscoe Gordon; Evening Sun by Johnny Shines; Candy by Moobah; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 4954106**  ROBERT NIGHTHAWK: Prowling with the Nighthawk. Robert Nighthawk was one of the premier blues slide guitarists, playing with a subtle elegance and a fluid, clear crystal style that was instantly recognizable. He recorded under the Bluebird, Decca, Chess, and Columbia labels during this era. Includes Tough Luck Jake; Easy Baby; Lonesome World; OI Moses; Return Mail; Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4934708**  THE HOLLYWOOD FLAMES: Buzz, Buzz, Buzz. This 78-track, three-cd set comprises most of their A and B sides. Includes their representative Unique, Fidelity, Specialty, Recorded in Hollywood, Spin, 7-11, Swing time, Lucky, Aladdin, Money, Cash, Class, Ebb, Chess, Goldie and Coronet labels. Songs Include Please Tell Me Now, One Night With a Fool, Over and Over; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4934563**  CLARENCE ‘GATEMOUTH’ BROWN: Okie Dokie. Clarence ‘Gatemouth’ Brown will always be known as a Texas musician. This collection comprises the recordings he made in Houston in the first half of the 1960s. Collects 13 tracks including It’s Alright; Milk Cow Blues; Stop It Baby; You’re Driving Me To Me; Okie Dokie Stomp, Playboy Blues; and more. AIM. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 4792115**  BUDDY BREAKING OUT. Collects 13 tracks from the American blues guitarist and singer, including Have You Ever Been Lonesome; You Can Make It If You Try; Break Out All Over You; Ice Around My Heart; Texas Todd; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 3778975**  STANLEY TURRENTINE: The Classic Blue Note Collection. This four-CD box set collates Turrentine’s albums as a leader–across the earliest part of his lengthy musical career. Eight classic albums are presented here – Count Out Blue Hour; Comin’ Your Way; Up at Minton’s; Volume 1 & 2; Deady Beloved; Z.T.’s Blues; and That’s Where It’s At. Forty-five tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4847768**  BLIND WILLY McCETT: Library of Congress Recordings 1940. Some fifteen tracks showcase the extraordinary music of Blind WillieMcClain in this historic recording. Includes Boll Weevil; Delia; Dying Crapshooter’s Blues; Will Fox; I Got to Cross the River Jordan; Amazing Grace; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 495405X**  KOKOMO ARNOLD, VOLUME 2, 1935-1936. These songs were recorded by kokomo Arnold from April 18, 1935 to February 21, 1936. Collects 23 tracks including Southern Railroad Blues; Bess; Blues; Busy Bootin’; Let Your Money Talk; Cause You’re Dirty; Traveling Rambler; Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4953995**  BARBECUE BOB, VOLUME 2, 1923-1926. These are Robert Hicks’ (Barbecue Bob) songs recorded under Columbia records from March 25, 1923 to April 13, 1928. Collects 23 tracks including Barbecue Blues; Cloudy Sky Blues; Mississippi Heavy Water Blues; Mississippi Mississippi; Mississippi Mississippi; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4953937**  BIG MAMA THORTON: The Singles Collection 1951-61. Collects 28 tracks from the rhythm and blues singer and songwriter from this era including: Partnership Blues; I’m All Fed Up; No Jody for My Baby; I’m a Big Mama; I Melt; I’m Getting Mighty Crowded; It Hurts To Be In Love; and more. AIM. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 485636X**  FRANKIE LYMON & THE TEENAGERS: Why Do Fools Fall in Love? Lymon’s 1958 hit is one of the best-selling R&B records of all time. Collects 30 tracks from the rhythm and blues singer and songwriters from this era including: A and B sides for the Gee and Roulette labels during this era. Includes Why Do Fools Fall in Love; Who Can Explain; I Promise to Remember; The ABC’s Of Love; Baby Baby; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4953052**  BIG MAMA THORNTON: The Singles Collection 1951-61. Collects 28 tracks from the rhythm and blues singer and songwriter from this era including: Partnership Blues; I’m All Fed Up; No Jody for My Baby; I’m a Big Mama; I Melt; I’m Getting Mighty Crowded; It Hurts To Be In Love; and more. AIM. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 4840844**  SOUTHERN BRED, VOL. 19: You Better Believe It. This CD explores music from Louisiana and the Crescent City, New Orleans. Twenty-eight tracks, including Ain’t That Just Like a Woman by Fats Domino; Early Dawn Boogie by Tommy Ridgely; Grandma’s House by Chris Kenner. In the end, you will find: Who Can Explain; I Promise to Remember; The ABC’s Of Love; Baby Baby; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $15.99


**CD 4806379**  IDA COX, VOLUME 1, 1923. Presents the “Uncrowned Queen of the Blues.” Ida Cox, in this 24 track collection. Includes Any Woman’s Blues; Bam a Bound; Boogie Woogie Blues; Blue Monday; I Love My Man Better Than I Love Myself; Moanin’ ‘Cause You’re Dirty; Chattanooga Blues; Come Right In; Graydew Dream Blues; Mama Doo Shee Blues; Wanted Mama Blues; Mall Man Blues; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 4652603 B & THE BLUES SHACKS: Breaking Point. Germany’s top Blues band is back for their 30th anniversary with this new CD. Collects 15 songs including Let’s Have A Natural Ball; I Don’t Know Why You Want Me; In the Mood; Mississippi Blues; Have You Ever Been Lonesome; You Can Make it If You Try; Break Out All Over You; Ice Around My Heart; Texas Todd; and more. Rhythm Bomb Records. Pub. at $13.99
**★ **4797752 **DO IT UP RIGHT:** Tuning the Guitar for New Adventures. The good folks at England’s Koko Mojo Recordings have assembled the ultimate tuning compilation that is almost too delicious for words. Twenty-eight tracks, including Old Devil Moon by Mickey Baker; Kiss and Make Up by The Falcons; You Can Lead Me Anywhere by Bo Carter, and many others. Koko-Mojo, Pub. at $12.99  

**★ **4800771 **RUTH BROWN: The Queen of R&B:** Comprises just about all the A & B sides of her singles on Atlantic and Phillips during these years. Songs include Teardrops from My Eyes; (Mama) He Treats Your Daughter Mean; Who's a Blue, Who's a Baby, Taking Care of Business; Sweet Baby of Mine; and more. One hundred and nine tracks on 4 CDs. Acrobat, Pub. at $24.99

**★ **4799313 **THE MOJO MAN SPECIAL, VOLUME 5:** Party Time. Twenty-four tracks feature such tunes as Drifting by Eddie Boyd; Little Lonely Girl by The Originals; Dead by The Poets; Send Me a Picture Baby by Mel Melwells, Mellow Down Easy by Little Walter & His Dukeys; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99  

**★ **4954041 **SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, VOLUME 5, 1945-1947:** Having weathered the recording ban during the war years, Sonny Boy was the undisputed leader and trend setter for blues harp players all over the country. These tracks were recorded from October 19, 1945 to November 12, 1947. Collects 24 tracks in the Big Boss Man style. Songs include: You're An Old Lady; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99  

**★ **4934547 **CHARLEY PATTON, VOLUME 3: Complete Recorded Titles in Chronological Order:** Charley Patton is considered to be one of the foremost influential bluesmen of the pre war period. The influence that he had on the generations of blues lovers to come is astronomical. Collects 20 tracks including Running Wild Blues; Tell Me Man Blues; Be True Be True Blues; Moon Going Down; Bird Nest Break; Baby; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4797857 **THE MOJO MAN SPECIAL, VOLUME 4: Voodoo Man:** Collects all rhythm and blues tunes for your listening pleasure, including Whatcha Gonna Do When Your Baby Leaves You by Chuck Willis; Melinda by Roy Brown; Driving Wheel by Mac Sims; Twisted by Arne Ross; Ooh Little Girl by Floyd Dixon; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4806287 **BLUES, BLUES, HOODOO, HALLOWEEN:** Scary Blues & Jazz 1925 to 1961. A frightening collection of 20 tracks that will have you jumping things spooky like Witchin’ Hour Blues by Tampa Red; Got My Mojo Working by Muddy Waters; Voodoo Voodoo by LaVern Baker; Hoodoo Lady by Memphis Minnie; Magic Spell Blues by Charlie Burse; Devil Dance Blues by Sippie Wallace; Good Guts Blues by Lonnie Johnson; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4806484 **TEXAS BLACK COUNTRY DANCE MUSIC 1927-1935:** Presents a classic collection of Black country dance music on 20 tracks. Includes Dallas Rag; Sweet Mama Blues by the Dallas String Band; Out of Doors Blues; Central Track Blues by William McCoy; Central Avenue Blues; Sunrise Blues; by Will Day; Texas and Pacific Blues; Sunshine Special by Fancy’s String Band; and a variety of others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4806468 **SKIP JAMES: The Complete 1931 Paramount Recordings:** Brings together some of the works of blues singer Skip James on this 18 track CD. Includes: Devil Got My Mind; Opry House Grove Blues; Cherry Ball Blues; Illinois Blues; Hard-Luck Child; Yola My Blues Away; Jesus Is A Mighty Good Leader; Be Ready When He Comes; Drunken Spree; I’m So Glad, Special Rider Blues; How Long Buck; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4791355 **ROSCO GORDON:** Let’s Get High. Collects 54 tracks from the Blues legend, covering the time period of 1951-1965. Songs include: I Ain’t Got No Reason To Ever Leave You; Ain’t Gonna Miss Me; Doctor, Doctor; Let’s Get High; I Don’t Know When I’ve Been; You Can’t Judge a Book By Its Cover; Roadrunner; I’m a Blue Singer; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4806428 **BUKKA WHITE: Aberdeen Mississippi Blues:** Collecting 20 tracks from the bluesman including: The New Frisco Train, The Promise True and Grand; Po’ Boy; Parchman Farms Blues; Good Gin Blues; Special Stream Line; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4760116 **HEY...BO DIDDLEY IN CONCERT:** Still touring and delighting his fans, this album shows Bo in his element on tour in 2005, including T-Bone Walker, Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, George Thorogood and Freddie, B.B. and Albert King, Jeff Beck, Fleetwood Mac, Charlie Musselwhite, Johnny Winter and Stevie Ray Vaughan and more. Sixty-five tracks on 3 CDs. Also includes a 160-page booklet. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $39.99

**★ **4842313 **BLUES, BLUES CHRISTMAS, VOLUME 1:** A stirring collection of twelve joyous tunes collected from the British Blues pioneers including: Christmas Morning Blues by Titus Turner; Santa Claus Blues by Bo Carter; Christmas Time in Black and White by Harry Keys; Christmas Blues by Ralph Willis and many more. Two CDs. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4934725 **KOKOMO ARNOLD, VOLUME 1:** The Complete Recorded Titles in Chronological Order. Kokomo Arnold is one of the most significant blues slide players. He had an erratic sense of time and played extremely fast. Collects 24 tracks including Rainy Night Blues; Paddlin’ Madeline Blues; Milk Cow Blues; Old Original Kokomo Blues; Rainy Nightingale; The Woods; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4806204 **BERtha “CHippie” HILL:** 1925-1929. A stunning collection of lovely blues singing by Bertha “Chippie” Hill of 24 tracks. Includes Low Land Blues; Man Blues; Lonesome, All Alone and Blue; Trouble in Mind; Georgia Man; Leaveenworth Blues; Panama Limited Blues; Street Walker Blues; Pratt City Blues; Mess, Kalle, Mess; Lovesick Blues; Lonesome Weary Blues; and others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**★ **4884191 **BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, VOL. 3, 1928:** Most popular male blues artist of the 1920s. Twenty one songs including: Blind Lemon’s Penitentiary; I Love You So, That’s Why I’m Keepin’ Change My Luck Blues; Finey Woods Money Mama; Bad News Blues; Christmas Eve Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD 4934644 FRED WESLEY & THE HORNY HORNED HUNTS.** Fred Wesley has been a player in the development of funk over the last six plus decades, releasing albums like Up the Down Stroke: A Toast to You; When in Doubt: Vamp; Between Two Sheets; Four Play; Peace Fugue; and more. A&M. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4892747 THE KOKOMO KINGS: A Drink By Love Affair.** Collects 12 tracks by the Swedish/Danish blues group. Includes The Wonderful Man; Buckle up!; No Dinner Tonight; She’s Shaking Up a Storm; A Million Stars; Gotta Get It Off the Hook; and more. Rhino/Rhino/BOP. Pub. at $19.99 $17.95

**CD 4775619 JUNIOR MANCE: The Albums Collection 1959-62.** A 64 track, four CD set consisting all the titles from his albums released during these years. Junior; The Soulful Piano of Junior Mance; The Soul of Hollywood; Big Chet; Junior’s Blues; Junior Mance Trio at the Village Vanguard; and Happy Time. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3725117 BLUES KINGS OF BATON ROUGE.** Collects 53 tracks featuring blues legends like Slim Harpo, Lazy Lester, Lightnin’ Slim; Rufal Neal; Smokey Babe, Tabby Thomas, Jimmy Anderson; Hishpah Smith; Silas Hogan; Robert Pete Williams, Isaiah chromat, and more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 4790316 THE “5 ROYALES: Rock.** This iconic quintet were groundbreakers in the development of soul music. Thirty-one tracks are collected here, including The Likes That; The Real Thing; I’m Gonna Bring My Baby Back; Talk to Me; I’m Going Down; It Hurts Inside; I Need Your Lovin’ Baby”; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $13.95

**CD 4652959 THE LOUIS JORDAN FIFTIES COLLECTION 1951-1958.** This 52-track, two CD set comprises selected A and B sides from the 40 odd odd releases Jordan had during this era. Songs include You Will Always Have a Friend; Locked Up; Come and Get It; Wake Up Jacobs; I Can’t Give You Anything but Love; Baby; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 4806441 BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, VOLUME 2, 1927.** Most popular male blues artist of the 1920s. Twenty songs including Black Snake Moan; Easy Rider Blues; Weeky Dog Blues; Sunshine Special; Lonesome House Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 4804593 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** This CD contains Butterfield’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; One More Heartache; Fool in Love; It’s Alright; Goin’ Down; Just When I Needed You Most; Be Good to Yourself; New Walking Blues and Born Under a Bad Sign. Also includes a DVD of the performance (71 minutes). MGIC. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 4738780 THE RAVEN’S COLLECTION 1946-59.** This four CD set collects 103 tracks and approximates the CD releases during this period. Includes their releases during these years on the Hub, National, Columbia, Okeh, Mercury, Jubilee, Argro and Top Rank labels. Songs include Send for Me if You Need Me; Write Me a Letter; Rock Me All Night Long; Lullaby; Honey; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

**CD 4969359 DOWN HOME BLUES: Classics 1943-1953.** This four CD set presents 100 tracks from the finest exponents of down home blues from the deep South to the industrial North. Performers include Lil’ Son Jackson, Lighteman Hopkins, Junior and Junior Jeffs, Jimmy Reed, Big Joe Williams, Emmor and James, Earl Hooker and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**CD 4791399 JOE HILL LOUIS: King of the One Man Bands.** This two-CD set is a wonderful overview of Louis’ one-man band sound. Fifty-seven tracks, including Don’t Trust Your Best Friend; Railroad Blues; Joe’s Jump; Chocolate Blonde; I’m Going to See Sometime; Just Plain Tired; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 4959909 ANGELA EASLEY: Rise.** This Nashville Indie Recording Artist and Mississippi Soul Singer will rattle the rafters with her powerhouse vocals and rockin’ soulful band. Collects six tracks including I Can Let Go (Featuring the McCrory Sisters); Runnin’ Out Time, Rise (Featuring Selly Fairchild). Rov Records. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 4934814 SCOTT ELLISON: There’s Something About the Night.** Tulsa born Scott Ellison plays the blues with hints of rock ‘n roll and soul, wrapped in a contemporary shell. Collects 14 tracks including Half a Bottle Down; There’s Something about the Night; Ain’t No Love in the Heart of the City; Bury Your Bone at Home; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4799849 IN DC 1940-1941.** This 16-CD set with a 352-page hardcover book and 472 tracks! Collects music from the swing era, classic doo-wop of the 1940s and 1950s, rocking rhythm and blues, and rock ‘n roll and soul of the early 1960s. Songs include I Like It; Don’t Mean A Thing; Sweet as She Can Be; Sorry, Please Come Back to Me (Wronged Blues); Cocaine Blues; Cincinnati Flow Rag; Maple Leaf Rag; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 4807588 EAST OF EDEN: The Albums Collection 1959-61.** This CD includes 27 tracks and approximates the CD releases during this era. Songs include I’m a Soldier; I Got a Little Mama, Mojo Boogie, Good Lookin’ by Dan Pickett’s; Den and Dewey; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 4799283 KOKO-MOJO DINNER, VOLUME 4: Rib Joint.** A tasty selection of tunes about “Soul Food” and other stuff Black folks like to eat. Twenty-eight tracks including Dumplins by Emnie Freeman; Red Hot and Mamie’s Blues by Thelma Hopkins; Nobody Ever Gives a Girl a Rose; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**CD 4847881 I’M PRETTY GOOD AT IT: Country Blues Guitar.** Brings together, on 22 tracks, the classic recordings of Charley Hill’s Papa Charlie Hill Blues Band. Songs include I Ain’t Goin’ to Complain to Make; Sonny Jones’ Won’t Somebody Pacify My Mind; and I’m Pretty Good at It; Dan Pickett’s Laughing Rag; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 4804534 JIVE-A-RAMA, VOLUME 2.** This CD is a mixture of several jiving genres—alluring rhythm and blues, harmonious doo wop, and appealing white rock ‘n roll music. Thirty tracks, including That’s My Little Secret by Frankie Valen; I Got a Feeling by Arthur Lee; Endsley, Justine by Don and Dewey; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**CD 4745132 THE HARPTONES COLLECTION 1953-61.** This 54-track, two CD set consists of music and sides of the Blues, Exxon, F. Paul White’s; Angela Williams, Andrea, Rama, Gee, Tip Top, Domme, Warwick Coed, Companion and Cub labels during this era. Songs include A Sunday Kind of Love; I’ll Never Tell My Mother; This Is Your Baby; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
Pub. at $14.99

Groove No.2; The Breaks No.2; Boogie; Blue Blue Blues; Bugle Boogie No.2; Reveille Boogie; Blues in the Shout for Joy; Boogie Woogie Stomp; The Boogie Rocks; Funky Start Boogie-Woogie; ‘Wat Back Home; Pelican Stomp; Never Too Tired to Love; 1926-2015. Mama; Down to Skin and Bones; Katy May Blues; Love with a Feeling; Lonesome; She’s a Good Looking Mama; Whisky Head Man; New Sugar

SOUL MUSIC


BLUES - R&B - REGGAE

CD 488402X CURLEY WEAVER: The Complete Recorded Works, 1935-1938. On the cover of this 5-track CD is the so-called ‘Atlanta School’ none enjoyed a more famous blues singer than themerchant Curley Weaver. With 23 songs including: No Blues; Edmond Gamble; I’ve Got You; I’ve Had You Her; Old Lawdy Mama; Early Morning Blues; City Cell Boys; Blues in the Shout for Joy; Tommy Johnson. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4747770 ROSSINGTON: Take It on Faith. Collects 12 tracks from the blues rock band, including: Highway Low; I’ve Should’ve Known; Take It on Faith; Light a Candle; Two Very Different Things; Too Many Rainy Days; and much more. SOUL MUSIC

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4880005 POPCORN STORY, VOL. 2. The Popcorn genre is a style of music and dancing first established in Belgium in the late 1960s and got its name from a discotheque called the Popcorn. Twenty-eight tracks, including: Variety; You Or You Ain’t by Jordan and his Tympian; I really love You by Lonesome; Sittin’ on My Own Tears by the Sweetest Man; Wolf Whistle Baby by the Coasters; and much more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4799076 KELLY DARR: Mean Women Blues. This vintage collection of women blues singers is presented on 23 tracks. The songs include: So Sad the Song by Yvonne Fair and James Brown Band; Ain’t No Greater Love by Elmore James; Ain’t No Greater Love by Elmore James; Ain’t I a Woman; I Can’t Succeed; Cruel Cruel World by Robert Johnson; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4896015 MEADE LLOYD MILLER: The Complete Recorded Works, 1930-1931. On the cover of this 30-track CD is the noted for his eerie falsetto voice and his intricate guitar playing, blues artist Meade Lloyd Miller’s works are collected on 17 tracks. Includes Cool Drink of Water Blues; Hand Blues; Bad Boy Blues; I Wonder to Myself; Canned Heat Blues; Lonesome Home Blues; Big Fat Mama Blues; Black Mare Blues; Ridin’ Horse; and much more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4806190 ALBERT AMMONS, 1936-1946: Alternate Takes, Radio Performances and Unissued Home Recordings. Some long-lost tracks present Albert Ammons and his keyboard boogie-woogie piano. Includes Nagasaki; Early Mornin’ Blues; Boogie in C; Shout for Joy; Boogie Woogie Stomp; The Boogie Rocks; Funky Start Boogie; Blue Blue Blues; Buige Boogie No.2; Reville Boogie; Blues in the Grove No.3; The Back Door No.2; and many others. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4806492 TOMMY JOHNSON, 1928-1929. Noted for his eerie falsetto voice and his intricate guitar playing, blues artist Tommy Johnson’s works are collected on 17 tracks. Includes Cool Drink of Water Blues; Hand Blues; Bad Boy Blues; I Wonder to Myself; Canned Heat Blues; Lonesome Home Blues; Big Fat Mama Blues; Black Mare Blues; Ridin’ Horse; and much more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4844804 WE’RE SISTERS UNDER THE SKY: Female Blues & Boogie Woogie, 1940-1944. This 30-track set contains 10 blues singers is presented on 23 tracks. The women artists and some of their works include Christine Chatman’s Naptown Boogie; Viola Wells’ Bye Baby Blues; Kenny’s Coast Blues; Ann Lewis’ Fish Out of Water and Ruby Smith’s Back Water Blues. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4747712 MANCHESTER 77: Thirteen tracks presents James Booker’s live concert at the lake Side Hotel Belle Vue. Sets include: Let the Good Times Roll; Blues Minuet; Junko Partner; Black Night; Tipsytime; Come Rain or Shine; Pooh; We’ve Only Just Begun; Job Done Me Love; Take the North; Take the South (You Take the East, Take the West, Bring Back the Southbound Blues; Muddy Water; Bread Baker; Light Time Blues; Stepchild; A Woman Gets Tired of the Same Man All the Time; and much more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 4791347 LEROY CARR: When the Sun Goes Down 1934-1941. Here are Carr’s later recordings, which fully display his natural gifts. Includes: Lil Johnson, Mississippi Moaner (Isiah Nettles), and Mosse Andrews. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4847989 TOMMY McCLENNAN, VOLUME 1: Complete Recordings 1928-1944. This 30-track set presents the artist whose recordings of blues singer, Tommy Mcclennan that include You Can’t Mistreat Me Here; Bottle It Up and Go; Brown Skin Girl; Cotton Field Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 2811502 BOTTLENECK GUITAR: Selected Sides 1928-2015. This deluxe, four CD box set features 88 tracks, including: Pickin’ Funk Blues by Leadbelly; Traveling Riverside Blues by Robert Johnson. Dust My Broom by Elmore James; Wild Cow Blues by Big Joe Williams; You got to Take Sick and Die Some of These Days by Muddy Waters; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95

CD 4806271 CLEO BROWN: Complete Recorded Works, March 1935-June 1935. Presents the artist, and collector, Cleo Brown. Includes: Loolie; Loolie; Loolie; Here Comes Cokie; You’re a Heavenly Thing; I’ll Take the South (You Take the East, Take the West); Nature’s Way; The Stuff for Mollies; The Fog and I; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4678273 THE DUKE ROBILLARD BAND: Blues Bash! This album was recorded in March 2003 and is sure to be enjoyed by you and all his aficionados. Includes: Sadie; If I Needed You; No Time; What Can I Do; Everybody Ain’t Your Friend; Just Chillin’; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3720489 DOWN HOME BLUES, Detroit. This three-CD set from Detroit blues masters from the post war period up to 1962 is complemented with a 48-page booklet on Detroit and the scene by blues researcher Mike Rowe. Eighty-two tracks by 21 different artists such as Mattie Bracken, Eddie Boyd, John Jenkins. Little Sue; Lucky Johnson; and more, equals the definitive collection of down home blues from the Motor City. Wienerworld. Pub. at $37.99

PRICE CUT to $24.95


PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 4987111 JIMMY RODGERS: SELLING THE BLUES. This album was recorded in the late 1950s to mid 1960s. Tracks include: You’re No Good by Dee Warwick; I Found You by Yvonne Fair and James Brown Band; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4882337 MISSISSIPPI BLUES, VOLUME 1, 1928-1937. Ten tracks presents the extraordinary voice of James Cotton; Robert Nighthawk; Elmore James; the blues rock band, including: I’m All Right by Johnny and his Tympian; I really love You by Lonesome; Sittin’ on My Own Tears by the Sweetest Man; Wolf Whistle Baby by the Coasters; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3987415 DEE WARWICK: Rock Love. Dee Warwick’s records include: I’m All Right by Johnny and his Tympian; I really love You by Lonesome; Sittin’ on My Own Tears by the Sweetest Man; Wolf Whistle Baby by the Coasters; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3987213 RONNIE EARL AND THE BROADCASTERS: Beyond the Blue Door. An incredible musician, Earls plays with more emotion than anyone else who plays blues, as these 15 tracks illustrate: Brand New Me; Baby How Long; Down in My Own Tears; The Sweetest Man; Wolf Whistle Baby by the Coasters; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3987175 MARIA MULDAUR: Sweet Lovin’ Oil. Twelve tracks are featured from this blues singer including: I Am Sittin’; Sweet Lovin’ Oil; Lookin’ the World Over; She Put Me Outdoors. I’m Goin’ Back; Take a Stand; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3987494 THE MANY SIDES OF JOHNNY FULLER 1946-82. This 33-track set presents Johnny Fuller’s works and his performances. Includes: This world of blues music. Four CDs feature large collections by Clara Smith, Lucille Bogan, Lil Johnson, Maie McRae, Hocie Thomas, Sippie Wallace, Bessie Tucker, and Victoria Spivey. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 3987495 CLARENCE ‘FROGMAN’ HENRY: But I Do. This 30 track CD comprises A and B sides of his singles during this era on the Angel label plus the tracks from his album surrounding the World. Songs include Ain’t Got No Home; Troubles; Lonely Tramp; Oh, Mickey; Lonely Street; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95
**CD 4791363** ROY BROWN and NEW ORLEANS R&B. This American R&B singer, songwriter and musician had a significant influence on the early development of rock and roll and the direction of R&B. The 101 tracks compiled here include Deep Sea River; Bye Bye Baby; Good Rockin’ Tonight; New Rebecca; Sweet Peach; Stardust; BBQ Blues; High Flying Woman, and more. JSP CDs. Record pub. at $28.99

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 4842405** BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, VOLUME 4, 1929. Most popular male blues artist of the 1920s. Twenty four songs including: Eagle Eyed Mama; Peach Orchard Mama; That Black Snake Moan No. 2; Bed Springs Blues; Yo Yo Blues; Cat Man Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4719395** LOUISIANA RED & SUGAR BLUE. Twenty-one tracks document the evening in London when Louisiana Red was joined by Sugar Blue. Lamplight Baby, Sweet Blessess; King Bee; Pretty Woman; Soon Forgotten; Ride On; and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 4852842** LITTLE WILLY LITTLEFIELD & CHAMPION JACK DUPREE: Good Rockin’ Blues & Boogie. The 33 tracks collected here come from their shows at Bumby Blues Festival in 1989 and Belgium Blues Festival in 1986. Songs include: Midnight; Hold Me Baby; Good Rockin’ Tonight; Chicken Shack Blues; Moon Is Rising; Sweet Little Baby; Rock the Boogie; and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**CD 4791177** THE BOBBY ROBINSON STORY: Selected Sides 1951-1960. This wonderful collection of recordings by Bobby Robinson, who was both a songwriter and record producer, features a new liner notes by researcher. Wienerworld. Pub. at $34.99

**78-page booklet on the territory and this music by a well-known blues researcher. Wienerworld.**

**CD 4875055** STRONGMAN: No Time Like Now. Twenty tracks feature Strongman’s No Time Like Now; Bring the Hammer Down; Money in the Bank; You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet; Love Love Love; I’m a Man; Old School; Good Times; Sometimes, and The Day They Came to Play. Pantonie, and more. Ten CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $159.95

**CD 4897865 GOD DON’T LIKE IT.** Twenty tracks present a fantastic vintage collection of recordings like Jimmy Thomas’ Another Fool Like Me; George Davis’ Flesh Crawling Blues; Big Joe Williams’ Wild Cow Moan; The Three Stripped Gears’ Black Bottom Sin; Tedder’s Hill; King Porter Stomp; Perline Ellison’s Ralin’ Tain’ Mama; Lighthnin’ Hopkins’ Walkin’ the Streets; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 4745299** REGGAE: Live in Jamaica. The legendary names of Reggae music and more meet at Fort Charles, Jamaica, in 1989 and Belgium Blue Festival in 1986. Includes performances by Bunny Wailer, The Neville Brothers, Toots Hibbert, Jimmy Cliff, Carlos Santana, and more. Fourteen tracks. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $10.95

**CD 4852915** POPCORN STORY, VOL. 1. The popcorn genre includes a pretty eclectic and wide range of American R&B and pop songs mostly recorded in the ‘50s and ‘60s. Twenty-eight tracks are collected here, including Sixteen Tons by Tennessee Ernie Ford; Seven Day Foot by Etta James; Glenda by Perry Como; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4847997** TOMMY McCLENNAN, VOLUME 2: Cross Cut Saw, 1940-1942. Twenty one tracks present the classic style of blues singer Tommy McClenann in this vintage collection that includes: Mama’s Blues; Black Minnie; Etie Blues; You Can’t Read My Mind; Deep Blue Sea Blues; I’m a Guitar King; Mzozile Blues; Roll Me Baby; I Love My Baby; Blues as I Can Be; Bluebird Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4865352** BUCKDOCK AND LUBRICATE THE GEAR. This collection of songs is almost too delicious for words. Twenty-eight songs, including St. Louis Blue by Mickey & Kitty; Do It Baby by The Continentals; Tell Me Why by Jenkins; You Must Be Crazy by Al Garner; Knockdown by Sonny Forrest; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 4879998** OFF TO WORK. After emancipation, whites, attempted to limit Black to meager jobs. This album salutes the African American workers. Twenty-eight tracks, including Workin’ Man by Louis Jordan; John Henry by Bucky Brown; Last Job by John Lee Hooker; and many more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 480631X** FRANK STOKES: Complete Victor Titles with Alternate Takes, 1928-1929. Presents American blues guitarist, Frank Stokes, on 23 tracks. Includes Downtown Blues; Bedtime Blues; What’s the Matter Blues; Mistraining Blues; It Won’t Be Long Now; Nehi Blues; I Got Mine; Shimmy Thimmy; Take Me Back; How Long; South Memphis Blues; Booker Hill Blues; Right Now Blues; Shiny Town Blues; I’m Going Away Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4806255** BO CARTER, VOLUME 1, 1928 TO 1931. A fantastic collection of Carter’s early records. Tracks include: Puttin’ on My Shoes; I Love My Baby; Blues as I Can Be; Bluebird Blues; Lowdown Blues; King Porter Blues; I Got Mine; Shimmy Thimmy; Take Me Back; How Long; South Memphis Blues; Booker Hill Blues; Right Now Blues; Shiny Town Blues; I’m Going Away Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4806298** EDWIN “BUSTER” PICKENS 1959 TO 1961 SESSIONS. Presents American blues pianist, Edwin “Buster” Pickens on 17 tracks. Includes: Somebody’s Knockin’; Let the Church Roll On; Somebody’s Knockin’; A World of My Own; Back Door Blues; You Got a Good Business; Randy Red Riding; Sweet Polk Blues; Ain’t Nobody’s Business; Colorado Springs Blues; She Caught the L &N; Remember Me; Mountain Jack; Hattie Green. And more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4690761** DOWN HOME BLUES: Miami, Atlanta & the South Eastern States. This three CD set with 83 tracks, and songs ranging from Delta to Chicago and more: Includes work of Bo Carter; The Mood Swingers; The Mo Grinders; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 3986985 AMOS GARRETT: I Make My Home In My Shoes.** This album is a simple, straightforward representation of the kind of set Garrett plays in clubs: Stanley Street; All My Money; Sleepwalk; Hair of the Dog; Bert’s Boogie; Money In The Bank; You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet; Love Love Love; I’m a Man; Old School; Good Times; Sometimes, and The Day They Came to Play. Pantonie, and more. Ten CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $159.95

**CD 483737X** THE BEST OF THE PLATTERS: 20th Century Masters. The Platters come to life on this 11 track collection featuring this incomparable pop singer guitarist Frank Edwards, the rack mounted harmonica player who recorded in the 1940s, to the sharp-sounding 1960s harmonica sounds of Willie Brown. Included is a territory and this music by a well-known blues researcher. Wienerworld. Pub. at $27.95

**CD 4749790** THE BLUES: 100 Hits. Five CDs contain 100 hits by the original artists including: Big Joe Williams; Clarks Duster; Dust My Blues; Bert’s Boogie; Elmore James; Just Make Love to Me by Muddy Waters; Daddy Rollin’ Stone by Otis Blackwell; San Ho Zay by Freddie King; and much more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 4808533** HOWLIN’ WOLF: The Ultimate. The Chicago blues singers could rock the house with his booming voice and is considered one of greatest artists of all-time. Nineteen songs are collected here, including Shake It for Me; Love Me; Dust My Blues; Help Me; Make My Home; and get ready for a good time with blues legends. JSP Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4861426** THE PLATTERS: Eight Classic Albums. Some 96 tracks on four CDs, captures the full spectrum of this outstanding group, including: Brown Stockin’; Go Home Mama; Moonlight and more. UMG Recordings. Pub. at $29.95

**CD 3874877** TEENA MARIE: Icon. Twelve songs are collected here, including Need Your Lovin’; Behind the Grove; Now That I Have You; Young Love; Aladdin’s Lamp; Fire and Desire; and more. UMG Recordings. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 3849074** T-MODEL FORD: Bad Man. Lace up your boots, put some gin in your glass, and get ready for a good time with the hard working T-Model Ford and these ten tracks that include Ask Her for Water; Everyone’s Gonna Be Alright; Yeah, I’m Standing; Bad Man’s Somebody’s Knockin’; Let the Church Roll On; Back Door Blues; Mamma Blues; I Got Mine; Shimmy Thimmy; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $12.99

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**
**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**DVD 4934555 CHICAGO BLUES REUNION.** Widescreen. This project is comprised of musical icons who have written and performed some of the most critically acclaimed songs of all time. From Paul Butterfield’s anthem “Born in Chicago” written and performed here by Nick Gravenites, to Dave Massey’s legendary hit, “Feelin’ Alright.” Filmed in Chicago’s renowned Park West Theatre, 60 minutes. Liberation. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

**DVD 2888343 JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987.** Blues legend Johnny Winters is joined by the equally legendary Dr. John on Swedish soil. The performance includes Sound the Bell; Don’t Take Advantage of Me; Mojo Boogie; You Lie too Much; Sugar Sweet; Love Life & Money; Jumpin’ Jack Flash. Prod. Sound: 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**DVD 3850862 BIG BLUES FISHES.** Reveals a genre and a host of incredible performances by Long Island (aka the Big Fish) Blues greats, and through their personal stories, you’ll also learn about their journeys to success. So sit back, relax and let your hair down, and simply have some fun as you experience the “Blues way of life.” In Color and B&W. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**Holiday CDs & DVDs**

**CD 4858015 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 Hits.** Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger; Coventry Carol; The Bleak Mid-Winter; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Have Me with Me; Come Down, O Love Divine; All My Loving; Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas Concerto; and much more. Five CDs. Denver Music Group. **$9.95**

**CD 4892771 MEET MRS. SANTA CLAUS.** The “Mojo” Man collects 28 tracks with female singers. Includes Boogie Woogie Santa Claus by Mabel Scott; I Want a Boy For Christmas by The Del Vetts; Jingle Bells Cha-Cha-Cha by Pearl Bailey; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town by Pati Page; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

**CD 4892720 IT'S CHRISTMAS ONCE AGAIN.** Full of yuletide cheer and the plethora of sounds focused upon the season. These 30 tracks include Rock Around the Christmas Tree by Bing Crosby; I Want That No Santa Claus by Ron Holden and the Thunderbirds; Santa Won’t Be Blue this Christmas by Jimmy Christmas; Christmas Dinner by Tennessee Ernie; and more. Atomic Records. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

**CD 489264X BRONZE CHRISTMAS.** The Most Beautiful Songs. An Armful of bronze artists guaranteed to make your Christmas a lot more soul. Twenty-eight tracks including Christmas Boogie By Sugar ‘Chile’ Robinson; Santa Done Got Hip by The Marquees; Christmas Twist by The Twink’s Kings; Merry Xmas by 'Miss Edith' and more. 2888432

**CD 4843323 ROCKIN’ AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE.** Collects 60 rockin’ Christmas classics, including Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree by Brenda Lee; Run Rudolph Run by Chuck Berry; Frosty the Snowman by The Coasters; White Christmas by The Platters; Here Comes Santa Claus by Bobby Helms; and more. Three CDs. Denver Music Group. **$6.95**

**CD 3962785 MERLE HAGGARD: Hag’s Christmas.** Join Merle Haggard as he celebrates the Holidays on this 10-track collection. Includes Silver Bells; Grandma’s Homemade Christmas Card; Jingle Bells; Santa Claus and Popcorn; White Christmas; Bobby Wants a Puppy for Christmas; If We Make It Through December, We’ll Make It Through Anything; Darlin’ Home Again for Christmas and Silent Night. **$9.95**

**Christian - Gospel**

**CD 4745124 GREGORIAN CHANT: Monastic Choir of the Abbey of Saint Pierre de Solesmes.** There is something about Gregorian Chant that appeals directly to the soul. Maybe it is the solemnity serves to counter the stress of everyday life. This two-CD set collects 41 tracks, including Kyrie I; Gloria I; Sanctus I; Spiritus Dominii; O Quam Glorifica; Memento Verbi; and more. Start Entertainment. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**CD 4875105 SAM COOKE & THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Hem of His Garment.** Between 1951 and 1956 Cooke and the Soul Stirrers had the reputation as gospel’s biggest and most successful group. Twenty-nine tracks are recorded here with He’s My Friend Until the End; Nearer to Thee; Touch the Hem of His Garment; Peace in the Valley; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 4887477 COUNTRY INSPIRATIONAL: Calls from Heaven.** Twenty tracks present an inspirational assortment of Gospel music from some of country’s best artists. Includes Johnny Cash’s I Called Him; Chet Atkins’ I Am a Pilgrim; Hank Williams’ Let The Spirit Descend; The Carter Family’s Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Ray Price’s In the Garden; Kitty Wells’ How Far He’s Been; and more. Imperion. **$5.95**

**CD 4887487 COUNTRY INSPIRATIONAL: I See the Light.** Some of country’s best artists present songs of faith on 20 tracks. Includes Hank Williams’ Beyond the Sunset; Kitty Wells’ He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands; Tennessee Ernie Ford’s My Jesus; I Love Thee; Johnny Cash’s I Saw a Man; Jimmy Dean’s I Am Thine, Oh Lord; Burt Ives’ The Way of the Cross Leads Me Home. **$5.95**

**CD 4849733 SUNDAY MORNING COUNTRY GOSPEL: 40 Songs.** Two CDs make up this extraordinary collection of Gospel music sung by many country and gospel greats on 40 tracks. Includes The Old Rugged Cross by Ray Price; He’s Got The Whole World in His Hand by Tammy Wynette; There’ll Be Joy, Joy, Joy by the Carter Family; Take My Hand Precious Lord by Johnny Cash and more. **$9.95**

**CD 4931084 THE 50 MOST BELOVED HYMNS.** Collects 50 tracks on two CDs sung by various choir groups and artists. Songs include Shall We Gather By the River; How Great Thou Art; Amazing Grace by Metropolitan Boys Choir; I Love To Tell The Story; Nearer My God to Thee; When they Ring the Golden Bells by Londonony Choir; and more. Ross Records. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 3872971 BELOVED GOSPEL GREATS: Glory Glory Hallelujah.** Features four gospel music compilations on three CDs, including Amazing Grace; Peace in the Valley; The Old Rugged Cross; Up Above My Head; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Move On Up a Little Higher; and more. Pub. at $29.99 **$21.95**
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For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
CD 4652908. HAVE YOURSELF A ROCKIN' SWINGIN' CHRISTMAS: Kid Royale & the Lucky Stiffs. Collects 15 of your Christmas favorites written on a rockin', swingin' beat, including Winter Wonderland. Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Jingle Bell Rock; Little Drummer Boy; Silver Bells; Silent Night; and many more. MVD. Pub. at $17.95.  "PRICE CUT to $9.95"

DVD 7653953 BING CROSBY'S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW. Produced by the USO for troops overseas, this must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Lena Home, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley Maclaine, and many others. 90 minutes. MVD.  "PRICE CUT to $9.95"


DVD 4670426 CHRISTMAS FIREPLACEVISION! Press play and experience the magic of dancing flames any time you want without the need to store wood or clean up ash. Relax and watch as memorable traditional Christmas music plays in the background and your mind and spirit are cast into a joyous Christmas. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.95.  "PRICE CUT to $11.95"

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

CD 3614387 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Two Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; Breakfast at Tiffany's; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather; Gone with the Wind; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

CD 4728769 ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER: Unforgettable Philips Presentation. The ultimate greatest hits collection from one of the most successful composers of the modern era. Also contains all-time favorites by world class performers such as Barbara Streisand, Madonna, Sarah Brightman, Elvis and Beyonce. Tracks include, Superstar, It's Easy for You; With One Look; The Phantom of the Opera; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group. $3.95

CD 3950703 ENCORE! The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber. Ignore your senses with these twenty tracks that include stage favorites from such acclaimed musicals as The Phantom of the Opera, Jesus Christ Superstar; Evita; and Cats; as performed by the stars of London's West End. Compiles 30 tracks on three CDs. Mood Entertainment. $4.95

SOLD OUT

CD 2848684 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION 1930–62. This two CD set comprises film, studio and “live” recordings from her across her career, including the classics Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; and more.-Thirty-five tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group.

CD 4775457. 20 GOLDEN LOVE MOVIE THEMES. Relive the movie magic with these twenty tracks that include, Moon River; Tara's Theme; Rocky; The Great Gatsby; The Way We Were; As Time Goes By; Moulin Rouge and more. Start Entertainments. $5.95

CD 4840933 WAND’R’ STAR: Movie & TV Songs. Songs from your favorite westerns are performed by giants of both the film and music worlds, from Lee Marvin and James Stewart to Ernestine Enie Ford, Frankie Laine, and Dean Martin. Twenty tracks, High Noon; Bonanza; Johnny Guitar; 3:10 to Yuma; The Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99. $15.95. "PRICE CUT to $9.95"

CD 6938612 THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN. The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company & Glyndebourne Festival Opera perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan in a re-recording from Trial by Jury; The Sorcerer; The Pirates of Penzance; H.M.S. Pinafore; Patience; Iolanthe; Princess Ida; The Mikado; Ruddigore; The Yeomen of the Guard; and The Gondoliers. Three CDs. Includes exclusive DVD of live performances of their greatest hits. H&H. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

CD 4745221 LALO SCHIFRIN: Dirty Harry. Presents the score from the classic film Dirty Harry starring Clint Eastwood. Music re-mixed from the original multi-track masters. Includes original and alternate versions for four tracks. Music composed and conducted by Lalo Schifrin. Aleph Records. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 4959094 A CELEBRATION OF LERNOE & LOEWE. Paying tribute to one of the most important songwriting teams, this two CDs bring together unforgettable numbers from four influential musical classics. Featuring the voices of Jane Powell, Robert Merril, Phil Harris, Jan Peerce, Tony Bavaar and others, these 49 tracks include vocal and instrumental compositions from Brigadoon; Gigi; Paint Your Wagon; and My Fair Lady. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99. $15.95.

CD 4916964 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS, VOL. 2: Let Me Entertain You. This 66-track, three CD collection includes the essential collection of Broadway hits sung by the original artists, including Wouldn’t It Be Lovely from My Fair Lady; The Sound of Music from The Sound of Music, Put on a Happy Face from Bye Bye Birdie; and so much more. 90 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $19.99. $13.95

CD 3856262 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS: Essential Collection. This collection features 72 tracks on three CDs of songs from some of the greatest Broadway hits sung by the original artists including: Oh What a Beautiful Mornin’ from Oklahoma; Almost Like Being in Love from Brigadoon; You’re the Top from Anything Goes; Baubles, Bangles and Beards from Kismet; and so much more. Sepia. Pub. at $29.99. $24.99

CD 4818822 GULLIVER’S TRAVELS/MR. BUG GOES TO TOWN. This two CD set compiles songs from two animated classic films. Fifty songs, including All the Things You Are; Faithful; Forever, Wonderland; Moonlight; It’s a Hap Happy Happy Day; Katy Did; Katy Didn’t; Boy, Oh Boy! We’re the Couple in the Castle; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99. $13.95


CD 4857279 TEARS IN RAIN: Forsaken Themes from Fantastic Films, Volume 1. This CD collects 23 tracks from neo noir through slasher movies to a superhero musical. Includes music from Blade Runner; Shredder; horror classics From Night II: Hello Mary Lou; Night III: The Last Kiss; Prom Night IV; Deliver Us from Evil; Tom Holland’s Twisted Tales; and The Return of Captain Invincible. Percussion. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 4737113 THE JAMES BOND THEMES: Synthesizer Hits. This collection includes some of the best remembered Bond film music, much of it composed by John Barry. Twenty tracks, including Licence to Kill; The Living Daylights; A View to Kill; All Time High; My Name isQ; Moonraker; and so much more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $6.99. "PRICE CUT to $3.95"  

CD 6992013 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection. With a total of over 50 full length feature films to his name, Hitchcock remains one of the most esteemed directors in cinema history. This four CD set includes 140 tracks, bringing together fifteen full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films. Includes many of the most popular themes from numerous themes from others of his classic creations. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. "PRICE CUT to $7.95"

CD 6941095 PORGY AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording. The original sound track recording of the film version of George Gershwin’s beautiful unique folk opera is complete on 19 tracks. Overture; Summertime; “I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’”; It Ain’t Necessarily So; “Got a Slight Case” and so much more. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99. $14.99.
Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

CD 4885732 CATS. Highlights from the motion picture soundtrack. Sixteen tracks including: "Jellicle Songs For Jellicle Cats; Old Deuteronomy; Gus; The Theater Cat; Macavity; Mr. Mistoffelees; Memory; and more. Universal. PRICE CUT to $5.95

★ CD 4874790 SON HOUSE: "Live" at the Gaslight Cafe, New York. Twelve tracks present legendary blues artist, Son House, in his 1965 live New York City performance. Includes: "Poor Boy Blues; Mother Loves Children; Preachin' the Blues; This Little Light of Mine; Son's Death Letter Blues; I Shall Be Moan; Empire State Express; Pearlwine; Yonder Comes My Mother; and Louise McGhee. Document Records. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 4873541 WICKED. Presents the original Broadway cast recording of the fantastical, whimsical, and mesmerizing musical. Wicked. With Kristin Chenoweth, Idina Menzel, and Joel Gray. Also includes a CD with special bonus recordings. Universal Music. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ CD 4811186 LAUREL & HARDY: A collection of 13 original motion picture soundtracks from Laurel & Hardy's movies that include Furniture Payment From Thicker Than Water, 1935; Lighting the Stove from Blockheads, 1936; Let Me Call You Sweetheart from Swiss Miss, 1938; and more. With Hugh Jackman, Russell Crowe, Anne Hathaway and Amanda Seyfried. YulefM Recordings. PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4873444 LES MISERABLES. Based on Bobbili and Schonberg's beloved stage sensation, includes the original soundtrack of Tim Hooper's musical film adaptation of Les Misérables. With Hugh Jackman, Russell Crowe, Anne Hathaway and Amanda Seyfried. YulefM Recordings. PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4771052 ENNIO MORRICONE: Quentin Tarantino Movies. Collects 12 tracks selected from the numerous filmmaker's movies: Tracks 1-8 from Inglorious Basterds; tracks 9-11 from Kill Bill Vol. 2 and track 12 from Grindhouse: Death Proof. Tracks include Mystic and Severe; The Verdict; Il Tramonto; Paranoia Prima; and many more. Recording Arts AG. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ CD 473730X JAMES DEAN: Rebel with a Cause. A musical journey back in time to Hollywood in the 1950s, when Dean became a star and rebel with a cause. In addition to selected tunes from the movie soundtracks of three of his films, interviews are heard here too. Twenty-eight tracks, including James Dean by the Jets; Jimmy Dean Unlocked by Lilo Rito; The Ballad of James Dean by The Four Tunes; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

★ CD 4811860 THE 20TH CENTURY FOX YEARS: Volume 1, 1936-1938. The tracklist includes arragements from a studio that was hitting its' stride and this two CD set features some of the hottest & boldest highlight of the first three years of this era. Twenty-six tracks in all. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 6992188 OKLAHOMA! The 75th Anniversary Collection. Comprises the complete original cast album from the first 1943 Broadway production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's original soundtrack album from the 1955 movie version. Features landmark songs like "Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We're In Love" and many more. Twenty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4736184 LAO SCHIFRIN: Film Classics. This live recording at the Opera of Marseille is from December 7 and 8, 1995. The complete original cast album from the first 1943 Broadway production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's original soundtrack album from the 1955 movie version. Features landmark songs like "Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We're In Love" and many more. Twenty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 4873436 JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR. Presents the complete recording of Andrew Lloyd Webber's and Tim Rice's iconic and stunning rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar on two CDs. With Murray Head as Judas Iscariot, Ian Gillan as Jesus Christ, and Yvonne Elliman as Mary Magdalene. Universal Music. $17.95

★ CD 4765192 ALICE FAYE: The 20th Century Fox Years, Volume 1, 1934-1939. Sixty-one tracks from Faye's musical movies during this time period including Nasty Man; Sing, Baby, Sing; This Year's Kisses; It's Swell of You; Oh But I'm Happy; Araid to Dream; Think Twice; I'm a Gypsy; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 $12.95

CD 3826010 THE JAMES DEAN STORY. Before the fifties were over, Dean received a posthumous Academy Award and had been the subject of two bizarre documentaries, both called The James Dean Story. All forty-five tracks are from both soundtracks to gather here together. Forty-five tracks, including Theme from East of Eden; The Ballad of James Dean; Return Home; Jimmy, Jimmy, and more. Righteous. SOLD OUT

CD 4793064 LEE LESSACK: In Good Company. Features Faye performing duets with everyone from Maureen McGovern to Michael Feinstein and Grammy Award winner Stephen Schwartz. All together, 17 of the world's top Broadway and cabaret artists are featured. Seventeen songs chronicle first time I Ever Saw Your Face; The Look of Love; Open Arms; May I Suggest; and more. LIMM. SOLD OUT

★ CD 4765257 MEL BROOKS' YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN: Original London Cast Recording. This original cast recording of the popular musical, includes: This or That Again; I Could Work; The Experiment; Surprise; and more. Notefornote Music. Pub. at $15.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

Classical - Opera

CD 3958426 CLASSICAL MOODS. The incredible selections on these two CD collection resonates with vibrant sounds of some of the world's best known orchestras. Four CDs. With Fritz Reiner; Sir Thomas Beecham; and many others. Universal. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ CD 4749804 THE BEST CLASSICAL ALBUM: 100 Hits. Featuring 100 tracks on five CDs by the original artists including Dies Bildnis (The Magic Flute) by Mozart; Sonata No.11 in A major (Alta Torca) by Mozart; I'm a Gypsy; The Verdict; Il Tramonto; Paranoia Prima; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard case. Demon Music Group. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 5879086 SEGOVIA AND WILLIAMS: Guitar Virtuosos. Two masters of the guitar, John Williams and Andres Segovia, offer their collection resonates with with vibrant sounds of some of the world's best known orchestras. Twelve tracks, including: Vivaldi's Bolero; J.S. Bach's Suite No.6 in D major; Mozart's Andante for Flute and Orchestra in C major; Bruckner's Kyrie; Deus, from: Mass in E minor; Vivaldi's The Four Seasons, Violin Concertos Op.8 (Spring); and many others. Packaged in a cardboard case. Demon Music Group. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 4815475 VERDI: La Traviata. Verdi's exquisite and timeless opera, La Traviata, is presented on 2 CDs. With Mercedes Capris as Violetta, Ida Conli as Flora, and Lionel Cecil as Alfredo. Lorenzo Molajoli leads the Orchestra and chorus of La Scala Opera House, Milan, in this restored 1928 version. Navos. $5.95

★ CD 4815416 GREAT COMEDY OVERTURES. Presents popular overtures to comic operas including Herold's Zampa; Nicolosi's Barbiere Di Siviglia; Verdi's Erastro; Mozart's Die Entführung aus dem Serail; Thomas's Mignon; Reinecke's Donna Diana; Flotow's Martha; Esprit-Auber's Fra Diavolo; Lortzing's Zar und Zimmermann; and more. LanceFriedel leads the Royal Scottish National Orchestra. $5.95

CD 476062X BENJAMIN BRITTEN: Operas. This 13 CD set features some of Britain's most powerful operas. These complete productions include Paul Bunyan; Peter Grimes; The Rape of Lucretia; Gluck's Iphigenia in Tauris; and many more. Label: Erato. PRICE CUT to $39.95 $27.95

★ CD 481536X THE BEETHOVEN EXPERIENCE. Two CDs on 24 tracks present this complete collection which includes Symphonies Nos.5 in C minor, op.67; No.7 in A major, op.92; The Choral Orchestra of Europe; Nikolas Hamoncourt director; Piano Sonata No.14 in C sharp minor with Jean-Bernard Pommier, piano, Symphony No.7 in A major, op.92; Chamber Orchestra of Europe; Nikolas Hamoncourt director; and more. Warner Music. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
and enter the item number in the search box.

Classical - Opera

CD 369125X VOICES OF RUSIAN OPERA. Featuring many composers whose names are synonymous with Russian opera, including Glinka, Borodin, Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, and Prokofiev, this collection showcases the breadth and variety of Russian opera at its best. Features recordings by both Russian and non Russian vocalists. 5 CDs. EMI. Recorded 1948-50. Pub. at $34.95. $5.95

★ CD 4786386 BOHEMIAN MUSIC FOR STRINGS: Myslivecek, Stamitz, Martinu, Dvorak, Janacek. Features 16 tracks that include Divertimento in F major; Orchestral Quartet in F major Opus 4 No. 4; Serenade No. 2, for strings; Nordic Suite in strong string Opus 40; and Suite for Strings. Performed by the Independent Chamber Orchestra Boemia. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2974347 ROMEO & JULIET AND OTHER WORKS INSPIRED BY SHAKESPEARE. Anthony Will conducts the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s The Tempest, Op. 18; Adrian Leaper conducts the Polish National Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s Hamlet, Op.67 Fantasy Overture; Anthony Bramall conducts the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra in Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream; and Andrew Mogelj conduct the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine in Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64. 5 CDs. Naos. Pub. at $49.99. $7.95

CD 465773X MOZART: Cosi Fan Tutte. Three CD set of the Italian opera which translates to “They All Do It”. Lalla Cuberti, soprano, as Fiordiligi; Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano, as Donabella; Ferruccio Furlanetto, baritone, asGuglielmo, and Kurt Srett, tenor, as Ferrando. Warner Music. Pub. at $35.99. $5.95

CD 396403X SIMON PATTLE: Britten. This 5 CD box set presents Sir Simon Pattle conducting the Berliner Philharmoniker and the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra in works by Benjamin Britten. Includes War Requiem, The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra; Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings; Nocturne; Sinfonia da Requiem; Suite on English Folk Tunes; and other. EMI Classics. $7.95

CD 4528077 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION. He was one of the finest tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classical favorites from his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs from movies, as well as most of the A and B sides of his singles for RCA. 4 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 3972275 MY PLAYLIST FOR GARDENING. These cultivated classical pieces are the perfect accompaniment to working amid the flowers and foliage. Hear the sun rise in Grieg’s Morning Mood from Peer Gynt, waltz among the flowers with Tchaikovsky, watch the sparkling Fountain Dance with Elgar and shelter from the rain with Debussy. These and other works will bring you gardening joy. Naos. $5.95

CD 398435X PRELUDE & FUGUE: Bernd Glemser Plays Bach and Shostakovich. A cluster of pieces including Shostakovich’s Preludes in E minor op.87 No.4; Fugue in E minor op.87 No.4; and more. Also in this collection are Bach’s Prelude in G major BWV 860; Fugue in G major BWV 906; From the Well Tempered Clavier to. Hanssler Classics. $3.95

CD 4713192 ROBERT SCHUMANN: Papillons/Davidsd unbart/Arabeske. Three of Schumann’s beloved piano works are presented in this collection. Papillons, Davidsd unbart and Arabeske are performed by Denis Provsthan, piano. Piano Box Set. SOLD OUT.

CD 4742788 RUSSIA: Schnitte/Tanejew/Gubaidulina/Glinka/Rachmaninov/Tchaikovsky. In this unique collection Russian Choral Music from two centuries, Marcus Creed conducts the SWR Vokalenstunde in Schnitte’s Three Sacred Songs; Choral Suite for mixed voices and orchestra and Hommage an Maria Zvetajewa; Tanejew’s Twelve Part-SONGS on Poems by Jakov Polkov Op.27, and more. Hanssler Classic. $5.95

CD 3972257 MY PLAYLIST FOR DRAWING & PAINTING. This playlist of inspirational and relaxing classical works provides the perfect background to time spent drawing and painting. From the first notes of Promenade from Mussorgsky’sPictures at an Exhibition, these works span a multitude of hues and tones. includes musical selections from: The Sweep; Hindgon’s Pale Yellow to Bliss; Purple and other. Naos. $3.95

CD 4787942 NACHTSTUCKE: Herbert Schuch. Piano. Pianist Herbert Schuch presents a fandil collection of nocturnes including Schumann’s Nachtstucke op.23; Hollinger’s Lis-Oeni Nachtstucke; Nachtstucke; and Bizet’s Nocturne four so No.9 op.68 “Messe nero”; Ravel’s Gaspard de la nuit; and Mozart’s Adagio in B minor KV 540. EMI Classics. $3.95

CD 477940 PRELUDE & FUGUE: Bernd Glemser Plays Bach and Shostakovich. A cluster of pieces including Shostakovich’s Preludes in E minor op.87 No.4; Fugue in E minor op.87 No.4; and more. Also in this collection are Bach’s Prelude in G major BWV 860; Fugue in G major BWV 906; From the Well Tempered Clavier to. Hanssler Classics. $3.95

CD 3914453 THE GEORGE GERSHWIN COLLECTION. A wonderful collection of the great composer’s music, comprising 16 tracks on three CDs. Songs include Rhapsody in Blue; Porgy and Bess; The Man I Love; Fascinating Rhythm; Oh Lady Be Good; A Foggy Day; I Love You Porgy; An American in Paris; Summertime; They Can’t Take That Away from Me; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 4771096 THE SIXTEEN: The Golden Age of English Polyphony. When The Sixteen embarked upon their recording career few would have been able to predict how far they would go towards rehabilitating the little-known music of the four master composers (Robert Fayrfax, John Taverner, John Dunstable and Orlando Gurney) of the sixteenth century. This 10 CD set celebrates this repertoire in amazing fashion. Hyperion. $24.95

★ CD 393165X BELOVED OPERETTA FAVORITES: Lover Come Back to Me. Collects 67 tracks of operetta favorites on three CDs including Softly As In a Morning Sunrise; Stolhjertede Man; One Kiss; The Desert Song; Tramp, Tramp, Tramp; Beyond the Blue Horizon; Love Me Tonight; Drinking Song; Serenade; Why Do I Love You? and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
CD 4780698 PASSIO: Music for Holy Week & Easter. A cluster of great sacred works by renowned composers that capture the essence of Holy Week and Easter. Includes magisterial performances by Andreas Tallis, Gesualdo, Schütz, J.S. Bach, Pasquini, Sturla, Telemann, Arvo Part, Pergolesi, Haydn, Handel, and others. Performed by The Chamber Choir of Europe, Choir of King's College, Cambridge, Ensemble Arta Music, and many more in this 25 CD collection. Brilliant Classics. $29.95

★ CD 3849066 STEWART GOODYEAR–LUIGI VAN BEETHOVEN: The Complete Piano Sonatas. Features ten CDs in a boxed set that collect the complete piano sonatas, performed by Goodyear on piano, including: Sonata No. 1, in F minor, Op. 16 (1796); Sonata No. 2 in A, Op. No. 2 (1795); Sonata No. 4, in E flat, Op. 7 (1796-98); and much more. Includes booklet. Marquis. Pub. at $39.95

CD 4756113 GILARDINO: Complete Music for Solo Guitar. 1965-2013. Guitarist Cristiano Porqueddu interprets Angelo Gilardino’s vast oeuvre, moving year-by-year in a stunning 14-CD collection. From Canzone notturna a Siu di virtuosità and di transcendenza Nosi... to Dove nitrati italiani, experience the full scope of the Italian composer’s library. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CD 4814207 ANATOL UGORSKI: Complete Recordings on Deutsche Grammophon. Presents the exceptional pianist, Anatol Ugorski, as he plays works by Beethoven, Mussorgsky, Schumann, Schubert, Messiaen, Britten, Falla, Mennesson, Scriabin, and others in this 13 CD collection. Universal Music. $39.95

CD 4814231 DECCA SOUND: The Piano Edition. This 55 CD collection, spanning eight decades, includes a variety of artists such as Auergh, Britten, Bernstein, Giulia, Lupin, Levin, Rubinstein, Schiff, Thibaud, and many other great composers that comprise the likes of Beethoven, Bach, Mozart, Schumann, Rachakov, and a host of others. Includes a 95 page booklet, Decca Music Group. $129.95

CD 4815343 THE A-Z OF OPERA, 2ND EDITION. Written by Keith Anderson. This handy resource contains a brief but informative general history of the genre, a listing of operas from Abu Hassan to Zwillingsbruder including plot synopses and some context for each work, and a listing of composers from Auber to Alois Zimmermann. Also includes selections of music from an array of operas on 2 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99

CD 4815378 THE ENDELLION STRING QUARTET: Benjamin Britten String Quartets 1, 2, 3 Diverdimenti. The Endellion String Quartet presents performances by Benjamin Britten on 2 CDs. Includes String Quartet No. 1 in D Major, Op.25; String Quartet No.2 in C Major, Op.36; String Quartet No.3, Op.94; and Three Diverdimenti. Brilliant Classics. $39.95

CD 3885186 LAWRENCE FERINGHETTI: Pictures of the Gone World. A wonderful collaboration between composer David Amram and Ferlinghetti. The poet’s words are so musical that they sing directly from the paper right into your heart. The tracks to be selected including these works: Away Above a Harborful; Just as I Used to Say; Not too Long; Heaven; Fortune; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. Synergy


CD 4815408 HALSTAFF: Verdi. Presented on 2 CDs. Falstaff is one of Verdi’s most unique works. With Giacomo Rimini as Falstaff, Pia Tassinari as Mrs. Alice Ford, Ines Alfani as Mrs. Alice Ford, Ines Alfani as Mrs. Alice Ford, Ines Alfani as Mrs. Alice Ford. The Royal Opera of La Scala in Milan. Originally recorded in 1932. Naxos. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4742680 BEAUX ARTS TRIO: Trio Recital 1960. The Beaux Arts Trio presents Johannes Brahms’ Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano Op.8; and Maurice Ravel’s Trio for Violin Cello and Piano in this classic 1960 recording. Hanssler Classic. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4742702 GEZA ANDA PLAYS MOZART & RAVEL. Presents pianist’s Geza Anda’s brilliant piano interpretations on two CDs The Piano Concerto in G Major and The Piano Concerto in A Major. Also Ravel’s Piano Concerto in D Major for the Left Hand. Hänssler Classic. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4760719 MIR IS ONE OF THE EHRBEI WIDERFAHREN: Original Opera Highlights. This 7 CD box set includes German opera highlights from classics like Nicolia’s Lustige Weber, Strauss’ Rosenkavalier, as well as rarities such as Kenzie’s Evangelism. Featuring some of international standing, these opera highlights were recorded between 1953-1977. EMI Classics. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4815459 WILLIAM BOILOC: Piano Music. This 3 CD collection represents brilliant works from every phase of William Bolcolm’s six decade career. Includes New Lights: Concert Paraphrase; Fantasy: Dance Pieces; Rien Dallas: Etudes for Piano, Night Pieces; Conversations with Andre; Romantic; Pieces; The Brooklyn Dodge; Estelle Rag Laimo; Ballades; and more. Naxos. Pub. at $38.95

CD 4772916 MOZART: Piano Concertos KV 238 & 415. Two Masterworks. Two masterpieces KV 238 and 415 are presented here along with the brilliant overtures from Mozart’s operas. Le nozze di Figaro; and Don Giovanni. Eduardo Topchjan conducts the Armenian Philharmonic Orchestra and Isabelle Ferriere on piano. Oehms Classics. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 476058X AARON COPLAND: Billy the Kid/Rodeo/In the Beginning. This collection brings Copland’s two cowboy ballets Billy the Kid and Rodeo together on this CD. Also includes Copland’s choral setting of the story of creation In the Beginning. Conductor Leonard Statkin leads the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra. EMI Classics. $39.95

CD 477014X BRITISH OPERA SATURDAY: British Composers. Taking a panoramic view of British music between the 19th and 20th centuries, this fascinating collection features some 30 composers on 2 CDs. Includes figures such as Elgar; Delius; Vaughan Williams; Walton; Britton; Tippett and a wealth of others that explore a richly varied patchwork of British operas and orchestral works. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4760654 DELIUS: British Composers. Frederick Delius’s Mass of Life, sung here in German, is joined by other notable works, including some by Herbert Howells, a composer firmly in the English tradition, and the lilting choral work, who celebrated Derbyshire countryside with his choral work The Hills. Five CDs. EMI Records Limited. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 471315X DVORAK: Symphony No. 9. Presents Antonin Dvorak’s celebrated Symphony No.9 The New World Symphony. Paavo Jarvi conducts the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Archiv Classic. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4760611 BRITTEN: British Composers. This 5 CD set collects works of Britten including scenes from Peter Grimes; Seven Sonnets of Michelangelo; The Holy Sonnets of John Donne; The Rape of Lucretia and his Piano Concerto for Strings. Also includes Rubbra’s Symphony No.5; Hellying’s Threnody for a Soldier Killed in Action; and Berkeley’s Horn Trio; and more. EMI Classics. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

CD 4783522 WOMAN RUNS WITH WOLVES. Perussionist Beverly Johnston brings a collection of works by new and established composers. Includes Hasid’s Artic Dreams; In the Fire of Conflict: Rescue Me; In the Fire of Conflict: I Call Your Name; Brady’s Rant; Roi’s Grieving the Doubts of Angels; Alice Ho’s Woman Runs with Wolves; Occhipinti’s Surrunt; and Silfverberg’s Up and Down Dusbeta. Centering. PRICE CUT TO $2.95


CD 4783506 VISIONS OF THE COMPLETE WORK OF RHAGAN: Fantasias. Composer Constantine Caravassilis’ evocative music is intimately connected to his Hellenic roots, often drawing inspiration from ancient Greek mythology and Byzantine culture. Pianist Christina Petroukova’s Quintic brilliantly interprets Caravassilis’ Book of Visions and Renaissance Fantasias in this 2 CD collection. Centrediscs. $2.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
CD 4770986  HEMINGWAY. Stirring and evocative original music from the critically acclaimed Ken Burns' documentary, Hemingway. Produced and performed by Johnny Gandelsman, this CD collects nine tracks, including El Tiempo, Flor de Mayo, Leaves Fall Early, The Garden of Eden, La Despedida, and more! PBS. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4799216  BERNHARD RUCHTI: Beethoven–A Tempo. Recorded and filmed at the St. Laurentius Church, St. Gallen, Switzerland, this set includes a seven-track CD and DVD of the performance. Music, Just Music. Pub. at $21.99

CD 4850823  RELAXING CLASSICS. 100 Hits. Collects 100 beautiful masterpieces from Mozart, Handel, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Chopin, Elgar, Grieg, Debussy and many more. Demon Music Group.

CD 4815467  TCHAIKOVSKY'S SWAN LAKE. This 2 CD collection presents the enduring genius of Tchaikovsky's masterpiece ballet Swan Lake. David Lloyd-Jones leads The New London Orchestra in The Four Seasons Concerto; Pachelbel's Canon in D Major; Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 1 in F Major; Handel's Music for the Royal Fireworks; Corelli's Concerto in D Minor; Telemann's Trumpet Concerto in B Major; and more. Oehms Classics.

SOLD OUT

CD 4815440  THE MOZART EXPERIENCE. Two CDs present the sheer musical genius of Mozart. Includes selections from Le nozze di Figaro (Overture); Piano Concerto (Elvira Madigan); Piano Sonata in a minor; String Quartet No.23; Piano Concerto No.20; Piano Sonata in a minor; Variations Op.1; 3 German Dances and more. Warner Music. Pub. at $16.99

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

CD 4815432  LIVING MUSIC: New Chamber Music for Flute. This collection of beautiful chamber music with flute is performed by Alice K. Dade and includes premier recordings. Jay Kernis's Skipping Stones; Margaret Barker's Skipping Stones; Jennifer Margaret Barker’s Na Tri Peachtainn, and Dan Coleman’s Pavanes and Symmetries. Naxos.

CD 4727786  GERMANI MINIATURES. The composers in this recording musically reminisce about their beloved German country. Includes Nossadse's Chamber Symphony No.3; Bardanashvili's Concerto quasi una Fantaisie for piano; and Zindzadse's Miniatures for Chamber Orchestra. Ariel Zuckermann conducts The Georgian Chamber Orchestra with Alexander Korsantia, piano. Oehms Classics.

SOLD OUT


CD 4728009 SYMPHONY NO. 1: Capriccio Italian. Christoph Poppen conducts the Deutsche Radio Philharmonie in Tchaikovsky's beautiful Symphony No. 1 in G minor op.13 and the melodric Capriccio Italian op.45. Oehms Classics.

SOLD OUT

CD 4811925 THE IMMORTAL VOICE OF MARIO LANZA. Celebrates Lanza's centenay with a collection spanning his entire professional career, from his first radio broadcasts to a quartet of studio gems from the last months of his brief but indelible life. Twenty three tracks recorded between 1940-1944. play you; Santa Lucia Luntana; I'll Remember April; Falling Out of Time; The death of a child. In a CD booklet. Pub. at $17.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 4742672 AMERICA: Copland/Rich/Berge/Feldman/Berstein/Barber. A brilliant collection of choral pieces by some of America's greatest composers. Includes Copland's Four Motets; Reich's Prokofiev's Cage's Five; Feldman's The Rothko Chapel; Bernstein's Missa Brevis; and Barber's A Stopwatch and an Ordnance Map. Marcus Creed conducts The Vokalensemble Stuttgart. Hanssler Classic.

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

CD 4857756 LEONCAVALLO PAGLIACCI. Around 1890, Leoncavallo decided to write an opera in one act and composed in the verismo style. Leoncavallo claimed that he took the inspiration for Pagliacci from a true incident from his childhood. Performed by the Budapest Opera Chorus; the Budapest Opera Children's Chorus; and accompanied by the Budapest Opera Orchestra. United Classics. Pub. at $15.99

$3.95

CD 4783409 FROM THE HEARTLAND. This fanciful recording features violinist Erika Raun and pianist David Mizor. performed Robinovitch's Dance Set #2; McNulty's sonata for Violin and Piano "Springs"; Raum's Les Ombres and Sonata for Violin and Piano. Centrediscs.

CD 4783484 PIANO ATLANTICA. The inspirations of five composers in chamber music by pianist Blair Zang. Michael Crutchley's Variations; Anthony Genge's Four Quiet Preludes; Clark Ross' Last Dance; selections from Richard Gibson's piano preludes and Variations. Centrediscs.

SOLD OUT

CD 4728025 SYMPHONY NO. 1. KRAFTWERK: Alexander Maria Wagner. Alexander Maria Wagner's Symphony No.1 "Kraftwerk" along with his arrangement of Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, and completes the selections with Prokofiev's Piano Concerto for the Royal Fireworks, Corelli's Concerto in D Minor, Telemann's Trumpet Concerto in B Major and more. Oehms Classics.

SOLD OUT

SOPHIA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. Oehms Classics.


SOLD OUT

STEWART GOODYEAR–LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: Favorite Piano Sonatas. This 2-CD, nineteen track set features Goodyear performing on piano his favorite Beethoven sonatas including Il Adagio cantabile; Il Rondoi; Allegro; Allegro assai; and Scherzo: Markquis. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 4783387 AS AT FIRST. Pianist Adam Shernik plays his compositions for solo piano and an homage to his favorite Beethoven sonatas including Il Adagio cantabile; Il Rondoi; Allegro assai; and Scherzo: Markquis. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3849058 MIG MUSIC: The Immortal Voice of Andrea Vollenweider. Behind the Gardens, Behind the Wall, Under the Tree. Features nine tracks from the Classical/New Age musician including the title track plus Pyramid Wood, in the Bright Light; Micro-Macro; Skin & Skin; Moonlight Wrapped Around Us; Lion & Sheep; Sunday Afternoon; and Hands & Clouds. MIG Music. Pub. at $17.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 4848411 SAMANTHA EFE: Fantaisie Negre. Musicologist and pianist Samantha Efe presents the complete work of this compilation. Includes Fantaisie Negre No.1 in E Minor; Fantaisie Negre No.2 in G Minor; Moonfront a Cloud; Snapshots: Flame; Fantaisie Negre No.4 in B Minor; Unflexted Sketch No.1; Unflexted Sketch No.2; and others. Lontano Records. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 384904X STEWART GOODYEAR–BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations. Goodyear performs on the piano the popular waltz by Anton Diabelli, OP120 on this 34 track CD. Markquis. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $5.95

CD 4653157 SILKROAD ENSEMBLE: Falling Out of Time. This work is from acclaimed composer Unsuk Chin. Goupil-Granger's Grammy-winning Silkroad Ensemble. Rooted in David Grossman's novel of the same name, this nuanced story narrates a journey of grief and solace, a journey "out of time" as the characters achieve peace.

$19.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/871
Classical - Opera

**CD 481424X SHAPING THE CENTURY, VOL. 1, 1900-1949.** Some 26 CDs showcase the works of composers from the first 5 decades of the 20th century. Includes Debussy La Mer; Strauss Salome; Mahler Symphony No.9; Offt Carmina Burana; Shostakovich Symphony No.5; Bartok Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta; Copland Billy the Kid; Cola and the Mexico; Prokofiev Piano Concertos 6-8; and more. Decca Music Group

- PRICE CUT TO $89.95

**DVD 4962427 THE 2007 NEWPORT MUSIC FESTIVAL: Connoisseur’s Collection.** This special collection of concerts and highlights includes the Newport debut of the 20-year-old American pianist Adam Golka, “Chopiniana” with French superstars Jean-Philippe Collard and Henri Demarquette; “Listening Post” (music by Franz Liszt with six pianists); and much more. Fifteen hours. Ten DVDs, plus bonus material. Acclaim Media. Pub. at $124.99

- Media. Pub. at $124.99

**DVD 3810690 GAEATNO DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor.** Widescreen. Patrick Fournillier conducts the Orchestra e Coro del Teatro Carlo Felice in this beautiful production of Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. He interprets works by the Russian composers Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov and Shostakovich, including Tchaikovsky’s famous Piano Concerto No.1 and Shostakovich’s gloomy Symphony No.9; and more. Mariinsky Theater in Saint Petersburg. He interprets works by the Russian composers Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov and Shostakovich, including Tchaikovsky’s famous Piano Concerto No.1 and Shostakovich’s gloomy Symphony No.9. EuroArts. Pub. at $27.95

- **PRICE CUT to $17.95

**Blu-ray 4666542 HERBERT BLOMSTEDT: Bach Mass in B Minor/Beethoven Symphony No.9.** Widescreen. Conductor Herbert Blomstedt pays homage to J.S. Bach and his city of Leipzig. In 2005 he bade farewell to Leipzig in his final official performance as the 18th Gewandhauskapellmeister with a touching Mass in B Minor. In addition there is a recording of Beethoven’s Symphony No.5 performed by the Gewandhaus Orchestra at Leipzig.

- Sold Out

**Blu-ray 4666585 GIACOMO PUCCINI: La Fanciulla Del West.** Widescreen. Exactly 100 years after its dizzy world premiere at New York’s Metropolitan Opera, Stockholm’s Royal Opera House presents a brilliant modern-day interpretation of this rarely played opera with an outstanding cast. Singing the lead role is Nina Stemme. She is joined by the sonorant baritone John Lundgren and the Italianate tenor Aleksandrs Antonenkovs. 140 minutes. EuroArts.

- $7.95

**Blu-ray 4666526 CELEBRATING STRAUSS.** Widescreen. Brings into focus the greatest interpreters of Richard Strauss’s catalog. These jewels of CD broadcasting have been salvaged from various archives and been made accessible for home viewing audiences uniting performances by legendary artists such as Imgrid Seefried, Topper, Rita Streich and Elisabeth Schwarzkopf. 50 minutes. Ideale Audience.

- $3.95

**Blu-ray 3810748 GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL: Admeto.** Widescreen. Axel Köhler has brought Admeto into the modern era in tandem with the skillful application of imaginative theatrical digressions. Köhler’s production at the Halle Opernhaus revisits a work that encompasses comedy, tragedy and almost absurd grandiosity, couching it in the convincing metaphor of a modern hospital. In German with English subtitles. Over three hours. Artur Strauss.

- $3.95

**Blu-ray 4666569 MUSORGSKY: Khovanschina.** Widescreen. Dmitri Tcherniakov’s production emphasizes the timeless quality of Mussorgsky’s tragedy and powerfully reminiscent of a Greek tragedy, reflecting Musorgsky’s maxim, “The past in the present—that is my task.” Recorded live at the Nationaltheater, Munich, Germany, July 5-7, 2007, 174 minutes.

- **PRICE CUT to $3.95

**Blu-ray 4666577 NOBURYUKI TSUJII AT WHITE NIGHTS.** Widescreen. The blind Japanese pianist Nobuyuki Tsujii is playing for the first time ever under the Russian conductor Valery Gergiev at the Mariinsky Theater in Saint Petersburg. He interprets works by the Russian composers Tchaikovsky, Prokofiev and Shostakovich, including Tchaikovsky’s famous Piano Concerto No.1 and Shostakovich’s gloomy Symphony No.14. 110 minutes. EuroArts.

- **PRICE CUT to $3.95
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